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REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY 
FOREWORD
 
The value of microwave scatterometers and radiometers as remote sea wind 
sensors has been independently demonstrated by a number of investigators. However, 
near-simultaneous observations by a composite radiometer and scatterometer 
(RADSCAT) instrument have been proposed as a method of making improved wind 
estimates. The improvement is derived from the complementary as well as 
supplementary features of the sensors. To demonstrate this potential a joint effort 
among New York University, General Electric Space Division, the University of 
Kansas and NASA Langley Research Center was undertaken through the Advanced 
Application Flight Experiment program of NASA. This document is submitted in 
support of these efforts. 
Specifically, this document was prepared by the Remote Sensing Laboratory 
of the University of Kansas Center For Research, Inc. under NASA Contract NAS 
1-10048. The principal investigator under the contract is Dr. R. K. Moore and 
project engineer is Dr. A. K. Fung. Several individuals rendered valuable 
assistance in the development of the computer programs. The control and integration 
of the routines were partially achieved by Glen E. Elliott of the University of 
Kansas. John L. Mitchell of LTV operated the programs repeatedly on the CDC­
6600 while they were under final scrutiny by the author. 
ABSTRACT 
The theory, design and operation of the computer programs which 
automate the reduction of joint radiometer and scatterometer observations conducted 
by the AAFE RADSCAT instrument is presented. The programs reduce scatterometer 
measurements to the normalized scattering coefficient; whereas the radiometer 
measurements are converted into antenna temperatures. The programs are both 
investigator and user oriented. Supplementary parameters are provided to aid in 
the interpretation of the observations. A hierarchy of diagnostics is available to 
evaluate the operation of the instrument, the conduct of the experiments and the 
quality of the records. 
General description of the programs and their data products ore also presented. 
This document therefore serves as a user's guide to the programs and is therefore 
intended to serve both the experimenter and the program operator. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The AAFE RADSCAT* Data Reduction Package, as prepared by the University 
of Kansas, is a family of computer programs** which together form a basis for 
automated reduction and presentation of scatterometer and radiometer measurements 
taken by the RADSCAT instrument. The primary member in the family validates the 
raw RADSCAT data records and uses instrument and aircraft parameters to yield 
emission and scattering characteristics of the scene represented by the data. The 
scatterometer data is reduced to the normalized scattering coefficient whereas the 
radiometer data is reduced to the antenna temperature. Other programs in the 
family are employed to maintain a file of instrument characteristics, list the output 
(reduced data), qnd prepare duplicate output tapes for use on other computing machines. 
Two engineering routines are also provided to compute certain antenna parameters 
essential to the reduction of the microwave data; these routines are not employed 
regularly. The programs were written in FORTRAN IV, developed on a HW 635 
system and then modified and demonstrated on a CDC-6600. 
The program outputs provide a comprehensive basis from which to interpret 
the results of RADSCAT experiments. The basic output parameters have been 
augmented with others to reconstruct the influence of the aircraft attitude on the 
experiment, to validate the measurements, and to reflect the status of the RADSCAT 
instrument. Full evaluation of the data is accomplished by examining contents of 
an activity report as well as the output records. A fuller data base from which to 
analyze RADSCAT data is only provided when these outputs are augmented with seaW 
ground truth and certain aircraft parameters available from other sources. The 
programs are therefore largely experimenter oriented. 
Attempts have been made to generalize the reduction algorithms so as to 
easily adapt the programs for changes in the character or operation of the instrument. 
In doing so the user is expected to provide many more of the calibration and 
A composite radiometer and scatterometer sensor. 
The family of programs does not include a merge and edit routine which prepares
the raw input data. This routine was developed by the Flight Instrumentation 
Division of NASA Langley Research Center. 
data parameters than would otherwise by required. For this reason a historical file 
is maintained on the instrument parameters. It is also provided to trace the develop­
ment, modifications and aging of the instrument. 
No attempts have been made to develop efficient coding; rather extensive 
efforts have been made to develop pr6grams which will, to some degree, documerit 
themselves. Self documentation is provided by a liberal insertion of comment cards. 
This approach had been instituted with the full realization that the programs are 
likely to undergo changes as experience or changes in the instrument dictate them. 
It is hopeful that this approach together with this document will ease the insertion 
of program modifications. However, the authors can assume no responsibility for 
changes made without their knowledge. It is strongly recommended that changes to 
the reduction algorithms be made only with the approval of an engineer who is 
thoroughly familiar with the operation of the instrument, the theory behind the 
algorithms and the needs of the investigators. 
Some-strides have been made to design production type programs. External 
directives give the users the ability to select the files to be processed or the service 
function to be executed. Unrecognized directives will halt the execution of the 
program. Data entries are alIo vdlidated and'when too many bad files are encountered 
the job is aborted. Activity reports and termination statements are provided so that 
the user can trace the progress of the job. 
The details on the use, theory and design of these programs are presented in 
the remainder of this document. To place these programs in context with RADSCAT 
experiments the technical background is briefly described in Section II. The 
experimenter and programmer will find Section III helpful in understanding the 
general features and data products of the programs. He may wish to refer to Section 
IV and the Appendices for more specific information. The program operator will 
find Section IV essential to the operation of the programs. Again he may wish to 
consult the appendices for specific help. The cognizant engineer will want to 
become familiar with all aspects of this document to develop a thorough understand­
ing of the program content. To a large extent this document assumes some knowledge 
of the operation of the RADSCAT instrument*. The programmer and cognizant 
A description of the instrument may be found in "Field Service Procedure Handbook," 
vol. 1,prepared by General Electric Space Division, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
under NASA Contract NAS 1-10161. 
2 
engineer will also want to consult the document which describes the merge 
and edit routine which prepares the raw data records. This document is in 
preparation at NASA Langley Research Center. Those wishing to learn the 
details on the theory and design of the various routines in the family of programs 
will find the appendices helpful. 
3
 
11. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 
A. Introduction 
This section is primarily written for the investigator or programmer not 
familiar with scatterometric or radiometric measurements. The motivation for joint 
measurements is presented and the elementary theory behind the measurements is 
discussed. The instrument and its relation to the C-130 aircraft is also briefly 
described. It is hoped that this section will place the AAFE RADSCAT Data Reduction 
Programs in context of experiments. 
B. Motivation for Joint Measurements 
In recent years a strong interest has developed in interpreting the microwave 
signatures of natural surfaces. In these efforts a number of potential earth resources 
and scientific applications have been demonstrated by measuring the emission or 
scattering properties of various scenes. The scatterometer is employed to measure the 
scattering characteristic whereas the radiometer is used to measure the emission 
properties. To date the investigations have been largely conducted wit one instrument 
or the other. However, several investigators have proposed that joint scattering and 
emission measurements would form a stronger- interpretational basis, because each 
sensor measures a different aspect of the bi-static scattering characteristic of the 
surface. From an entirely different'viewpoint the sensors are complementary in nature. 
It is known that the radiometer is very sensitive to clouds and rain whereas the 
scatterometer is relatively insensitive to clouds and rain. Over the ocean this 
property has potential in correcting the scotterometer measurements for small 
attenuations caused by clouds. 
C. Description of the RADSCAT Sensor 
The AAFE RADSCAT instrument is a composite sensor consisting of a pencil­
beam microwave scatterometer and radiometer. It was designed to conduct measure­
ments from an aircraft and is capable of operating at either of two frequencies, 
9.3 GHz or 13.9 GH-z. In three of its four'modes of operation it makes scatterometer 
and radiometer measurements on a near-simultaneous basis. In the fourth mode it 
makes radiometer measurements only. Observations can be conducted at any one 
of six adjustable angles covering the sector between nadir and 60 degrees. 
4 
The AAFE RADSCAT instrument was primarily designed to perform experiments 
over the ocean to verify the remote anemometric capability of the composite sensor. 
Although primarily designed for oceanographic work, the extension to observations 
of agrarian or urban scenes is straightforward. The instrument is capable of conduct­
ingexperiments at one of four altitudes, viz. 2000, 50001 10,000 and 20,000 feet* 
The wide range of altitudes is provided to study atmospheric effects such as humidify, 
temperature, clouds and rains. To avoid difficulties introduced by operating from 
behind a radome', the RADSCAT instrument mounts on the tail gate of the NASA/MSC 
C-130 aircraft. The Litton Navigator LTN-51 aboard the C-130 aircraft is extremely 
useful to the interpretation and reduction of the RADSCAT observations. It provides 
aircraft attitude and location information from which the point of observation on 
the surface may be established. The attitude parameters are especially useful when 
measurements are performed from a roll maneuver, since these parameters enable 
one to compute the incident angle. The radar altimeter information provided by 
the aircraft Es essential to the inversion of the scatterometer measurements. 
D. Estimating the Scattering and Emission Properties from Measurements 
The scatterometer is a radar which is capable of accurately measuring the 
backscatter properties of a rough surface. The backscatter ability of the surface is 
denoted by the normalized scattering coefficient c­0 which is given in terms of the 
scattering cross-section per unit area. In general it is dependent upon the point 
of observation, the incident angle, frequency, polarization, etc. It is well known 
that the radar return is predicted by (see Figure 1). 
r tR JJ-r3 dA (1) 
4 I 
where do -normalized scattering coefficient 
P = received powerr 
Pt = transmitted power 
X = wavelength
 
g = antenna gain function
 
R = radar range toelemental area dA
 
The radiometer by itself can operate at any altitude. 
5 
x 
z 
antenna_ 
"'R' 

FIGURE 1. RADAR GEOMETRY 
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For narrow (or equivalently narrow) beam scatterometers the above integral 
expression may be inverted rather simply for ao. As a consequence the problem of 
a0accurately determining reduces to the problem of accurately measuring the 
transmitted and receiver powers, the pattern function, look angle, and radar range. 
The area of illumination may be shown to be related to the pattern function, look 
angle, and radar range. The scatterometer provides outputs which are measures of 
P and Pt" The power transfer function of scatterometer completes the association 
between the outputs to yield Pr and Pt. A member of the family of programs 
actually employs the scatterometer transfer function and an algebraic approximation 
of equation (1) to estimate o 0 
The radiometer, on the other hand, is a very sensitive receiver capable of 
measuring very low level emissions which emanate naturally from objects. In the 
microwave region the natural emission is governed by the Jeans-Rayleigh law which 
states that the power emitted is proportional to the physical temperature T of the body. 
In actuality, however, different objects at different temperatures emit different 
powers depending until their reldtive ability to absorb energy. Better absorbers 
emit more efficiently than poor ones. The relative ability to emit is described in 
terms of a parameter called emissivity E . The emitted power per unit bandwidth 
in direction e is given by 
PIG) = 41r k e (9) T (2) 
where k is Boltzmann's constant. 
We may now suppose that the surface emits in accord with this relation. Then a 
radiometer whose antenna gain function is given by g(e,) will measure (ignoring 
atmospheric contributions) a total power per unit bandwidth given by 
- - J(e ) k T8 G) dflS (3) 
Actually only the ratio P/Pr is needed. 
For one polarization.
 
This relation is only representative of the nature of the problem. See Claassen, J. P.
 
and A. K. Fung, "An Efficient Method for Inverting Antenna Temperatures for the
 
Apparent Temperature Distributlioh" University of Kansas Center For Research, Inc.,
 
TR 186-8, January 1973, for a precise relationship.
 
7 
where 
fl= Jf4I S CO,*) dfl (4)
 
and 
(5)T8 = T 
The antenna power may be related to antenna temperature by P = kT . For a a 
narrow beam ,efficient antennas the antenna temperature' is an approximate measure 
of the brightness tempeature TB in the [oak direction. The radiometer therefore 
must accurately measure the antenna power. The RADSCAT data reduction programs 
use the calibration data and radiometer transfer function to estimate T for eacha 
polarization. 
8
 
11. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
A. Introduction 
This section is primarily written to familiarize the investigator or programmer 
with the family of RADSCAT data reduction programs. The functions of the particular 
programs and the relationships between the programs are presented. Input and output 
data products are described to various degrees. 
B. Summary of Programs 
The AAFE 'RADSCAT Data Reduction Package consists of a family of six 
programs: 
1. Conversion Program (CONVERT) 
2. Output Program (OUTPUT) 
3. Program for the Storage and Retrieval of Instrument Characteristics 
(ICHAR) 
4. Output Translation and Duplication Program (TDUPE) 
5. Equivalent Beamwidth Program (WIDTH) 
6. Antenna Gain and Efficiency Program (GAIN) 
The actual reduction of data is accomplished in CONVERT. The input data for 
CONVERT is prepared by an edit and merge routine developed by NASA Langley 
Research Center. The merged tape oonsists of RADSCAT and aircraft data. To 
assist in the computations, program ICHAR prepares a historical file of instrument 
characteristics. CONVERT selects a particular set of characteristics from the file 
and applies them to the input data. The computed results are stored on an output tape. 
Program OUTPUT will list the contents of the output tape. To prepare duplicate 
output tapes for use on othercomputing machines program TDUPE may be employed. 
WIDTH and GAIN are special routines which compute several antenna 
parameters. The parameters are employed as elements of the instrument characteristics. 
Both programs require antenna pattern information to compute the parameters. Their 
use will seldom be required unless the antenna pattern changes. 
Of the six programs the initial four programs are production types and the 
last two are engineering application programs. 
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C. Conversion Program 
The reduction of RADSCAT data is performed entirely in CONVERT. By 
means of external directives, physical files of a specified type are processed with 
a designated set of instrument characteristics withdrawn from a separate file source. 
External directives permit the user to initiate processing of input files by type or 
sequentially regardless of type. The files are organized by flight runs and are 
labeled in accord with a procedure instituted by the Flight Operations Division of 
NASA/MSC. 
Directive options are given by MISFLT, FLTLIN, SPECIF, or ALL. When 
the first directive is appended with mission and flight numbers, all files from that 
mission and flight are' processed 'in the order that they appear on the tape. Mission, 
flight and line numbeit must appear with the second directive option. Files of 
the designated line type will thus be processed. Consecutive directives which 
exhaust the lihe types will order the output files by line type. This feature is 
helpful to the interpreter who often associates an experiment condition with a 
line type. The third directive is employed when a specific file designated by 
mission, flight, line and run is to be processed. This directive is appropriate for 
a quick or selective look at the experiment results. The last directive (ALL) will 
initiate processing of all files regardless of type. Combinations of directives may be 
employed; however, indiscriminant use of the processing types is cautioned against 
since duplicate processing of files may occur. For each directive the file search is 
effectively conducted from the beginning of the tape. 
Each of the above directives must include a designator which selects a set 
of instrument characteristics from a historical file of characteristics or which permits 
them to be read from cards. It is likely that the most current characteristics will 
be chosen; however, any set on the file may be selected. Alternatively, characteristics 
may be entered from the card reader. However, operation under this latter option is 
restricted to one data file per directive. Entry through the card reader is mainly 
reserved for testing a set of instrument characteristics before storage on the historical 
file. Also as a part of the same directive the number of files to be processed of the 
indicated type and the line density of the activity report must be designated on the 
control card. The latter parameter can be used to limit the number of data records 
on which reports are given. 
10 
During processing CONVERT generates a conversion report. The report 
routinely issues statements on the calibration parameters and critical receiver 
temperatures as they are computed from the input file. It will also routinely state 
that a record had been reduced. The reports are appended with record numbers. 
Other special statements are generated whenever critical situations are encountered 
in the records. When these special situations occur, the record is normally processed 
regardless; however, that record is flagged by an interpretational code which becomes 
a part of the output record. In some cases, such as invalid data, the record is by­
passed and an appropriate error message is generated. When an excessive number of 
bad records is encountered:, the file is bypassed and an appropriate message printed. 
These messades are primarily intended t6 reflect the status of the processing, the 
condition of the instrument, the conduct of the experiment, and the quality of the data. 
A sample listing'of the conversion report is illustrated in Figure 2. 
As processing progresses output records are accumulated in blocks (arrays) and 
the blocks are written to the output tape. A descrption of the contents of the output 
tape appears in the following subsection. 
D. Output Program 
Program OUTPUT will list the processed records produced in the conversion 
program. External directives similar to those in CONVERT permit listing files of 
designated types or all files regardless of type. Again general directives are given 
by MISFLT, FLTLIN, SPECIF or ALL. The appropriate mission, flight, line and run 
designators must accompany the directives. 
A sample lisfing produced by OUTPUT is shown in Figure 3. A double page 
of output consists a-ffh'e file labelrcolumn headings, 80 records and a key. The set 
of instrument characteristics which produced the results is identified by set number 
and date in the last entry of the file label. Each measurement record occupies one 
line on the listing. A record number is appended to each line and should agree with 
*the number assigned in the conversion report. The time of measurement in mean 
Greenwich time is presented in the second column. It is to be redd in hours, minutes, 
seconds and 1/10th seconds. The measurement can therefore be associated with data 
from oiher sources. The mode from which the instrument conducted the measurement 
is reflected in column 3. The incident and cross-tracks angles appear in the next two 
columns. They were computed from aircraft attitude parameters and the RADSCAT 
view angle with respect to the aircraft platform. The cross-track angle is that angle 
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between the "negative" flight direction and the azimuthal look direction. The 
positive cross-track angle is defined to the right of the aircraft when looking aft. 
It is induced by aircraft roll and drift angle. The incident and cross-track angles 
are precisely computed for any aircraft attitude. The angles enable the investigator 
to locate the illumination area. The scatterometer transmit polarization and the 
scatterometer and radiometer receive polarization are presented in the next two 
columns, respectively. The scatterometer integration time is indicated in the 
following column. The radiometer integration time is not listed since it is constant 
(128 milliseconds) regardless of mode or angle. The normalized scattering coefficient 
(m2/m2) isshown in decimal as well as dB units. The radiometer antenna temperature 
isshown in column II. 
A depolarization factor appears in column 12. The depolarization factor when 
expressed as a percentage indicates the percent power transmitted at the opposite surface 
polarization. Whenever DEPOL exceeds 50 per cent a polarization reversal flag is 
generated under the S/R validation code (column 13) and the complementary depolari­
zation factor (-DEPOL) is posted in column 12. If a reversal is indicated and the 
(complementary) depolarization factor is small, the polarization designators in 
columns 6 and 7 may indeed be regarded in the opposite state. Polarization 
reversals will frequently occur when observations are conducted from an aircraft 
roll condition. When DEPOL exceeds 2 per cent a flag in the S/R code is raised. 
Other flag conditions can occur under the S/R code. The flags are used as 
a quick indicator of an abnormal condition. The interpretations of flags are given in 
a key at the bottom of every double page. The range gate flag is specifically set 
whenever the aircraft is not within + 300 feet of the range gate setting. On some 
occasions this condition may be purposely generated to check the scatterometer 
zeros. A dynamic range flag is set whenever the scatterometer return is above or 
below the dynamic capability of the scatterometer receiver. If any of the receiver 
temperaturesare not within the proper operating range a flag is set." Whenever the 
receiver temperature data is missing for long periods of time (data drop out), the 
receiver temperatures.are estimated and a flag is generated. The other keys are 
self-explanatory. For additional assistance in diagnosing the flagged condition 
the conversion report may be consulted. 
The latter two columns denote aircraft radar altitude and flight direction. 
Other aircraft parameters are available from the listings of the aircraft mission tape. 
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Not listed but present on the tape is the ambient air temperature at altitude. *This 
latter parameter is available should the investigator wish to use it to estimate the 
apparent temperature distribution*. 
E. Program ICHAR 
Program ICHAR maintains a historical tape file of RADSCAT instrument 
characteristics. The historical file will (eve.ntually) consist of many sets of instrument 
parameters which have been entered chronologically and labeled numerically. The 
historical file is maintained to chart the changes in the instrument parameters as may 
bccur through updating, instrument modifications or simply aging. The Conversion 
Program withdraws an appropriate set of parameters from the historical file and applies 
the withdrawn parameters to reduce the measurements. 
1CHAR performs several useful functions. It will initially establish the file. 
Once the file has been established it will permit the user to append new sets of 
characteristics. To assist in the maintenance of the file, ICHAR may be used to 
print and punch old sets of characteristics. The punched sets may be modified, for 
example, and submitted to ICHAR as a new set to be appended to file. 
F. Program TDUPE 
Program TDUPE provides a master duplicate tape of the output tape formed by 
the Conversion Program for use onothr computing machines. The bit conversion 
problem between machines is avoided by scaling and integerizing all the numerical 
data before transferring the output data to the duplicate tape. This technique has 
been successfully applied to tapes prepared by a CDC-6600 and read on a Honeywell - ­
635. The CDC 6600 is a 60 bit machine which performs, "ones complement" arithmetic
 
whereas the Honeywell is a 36 bit machine which performs "twos complement" arithmetic.
 
The scale factors may be withdrawn from the listing of TDUPE shown in Figure D-2.
 
Each output file consists of a header label (a flight run), the instrument characteristics
 
applied to the data, and the output data records.
 
See for example, Claossen, J. P. and A. K. Fung, "An Efficient Technique for 
Estimating the Apparent Temperature Distribution," University of Kansas Center for 
Research, Inc., Technical Report 186-8 ,January 1973. 
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Additional integerized tapes may be -prepared from the master duplicate tape 
by using systemn utilify programs. 
G. Special Programs 
In addition to the above production type programs two engineering routines 
WIDTH and GAIN are included in the reduction package. Program WIDTH computes 
the equivalent beamwidth when it is presented with the mainbeam antenna pattern. 
The equivalent beamwidth parameter is essential to the inversion of the scatterometer 
data. The program GAIN computes the beam solid angle and directivity. The initial 
factor is important to the inversion of the radiometer measurements whereas the second 
is required in the inversion of the scatterometer measurements. 
Functional representations of the antenna pattern are required by both programs. 
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IV. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
A. Introduction 
General operating requirements, preparation of data input files, construction 
of the job deck, descriptions of the data products, flags and aborts, etc., are treated 
in this section. It is primarily written for the user having little or no knowledge of the 
theory and design of the programs. The reader will find that Section II and Section 
III will be helpful in understanding the contents of this section. Supplementary as 
well as detailed information on these programs may be found in the Appendices. 
Sufficient information is intended to permit the user to operate the primary programs 
CONVERT, OUTPUT, ICHAR and TDUPE. The remaining programs WIDTH and GAIN 
are engineering routines and should be handled by an engineer (or equivalent) familiar 
with the RADSCAT antenna. However, it is also strongly advised that a competent 
engineer, thoroughly familiar with the RADSCAT instrumentbe involved in the 
preparation of the data and in the operation of the primary programs. 
System control cards are not specified. It is presumed that this section together 
vith sufficient knowledge of the operating system will dictate the necessary system 
control cards. 
B. Conversion Program (CONVERT) 
1. General 
This program reduces 50 word input records to 20 word output records. Various 
computational algorithms described in detail in the Appendices are applied to the 
input records to yield data products of interest to the investigator. The input records 
are members of a file having an indefinite number of records. The files are elements 
of a multi-file tape. Each file is labeled with the entries shown in Table I. The 
files are footed with an "end of file" mark. It is anticipated that files (flight runs) 
from several missions can be stored on a single tape. Tapes of this type are designated 
Raw Data Tapes. 
To initiate processing of any of the files or all of them, processing directives 
are employed. The directives permit seeking files of certain types and must appear 
as data cards in the job deck, Each processing directive must be accompanied with 
a file referral argument to select a set of instrument parameters from the Instriument 
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Characteristics Tape* on which sets of instrument parameters are indexed numerically 
(and presumably stored chronblogically). A set of these parameters is employed by 
CONVERT to reduce the raw data records. Alternatively, the instrument parameters 
can be entered from the card reader should the file index be set at zero. Files 
processed under a particular directive are transferred to the Output Tape. Various 
processing directives'/ ay be applied successively. In each instance the file search 
is effectively initiated from the 'beginning of the tape. Processing continues until 
all directives have been exhausted. 
Other types of directives perform service functions, The directive POST 
permits newly processed files to be appended to an old Output Tape. This directive, 
when used, must precede all processing directives. The PRINT and PUNCH commands 
will list and punch, respectively, a set or several consecutive sets of instruments 
parameters from the Instrument Characteristics Tape. When the PUNCH command is 
employed, a listing of the set is also generated. 
The composition of a CONVERT job deck is illustrated in Figure 4. 
2. Preparation of the Raw Data Tape 
As mentioned above each file is identified by a header label. The first 
seven items in the label (Table I) are integer variables. The integer variables must 
be right justified. Note that the date requires three words. The sixth and seventh 
items are appended to the label to assist in selecting the proper subset of instrument 
characteristics from the set index designated on the processing directive card. See 
Section IV D for a description of the instrument characteristic files. The frequency is 
specified in GHz. The feed type is declared in the seventh word and is an alpha­
numeric word. 
Presently two feed types are employed by the RADSCAT instrument. One feed 
uses a mechanical waveguide switch and the other a ferrite circulator. The 
abbreviations WG SW and CIRC are recommended as designators. To establish a 
convention, they should be left justified. The label must be created with an unformatted 
WRITE statement. 
Beneath the header label are a sequence of raw data records each a mixture of 
real and integer words. The records are blocked by groups of 10 records. The blocks 
This tape is physically separate from the Raw Data Tape. 
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SYSTEM CARDS, 
fINSTRUMiENT CHARACTERI STICS 
SPECIF 
FLTIU NilPRIN __,.______.___ 
__.._.____,
 
POST 
SYS TE A CARDS . 
SOURCE OR OBJECT DECK 
SYSTE'A CARDS 
FIGURE 4. JOB DECK FOR PROGRAM CONVERT 
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Table I File Label Entries Illustrated 
Position Name Entry 
I Mission 207 
2 Flight 11 
3 7Month 
4 Day 21 
5 Year 1972 
6 Line 4 
7 Run 9 
8 Frequency 13.9 
9 Feed WG SW 
must be created by unformatted WRITE statements. When insufficent records exist 
to fill the last block on a file, the remaining records must be filled with 99999.0 
(floating point). These entries are used to flag the end of the records (file). In 
addition an EOF is appended to the foot of the file. As many files as practical 
may be created on the tape. The end of the files must be flagged with the label 
END OF REEL which fills the :1eginning of a nine word array and in effect is another 
file label. 
The files are composed of three record types: 
1. Normal Calibration 
2. Baseline Calibration 
3. Measurements 
Calibration records may appear anywhere in the file and as frequently as desired. In 
a properly constructed file both types of calibrations should appear in the first 
records. However, should one (or both) type(s) of calibration be missing from the 
top of the file, the program will search for calibration records deeper in the file. 
Records bypassed in the search are transferred to a scratch unit for subsequent 
processing. Once found, the calibration information is extracted and applied to the 
bypassed records. Records following the calibration records are also treated with 
the same parameters until new calibration records are encountered. When the cali­
bration information is totally missing or incomplete, the file is bypassed and ah 
appropriate error message is printed. 
The entries in the records are shown in Table IL. Type and units of the 
variables are indicated. Parenthetical designators behind some of the entry names 
describe the computed results stored in those positions during processing. The integer 
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TABLE 1I RAW DATA VECTOR 
NAME : DATA 
POSITION ENTRY TYPE UNITS 
I TIME R HR MIN SEC 
2 FREQUENCY INDICATOR I -
3 MODE INDICATOR I -
4 DATA TYPE INDICATOR I -
5 ANGLE DESIGNATOR I -
6 TRANS POL INDICATOR I -
7 REC POL INDICATOR I -
8 SCAT I (OR CONVERTED SCAT) R VOLTS 
9 SCAT 2 " 
10 SCAT3 "" 
11 SCAT4 
12 RAD POL INDICATOR I 
13 RAD (OR CONVERTED RAD) R VOLTS 
14 SCAT 1ANGLE (OR INCID ANGLE) R 
15 RAD ANGLE (OR X-TRACK ANGLE) 'R 
16 RANGE GATE INDICATOR I 
17 Ti, 9.3 DICKE SWITCH R VOLTS 
18 T2 , TRIPLEXER R I 
19 T3 , T/R CIRCULATOR R 
20 T4 , 13.9 DICKE SWITCH R " 
21 TS, 9.3 TDA R 
22 T6 , 9.3 WARM LOAD R 
23 T7 , 9.3 LIMITER R 
24 T8 , BRACKET R 
25 T9 , COMMON T/R GUIDE R 
26 T10 , 11.7 DICKE SWITCH R 
27 T1 1 1 13.9 WARM LOAD R " 
28 T12 POLAR SWITCH OR CIRC. R 
29 T13 , SCAT CALIB SWITCH R 
30 T14 , 9.3 IMAGE REJECTION FILTER R 
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TABLE Ii RAW DATA VECTOR (continued) 
NAME : DATA 
POSITION ENTRY TYPE UNITS 
31 T15 , BASEPLATE R VOLTS 
32 T16 , OMT R " 
33 T17 , HOT LOAD R VOLTS 
34 V R VOLTS 
agc 
35 Vsul~ply R 
36 FLAG (T1 1 MISSING) I 
37 EMPTY 
38 " 
39 
40 " 
41 RADAR ALTITUDE R 'FEET 
42 GRD SPEED R FT/SE C 
43 PITCH R DEGREES 
44 DRIFT R DEGREES 
45 ROLL R DEGREES 
46 AMBIENT AIR TEMP R °C 
47 FLIGHT DIRECTION R DEGREES 
48 EMPTY 
49 
50 
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indicator variables.are defined in Table Ill. These indicators are employed to cue 
certain program actions or to index variables and must be right justified. Items 2 
through 13 and 16 are extracted from the RADSCAT microwave data channel. Items 
17 through 32 are retrieved from the RADSCAT ATM channel. Item 33 is presently 
entered by hand but may eventually appear on the ATM channel. Items 34 and 35 
are presently ignored but may also eventually appear on the ATM channel. Item 36 
is presently entered by hand and is used to flag missing temperature data (DATA(17) -
DATA(32)). Items 41 to 45 and 47 are provided by the Litton Navigator LTN-51 
aboard the C-130. Item 46 is provided by an external sensor aboard the aircraft. 
The measurement records must be completed as shown in Table 11. However, 
the calibration records may be abbreviated to include only the data type indicator 
(DATA(4)) and the calibration entries in the appropriate SCAT and/or in the RAD 
position. The normal calibration records must be ordered by SCAT channels (one 
through four) with the normal RAD calibration occurring in the fourth record (contain­
ing the SCAT channel 4 calibration). The routine which extracts calibration data 
will orient itself on the calibration record for SCAT channel I in an attempt to meet 
contingencies where calibration record drop-outs occur. Any number of normal 
calibration sequences (calibrations on channels one through four in each sequence) 
may occur successively. All will be averaged. Typically the instrument produces 
three sequences of normal calibrations. The baseline calibration record simply 
requires the appropriate RAD baseline calibration in the DATA(13) position (as 
well as the type indicator in DATA(4)) and, may occur anywhere in the file except 
within a sequence of normal calibrations. It is essential that the baseline and normal 
calibrations be grouped by three or more consecutive records to assure that a sta­
tistically significant average will be established. The program will overage con­
secutive baseline records, even if they are interspersed with sets of normal calibrations. 
The normal calibrations will also be averaged in this circumstance. 
A routine prepared by Langley Research Center actually merges data 
from several sources to meet the above specifications. 
3. Preparation and Use of the Control Cards 
There are four types of processing directives and three service directives. 
The directives consist of a control word and some arguments. All control words are 
left justified; the arguments are right justified. Sample directives and their formats 
are defined in Table IV. 
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TABLE II,0 DEFINITION OF INTEGER INDICATOR VARIABLES23 45 
Freqsency Indicaror 
Dcc Type -
Angle Deslqnoor 
Moosvremert 
Ij 
9.3 GHz 
Normal 
Calibration 
x 
11.4"GHz 
Base 
Calibration 
x 
13.9 GHz 
t 
F x x x X 
Popci ction Ind:cotor Horizontal Vertcal 
anqe Ga.e 2000 ft. 5000 ft. 10,000 ft. 20,000 ft. 
Mode Indicoor** R.O. S.S. F.A. A.A. 
NOT OPERATION4L 
R.O. = RADIOMETER ONLY 
S.S. =SHORTSCAT 
F.A. = FIXED ANLE 
A.A. = ALTERNATING ANGLE 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------
-- --
TABLE IV. CONTROL CARD OPTIONS ILLUSTRATED 
ARGUMENTS 
CONTROL WORD MISSION FLIGHT LINE RUN LINE PRINT MODULUS ICHAR SET NO. FILES TO BE PROCESSED 
A6, 4X 15 15 I5 15 15 15 15 
SPECIF 207 12 2 3 1 2 1
 
208"
 
FLTLIN 208 1 4 -- 5 3 81
 
MISFLT 209 4 -- 10 3 10 
ALL --- --- . . 10 2 999
 
POST ...... ..--

PRINT ........ .... 2
 
PUNCH --- . I
 
The control word for the processing directives designates the classification of 
the file search to be onducted. The search is conducted by comparing the arguments, 
mission, flight, line and run on the directive with the file labels on the Raw Data 
Tape. The depth of comparison in the label will depend on the type of processing 
directive. ALL will process all files on ihe tape, MISFLT will process all lines and 
runs under the designated mission and flight, FLTLIN will process all runs from the 
specified mission, flight, and line. SPECIF will process only a particular file 
labeled by the specified mission, flight, line and run. When consecutive processing 
directives are employed, the file search is effectively conducted from the beginning 
of the tape. 
Arguments other than the mission, flight, line and run must also be provided. 
The sixth word LNPMOD controls the density of records on which reports will be 
made in the activity report. The use of this parameterwill limit the amount of 
print out acquired during the reduction of records. It will not affect the density of 
output records. 
The set of instrument characteristics (ICU) to be applied to the specified files 
is designated in the seventh word. The entry specifies the file position on a 
master tape of characteristics. If a zero isentered, the program will expect 
instrument parameters to be read from cards appended behind the program control 
card. When characteristics are read from the card reader, processing is limited to 
one physical file regardless of the directive. This control option is primarily reserved 
to test a set of instrument characterisics. See Section IV D for a description of the 
format required for the instrument characteristics. If 999 is specified,the last set 
of characteristics on the master (historical) tape will be used. 
The last (eighth) entry NFP on the control card specifies the number of files 
to be processed under the directive. To process all files under the directive simply 
make NFP sufficiently large. 
The special service command POST may be used to position a previously 
produced output tape to a point behind the last file on the tape. The use of this 
command will,therefore,permit new files to be appended to an old output tape. This 
command, when used, must appear before any processing directives. There are no 
arguments with this directive. 
The two service directives PRINT and PUNCH are provided to list and list 
and punch a designated set of instrument characteristics, respectively. The desired 
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set number is entered in columns 36.through 40 of the directive card. If n-i sets 
behind the designated set are to be listed or punched also, NFP should be set to n; 
otherwise it is set equal to one. NFP appears in column 41 through 45 of the directive 
card. 
4. Peripheral and Memory Requirement 
The input and output unit requirements are illustrated in Figure 5. Under a 
processing directive units 01, 02, 04, 06, 08 are required; under the service directives 
PRINT or PUNCH units 04, 06, and 43 are required. Unit 08 is a scratch unit, either 
disc or tape, perferably disc. It is used to temporarily store bypassed records when 
it is necessary to search for calibration data. 
Approximately 17000 decimal words of memory were required to load this 
program on a CDC-6600 to include buffer space and system routines. 
5. Flags and Aborts 
The activity report produced by the program conveys various messages to 
indicate the status of the processing. It is normal for the program to echo check 
the directives, to list the progress on the processing, and to indicate a normal 
termination. The Conversion Report will also make regular statements reflecting the 
progress of the processing and the quality of the measurements. A sample listing of 
the Conversion Report is shown in Figure 2 of Section II. In some instances however, 
improper use of the program or construction of the data will result in an error message 
or an abort. 
When an abort condition is encountered, an error message is generated, an 
abort code is given, an end of file mark is appended to the output tape on unit 02, 
an END OF REEL statement is appended, and control is yielded to the system. 
Table V defines the various abort conditions. When invalid data records are 
encountered, an error message will identify the improper element and the entire record 
will be dumped in octal. The message will appear within the Conversion Report. 
When more than 10 bad records are encountered in a file, the remaining records in 
the file are bypassed and processing is directed to the next intern'al activity. When 
more than three bad files are encountered the processing is aborted. 
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Table V. Definition of Abort Codes 
UD = Unrecognized Directive 
IC = Instrument Characteristic Missing 
MF = Missing Raw Data File 
FF = Unable to Find Instrument Characteristics 
with the Feed and Frequency Designated 
ER = Too Many File Errors 
NFP = NFP less than 1 
6. Description of the Data Products 
Normally two data products are generated by CONVERT, an activity report 
ahd an output tape. When the PUNCH option is employed a set or sets of punched 
instrument parameters can also occur. The character of the punched output is 
identical to that described in Section III D. The activity report reflects the program 
progress and largely contains items in the Conversion Report. See Figure 2 of Section 
III for an illustration of the Conversion Report. The Output Tape, however, will be 
described. 
The output file structure is similar to that of the input raw data files. The 
file consists of the file label and blocks of output records. However, occurring 
between the label and output record blocks is the set of instrument parameters that 
had been used to process the input records. The entries in the file label are the same 
as that for the input files shown in Table I. The label and instrument parameters are 
created with separate unformatted WRITE statements. The entries in the instrument 
characteristics are described in Section III D. The output records occurring beneath 
the instrument parameters are blocked in 20 records groups. Each block is created 
with a binary WRITE statement. The elements in the output records consist of mixed 
integer and floating point entries. The entries are defined in Table VI. When 
insufficient records exist to fill the the last block in the file, the remaining entries 
are filled with integer zeros. An "end of file" mark is created after the last block 
in the file. 
When all, directives have been exhausted or the program aborted an "end of 
reel" statement is appended behind the 'last output file. 
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TABLE VI OUTPUT DATA VECTOR 
POSITION ENTRY 
1. TIME 
2. MODE 
3. INCIDENCE ANGLE 
4. CROSS TRACK ANGLE 
5. TRANSMIT POLARIZATION 
6. RECEIVE POLARIZATION 
7. SCAT INTEGRATION TIME 
8. NORMALIZE SCATTERING COEF. 
9. NORMALIZE SCATTERING COEF. 
10. ANTENNA TEMPERATURE 
11. DEPOLARIZATION FACTOR 
12. DATA VALIDATION CODE 
13. ALTITUDE 
14. FLIGHT DIRECTION 
15. AMBIENT AIR TEMP 

16-20. EMPTY
 
TYPE UNITS 
R HR, MIN, SEC 
I -
R DEGREES 
R DEGREES 
I 
I 
R SECONDS 
R M 2/M 2 
R dB 
R DEGREES KELVIN 
R 
I 
FEET 
DEGREES wrf 
TRUE NORTH 
DEGREES KELVIN 
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C. Output Program 
1. General 
The Output Program simply lists the output records prepared by program 
CONVERT. The output listings are organized by files which are selected by external 
directives similar to those described for the Conversion Program. A sample of a list­
ing is illustrated in Figure 3 of Section III. The file heading together with instrument 
characteristic identifiers compose the page heading. Beneath the heading are listed 
80 record images; each image consists of the first fourteen entries in an output record 
as defined in Table VI. The fifteenth entry is not printed but is available on tape 
should the investigator choose to use it to further reduce the radiometer data. Each 
line of print-out is appended with the record number. The record number corresponds 
to those used in the Conversion Report. The 80 records are intended to fill two 
consecutive pages of print-out where the page size is 8-1/2" by 15". Appended to 
the foot of each double page is a key defining the S/R validation code in column 13. 
The instrument characteristics although present on the output tape are not 
listed. The set which has produced the data is identified in the heading on the 
right by the set number and date. No option is provided to print the characteristics. 
The job deck for the program OUTPUT is organized identically to the conversion 
program (however, no instrument characteristics must appear in the data deck). File 
types are selected from the output by proper use of the directives: 
1. ALL 
2. MISFLT 
3. FLTLIN 
4. SPECIF 
The meaning and use of these directives have been presented in Sections III B.1 and 
III B.2. The format of these control cards is identical to those described above. In 
the argument field of the control card the appropriate file identifiers must be present. 
No provision is made to limit the number of files to be processed, nor can the record 
density be controlled through a line print modulus. It is, of course, meaningless to 
specify the instrument characteristics ICU. 
2. Program Messages 
in addition to listing the output file, OUTPUT will keep the user posted on 
its internal activity as it searches for the specified files. The directive is initially 
echo checked, bypassed files are identified and the user is notified when the reel is 
encountered. Unrecognized directives will terminate the processing. 
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3. Peripheral and Memory Requirement 
Peripheral requirements are illustrated in Figure 6. The program required 
approximately 7000 decimal words of memory on a CDC 6600 to include buffer space 
and system routines. 
D. Program ICHAR 
1. General 
The primary purpose of program ICHAR is to maintain a file of instrument 
characteristics. The file is maintained not only to serve as a source of parameters 
to reduce raw data records but also to serve as a history of the changes undergone by 
the RADSCAT instrument. The file can consist of many sets of instrument parameters 
which are appended to the file numerically. The user may also identify the set by a 
date which is entered with the parameters. 
Each set of instrument characteristics can consist of four subsets. The four 
subsets permit characterizing the instrument for a combination of two feeds and two 
frequencies. Each subset is composed of a set of radiometer parameters and a set of 
scatferometer parameters. The subsets are identified by feed and frequency. These 
identifiers are used by the Conversion Program to select the appropriate subset of 
characteristics. 
This file maintenance program is operated by means of external control cards. 
Four directive (processing) options are offered: 
1. INITIALIZE 
2. APPEND 
3. PRINT 
4. PUNCH 
They must be left justified and occupy columns 1 through 10 of the control card. 
INITIALIZE will create the historical file by storing the first set of characteristics 
on the tape. The set must appear behind the control card. APPEND will permit 
other sets to be added to the existing historical file. The characteristics set to be 
appended must appear behind the APPEND command card. When several sets are 
added at one operation, each set must be led by an APPEND card and intervening 
PRINT or PUNCH commands are not permitted. When sets are appended to the file, 
the old sets are transferred from the old tape to a new tape and the new sets are then 
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added to the new tape. Before appending a new set of characteristics, it is 
advisable to have tested them in the Conversion Program by entering them from the 
card reader. 
The PRINT and PUNCH comniands perform the same service as they do in the 
Conversion Program. However, one command must be used for each set to be printed 
or punched. The set to be printed or punched must be specified on the control card' 
in columns 11 through 15. The set number must be right justified. A listing 
accompanies the punched output. The PRINT or PUNCH may preceed or follow a set 
of APPEND commands but must not intermingle with them. These commands are 
provided so that new sets may be formed easily from old sets of characteristics. 
A sample deck is illustrated in Figure 7. 
2. Preparation of the Instrument Characteristics 
The instrument parameters cards must be prepared in groups of four subsets. 
When insufficient data exists to complete one of the subsets, a complete subset 
may be repeated an appropriate number of times to fill the requirement. A sample 
subset is shown in Figure 8.' The lines actually represent card images (except for the 
word SET). The entries in the upper half are radiometer parameters whereas the entries 
in the lower half are scatterometer parameters. This subset would be used for 
measurements taken at 13.9 GHz with a waveguide switch (WG SW) as the polarization 
switch. The radiometer and scatterometer parameters are identified with the set 
number of which it is a member and with a date of entry (origin). The first line of 
radiometer or scatterometer parametert must be ,punched with the format 415, 1oX, 
E10.3, AlO, E10.3 whereas the remaining lines must-be punched according to the 
format 7E10.3. Excluding the set number and date, the radiometer parameters array 
consist of 75 words and the scatterometer parameter array consists of 85 words. Not 
all words are necessarily filled. 
The entries in the radiometer and scatterometer arrays are defined in Tables 
VII and VIII, respectively. Many of the entries can be clarified by referring to a 
description of the reduction algorithms in the Appendices. These algorithms have 
been developed from the transfer and calibration characteristics of the RADSCAT 
instrument. As a consequence the entries may change (and perhaps the program 
algorithms) when the instrument is modified. Many of the entries mustbe based on 
special calibrations and measurements. Explanations are required for some of the 
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-0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. 
-0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
 
-0. -0.
 
SET I DATE 10 23 72 1.3900E-10 VG SW 1.O000E-0I 
5.8000E-01 SSOOE-01 6.3700E-01 7.07O0E-01 8.0Z00C-0l 9.e400E-01 3.0000E-01 
3.75h8F-01 3.7916E-01 0. 0. 4.qT53-0l 5.013F-01 2.0893E-01 
1.000E.00 I.0000E-02 3,1623E-04 3.16?3E-0' -R.000003 3. 000F.03 2.5000E..'d 
1.4125E-04 1.4125E-04 1.40OOE-00 i.O50or ol 1.4000C-01 -6.3400F.00 5.O000E-u 
2.2514F-O 2.2514E-02 0. 0. 4.6000r-0 7.1000F-02 9.oot-,2 
1.3000F-0L 1.6500E-0l 2.1300E-01 2.6200E-0l 2.R600E-01 3.oOOOE-0I 6.420OL-ul 
5.I50OF-01 6.0000E-01 7.6poOE-01 8.8300E-0 I.0000FO0 I.1730E-00 1.3460E'UO 
1.3460F.00 1.3460E'00 1.2500E O0 11S401:00 1.0960C.00 1.380F400 l.010L'UO 
I-0O00Eoo0 1.0550Eo0 1.1120C00 1.2]70E.00 1.3?30S*O0 l.J730E-0O I.4.30E'VO 
.'.a5so .oo 1.5160E.o0 I.4420E00 1.3460r.06 1.1970E°O0 9.o900r-G1 7.FOO0E-U1 
5.SCOr-0 4.Z)OO-Eo 2.9?00E-0] 2.3300E-01 1.710OE-0I 1.400- OOE-0o 
1.0000E-01 S.S0OOE-02 -0. -0. -0. 
-POOR 
FIGURE 8. SAMPLE OF INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
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TABLE ViI RADIOMETER PARAMETERS 
VARIABLE NAME :RPAR 
POSITION ENTRY TYPE UNITS 
1 FREQUENCY R GHZ 
2 FEED (WG SW OR CIRC) A UNITLESS 
3 CROSS FEED CONSTANT HV R 
4 "1 "1 
 VH R 0 
5 HOT LOAD REFERENCE CONST (1 R K 
6 WARM LOAD REFERENCE CONST o"2 R 
R " 7 HOT LOAD BIAS FACTOR a3 
8 WARM LOAD BIAS FACTOR o4 R UNITLESS 
9 SWITCH COMPENSATION FACTOR PIH R UNITLESS 
10 i PlV R
 
11 OMT 1"P2H R
 
12 " It I P2V R
 
13 CUTLER FEED ' "1 R
 
P3V
14 " "i" P3V R" 
15 INPUT GUIDE "4H R
 
16 P4V R
 
17 RESIDUAL P5H R
 
18 "5V R
 
19 MEASUREMENT PERIOD T R SEC
 
20 CALIBRATION PERIOD C R SEC
 
21 UPPER TEMP LIMIT UP R 
22 LOWER TEMP LIMIT LOW R 
23 THERMISTOR CONVERSION FACTOR a R °C/VOLT 
24 1 R 
25 " " a R °C/VOLT 
26 " " B2 R °C 
27 " I a3 R °C/VOLT 
28 11 13 R °C 
29 it I I a R °C/VOLT 
30 " 4 R °C 
37 
POSITION 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
75 

TABLE VII RADIOMETER PARAMETERS 
ENTRY 
THERMISTOR CONVERSION FACTOR 
1] 
" 

" 

i 

" 

" 
a'13 
i 
" ' " 
it 
it 
31 1 
46I612 
' '13 
5O I iI 
''1315 
31 
" 
,, 

,, 

EMPTY 
EMPTY 
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(continued) 
a 5 
13 5 
6 

7 
7 

a 8 
138 
a9 
90 

c
10 
131 
a11 
a12 
a13 
a 14 
1414 
a15 
*-15 
a 16 
16 
0 17 
137 

TYPE 
F6.2 
" 

" 
'i"° 
" 
it 
~ 
t 
H 
UNITS 
°C/VOLT 
0 C 
°C/VOLT 
0C 2 
0
°C/VOLT 
°C
 
0 C/VOLT 
°C
 
C/VOLT 
C 
°C/VOLT 
0C
 
°C/VOLT 
0C 
°C/VOLT 
0 C 
°C/VOLT 
0C 
°C/VOLT 
0°C 
°C/VOLT 
oC
 
°
'C/VOLT 
0C 
C/VOLT 
oC
 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
TABLE VIII SCATTEROMETER PARAMETERS 
POSITION ENTRY TYPE UNITS 
I FREQ R 'HZ 
2 FEED (WG SW OR CIRC) A -
3 CALIBRATION PERIOD C R SEC 
4 INT. TIME #1 1 R 
INT. TIME #2 2 R 
6 INT. TIME #3 3 R 
7 INT. TIME #4 4 R 
8 INT. TIME #5 5 R 
9 INT. TIME #6 6 R 
,SHORT SCAT INT TIME 7 R 
11 TRANSFER FUNCTION GHT R 
12 " GVT R 
13 GVHT R 
14 GHVT R 
GHR R -
16 GVR R 
17 GC R -
18 CAL ATTN CHAN I AI R -
19 " 2 A R -
" 3. A3 R -
21 " I " 4 A4 R -
22 FILTER LOWER LIMIT (NEG) R HZ 
23 FILTER UPPER LIMIT (POS) R HZ 
24 FILTER RESOLUTION R HZ 
ANT GAIN H R 
26 ANT GAIN V R -
27 CHAN #1 SATURATION LEVEL R VOLTS 
28 EMPTY 
29 MINIMUM SQUARE LAW LEVEL FOR R VOLTS 
ALL CHANNELS 
ANGLE CONVERSION FACTOR R DEG/VOLT 
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TABLE VIII SCATTEROMETER PARAMETERS (continued) 
POSITION ENTRY TYPE UNITS 
31 ANGLE CORRECTION FACTOR* R DEG. 
32 EQUIVALENT BEAMWIDTH H Oeq R RADIANS 
33 EQUIVALENT BEAMWIDTH V Oeq R 
34 EMPTY 
35 " 
36 
37 
38 RELATIVE FILTER GAIN, f= 3000 R -
39 f= 2750 R -
40 f= 2500 R -
41 f= 2250 R -
42 f= 2000 R -
43 f= 1750 R -
44 f= 1500 R -
45 f= 1250 R -
46 f= 1000 R -
47 f= 750 R -
48 f= 500 R -
49 f= 250 R -
50 f= 0 R -
51 f= -250 R -
52 f= -500 R -
53 f= -750 R -
54 f=- 1000 R -
55 f=- 1250 R -
56 f=- 1500 R -
57 f=- 1750 R -
58 f=-2000 R -
59 Is f=-2250 R -
60 H f=-2500 R -
Includes relative pitch between aircraft frame and antenna gimbal. 
' 
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TABLE VIII SCATTEROMETER PARAMETERS (continued) 
POSITION ENTRY 
61 RELATIVE FILTER GAIN, f=-2750 
62 f=-3000 
63 f=-3250 
64 f=-3500 
65 f=-3750 
66 f=-4000 
67 f=-4250 
68 f=-4500 
69 f=-4750 
70 f=-5000 
71 f=-5250 
72 f=-5500 
73 f=-5750 
74 f=-6000 
75 f=-6250 
76 f=-6500 
77 f=-6750 
78 f=-7000 
79 f=-7250 
80 f=-7500 
81 f=-7750 
82 f=-8000 
83 'EMPTY 
84 
85 
TYPE UNITS 
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R 
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R -
R ­
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entries. The thermistor conversion factors in RPAR(23) through RPAR(56) convert the 
thermistor voltages in DATA(17) through DATA(33) to temperature in centigrade 
(see Table II). A sampled representation of the scatterometer doppler filter frequency 
characteristic appears in SPAR(34) through SPAR(85). The sample frequency interval 
is designated in SPAR(24) and the frequency domain of the doppler filter is specified 
in SPAR(22) and SPAR(23). 
3. Peripheral and Memory Requirements 
The peripheral requirementh are illustrated in Figure 9. To load the program 
required approximately 10,000 decimal words of memory on a CDC-6600 to include 
buffer space and system routines. 
E. Program TDUPE 
Program TDUPE scales and integerizes output files prepared by program 
CONVERT and transfers the result to another tape. - The resulting tape serves as a 
master tape which may be duplicated and sent to the investigator for use on another 
type of computing machine. 
The scaling and transferring of an output tape is implemented by an external- con­
trol card appended to the source or object deck. The card simply states the files by mission 
and flight which are to be transferred. The control card requires a 2110 format. The 
input files must be located on tape unit 01 . The specified file types are transferred 
to a tape on unit 02. An activity report, stating the status on the transfers, is 
generated. The program 'equires approximately 8000 decimal words on a CDC-6600. 
The peripheral requirements are illustrated in Figure 10. 
F.- Special Programs 
Several engineering application programs are provided to compute and/or 
verify certain antenna parameters employed in the instrument parameters. Program 
WIDTH computes the equivalent pencil beamwidth, an important parameter to the 
inversion of the scatterometer data (SPAR(32) and SPAR(33)). The program GAIN 
computes the antenna gains SPAR(25) and SPAR(26) and the beam solid angle. 
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FIGURE 10. PERIPHERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAM TDUPE 
Program WIDTH is self sufficient when antenna pattern information is 
provided in the FUNCTION subroutine FUN. Presently functional representations 
of the main beam out to 6 degrees from boresight are provided. This routine 
may be replaced by a sampled version of the main beam. However, interpolation 
between sampled values must be provided since a double integration routine requires 
values dictated by the Gaussian Legendre quadrature technique. 
Program GAIN requires both polarized and cross polarized power patterns. 
Functional representations of the polarized pattern is now given in FUN1 and the 
cross polarized pattern in FUN2. These may be replaced with sampled valued 
representation, if desired. Again, interpolation will be required. 
For more specific information see Appendix E. 
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APPENDICES
 
APPENDIX A 
CONVERSION PROGRAM 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The conversion program (CONVERT) applies many reduction algorithms to 
the raw RADSCAT data to provide the investigator with a set of comprehensive data 
products with which to interpret the scattering and emission characteristics of the 
scene represented by the data. CONVERT consists of the Control Section and the 
following subroutines: 
1. IREAD 7. CALIB 
2. READ1 8. RCONV 
3. WRITE2 9. ANGLE 
4. ABORT 10. DOPCHK 
5. SEARCH 11. SCONV 
6. CRUNCH 12. THERMO 
The theory and design of these routines are treated in this appendix. 
II. GENERAL OVERVIEW 
The Control Section reads and interprets external directives. On the basis 
of the directive, the appropriate files are retrieved and presented to the processing 
subroutines. Subroutine SEARCH executes entry into the data records of the file in 
search of the appropriate calibration records. When found, the calibration 
information is extracted and averaged in subroutine CALIB. When sufficient 
calibration data cannot be found, the file is bypassed. The actual processing is 
performed by subroutine CRUNCH which applies various algorithms and calibration 
information to reduce the data. Many of the algorithms are embodied in sub­
routines, bearing descriptive names, which are called from CRUNCH. 
Subroutine ANGLE computes the incident and cross-track angles using 
aircraft attitude and look angle information. Subroutine THERMO checks internal 
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receiver temperatures . The antenna temperature is computed in RCONV using the 
transfer function of the RADSCAT radiometer, the temperatures developed in 
THERMO and RAD calibration parameters. When scatterometer data is present, 
the maximum on-scale measurement is selected from the four SCAT channels with 
an in-line routine in CRUNCH. Using aircraft ground speed, DOPCHK computes 
the doppler shift in the scatterometer signal. The doppler filter gain is chosen 
accordingly. The scatterometer transfer function is applied in subroutine SCONV 
to compute the scaterometer normalized input power. An in-line routine in 
CRUNCH applies antenna inversion parameters to the input power to compute the 
normalized scattering coefficient. 
When additional calibration records are encountered, the old calibration 
information is replaced by the new calibration information by subroutine CALIB. 
Subroutine IREAD and READI perform the file read functions, whereas 
subroutine WRITE2 performs the write functions. 
Subroutine ABORT is employed by the CONTROL Section to abort the job 
when an abnormal condition is encountered. 
III. CONTROL SECTION 
A. Theory and Design 
The control section was developed to give the user a large amount of 
flexibility in the choice of the instruments characteristics and the files to be 
processed. As many or as few files of a particular type can be processed. Some files 
can be treated with one set of instrument characteristics and others with another. 
These features permit the user to (1) test a set instrument parameters, (2) group the 
files by type, (3) process different types of files with different instrument parameters, 
(4) etc. The flexibility in the choice of parameters was incorporated with the full 
realization that the instrument would undergo modifications. 
Control of the program is executed by the choice of appropriate directives 
entered as data cards. The types of controls have already been discussed in Section 1I 
and lII of the text and will not be treated here again. The method by which control 
cards are read-and files are retrieved is shown in the logic diagram of Figure A-1. 
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SET ESRROR ALE SAADP A 
INDICATOR 	 POINTERS(EFLAG -.FALSE) 	 A 
NO 
BORT 
BADRILES
TOO/ MAN aYS 
O) FN 	 ER 
PROCESS FILE 	 (
 
(CALL SEARCHI 
ES
CALUP-DATE 	 FIL Y"-INCREM'ENT
 
CURRENTURRENTIN ERROR FILE ERROR 
FILE IND. .COUNTER 
NCF" NCF+1 
FIGURE A-I. (c) 	 DESCRIPTIVE LOGIC DIAGRAM FOR 
THE CONTROL SECTION 
ORIOINA PAGO 	 50Opz Pool? QUrJ 
The numbers on the connecting points coincide with the statement numbers of [he 
text shown in Figure A-2. 
An instruction is read from the card reader. If it is POST, the files on an old 
output tape are bypassed in statements between 39 and I of the diagram. Another 
instruction is then read. The instruction is echo checked, file parameters are initialized 
and in the subsequent blocks of Figure A-i, the processing type is identified. 
Thereafter the specified instrument characteristic is read from unit 04 or 05. If the 
last set of characteristics on a file code 04 is desired and its file number is not known 
(ICU=999), the last file number is determined in statements between 6 and 5. If, on 
the other hand, they are to be read from cards (ICU=0), the appropriate action is taken 
and control is advanced to statement 15. If a specific file is designated, an appropriate 
number of files is bypassed until tape unit 04 is positioned on the correct file (see steps 
between statements 10 and 13). 
If the set is to be punched or printed, the-appropriate action is taken in steps 
preceeding statement 14. If NFP>1, NFP-l subsequent sets are also punched or printed. 
(See steps between 112 and 13). When completed, the next control card is read. 
When the control card is a processing directive, the instrument characteristic 
tape will have been positioned to the correct file (set of parameters) or the set will 
have been entered from cards. Steps following 15 search for the appropriate data file. 
The search is governed by the type of directive. Bypassed files are cataloged in steps 
between 25 and 22. If the desired file is in the catalog and the current file is strictly 
in the catalog, the appropriate number of files are bypassed in steps between 22 and 24. 
If the file is beyond the catalog, the catalog'is updated as the program advances the 
tape in search of the file. 
Once found, the file label is lis'ted and the appropriate subset of instrument 
parameters is withdrawn from tape if they weren't entered from the reader. SEARCH 
is then called to find the calibration data. SEARCH in turn calls CRUNCH to 
process the measurement records. Once completed control returns to the Control 
Section where additional files are sought or another directive is read. 
B. Program Listing 
The Control Section Listing is shown in Figures A-2(a) through A-2(e). The 
variables are defined in the listing. 
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PROIURA CLNVEPIIINVUT,UUTPUIPUNCHTAPLI,IAlE4,TAPE4,TAPEU, CCOCoo7
 
P 00000000
TAPE=INPJI. , APEG6OhjIIUT, TAVL43=PUNCHI) 
CLCCS LCNVLRSICN CLNIROL SECIION 00000009 
C C0000010 
C THIS PRCGRAM WAS PREPARED BY 00000011 
C C0000 12 
C JOHN P. CLAASSEN 00000013 
C GLEI, E. ELLIOTT 00000014 
00000015C 
C _....UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS CENTER FOR RESEARCH C0000016 
C 00000017 
C 00000020 
C PROGRAM DESCRIPTION. 00000029 
C FILE COUES USED. 00000030 
C (CC000031 
C 01 -- INPET RAW DATA. 0G000032 
C 02 -- LUTPUT PROCESSED DATA. 00000033 
C 04 -- INPUT INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS FILE. 00000034 
C 05 -- S)STEM INPUT - DIRECTIVE CARDS. 00000035 
C 0D -- S)ST-M OUTPUT - PRINT LINES. -- 00000036 
C 08 -- SCRATCH FILE - USED 6Y CCMPLIATION SECTION. 00000037 
C 43 -- S)STEN OLTPUT - PUNCHED CARDS. 00000038 
C 00000039 
C VARIABLE NAMES LSED. CC0CC040 
C 00000041 
C LBLIbL tLAdEL TABLEt. TABLE CONTAINING CC00042 
C LABEL INFORMATICN (MISSION, FLIGFT, LINE, RUN) FCR ALL 00000043 
C .........-LATA FILES BYPASSED SO FAR. 00000044 
C OOO0045 
C NwPST $NEd POSITION.* ARRAY CONTAINING LAUEL INFO (MFLiR 00000046 
C OF NEXT FILE TO BE PROCESSED. C0000047 
C C0000048 
C NCF $NUMBER OF CURRENT FILE.* POSITION POINTER FOR C0000049 
C .- FILE CODE 01. 00000050 
C C0000051 
C • NFF SUMBER CF FINAL FILE.t INDEX OF LAST ENTRY IN C000052 
C ILBLTBL, TABLE. 00000053 
C C(000054 
C MSTAKT STARTING POINT FOR SEARCH IN $LBLT1 TABLE. 00000055 
C
0000056
C 
_ l I INPUT FILE TOLSE. RELATIVE PCSITIION ON FILE CCE 01. C000057 
C EOKI fEND OF REEL INDICATOR.* LOGICAL IARIABLE, SET TRUE 0C000059 
C hFEN END OF REEL ON FILE CODE 01 IS DETECTED, INDCICATING CC0000oC0 
C *LBLTULI TAOLEIIS CCMPLETE. CGO00061 
4 C (COC062 
C IEOR INTEGER ARRAY CLNTAINING WORDS tENE OF REEL$. 00000063 
C CGOODOo4 
C IPTYPE INTEGER 'PROCESSING TYPE' ARRAY, CCNTAINING RECOGNIZEC C0000065
 
C PROCESSING TYPES. C00000s&
 
C CC000067
 
C JPTYPE INPUT DESIRED PROCESSING TYPE. 00000068
 
C C000006
C - -N ... INDEX CF-POSITIUN OF *JPTYPES IN SIPTYPES. (0000070 
C 00000071
 
C ICU $INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS TO USE'. NJMBER OF ThE I.C. 0C000072
 
C SET TO BE SED. 'EFLECTS THE PCSIlION 0 THE SET CN CC00073
 
C -FILE CCCE 04. CO000074
 
C 0 INDICAIES I.E. TO BE READ FRC CARDS (FC=O5), C00075
 
C 99 MEANS USE TFE LAST SET ON FILE 04. (COOCCIA
 
C C0000077
 
C NCC ANUMBER OF CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS'. REFLECTS PCSITION CCC000078
 
C PILE CODE 04. (CC0079
 
C .00000080 
C NLC .. sNU48EP OF LAST CFARACTERISTIC.. LSEC WHEN ICU=SS9. E(0CCO0i 
C NLC=O INDICATES THIS VALUE IS YET LNKNOvN. 00000082 
C C0000063 
C RPAR sRACICMEIER PARAMETERS$. 00000084 
C SPAR sSLATEACNETER PARAMETERS,. 00000085 
C C0000006 
C PAK ,PARAMETERS$ ARRAY CONTAINING UP IP 4 SETS OF RAOSCAI CO00087 
C INSTR PARAMETERS READ FRCP FILE COUE 04 OR 05. RAC ((COCb 
C PARAMETERS COMPOSE THE FIRST 75 ENTRIES OF PAR AND SCAT 00000089 
C PARAMETERS OCCUPY THE NEXT 85 ENTRIES IN EACH SUBSET. CC00(090 
C THE APPROPRIATE SLBS T OF PARAMETERS IS SELECTED O THE 00000091 
C BASIS CF FREQUENCY AND FEED. C0000092 
C00CC093 
C NFP -"NUMUIR OF FILES TO PROCESS, LSING THE PROCESSING TYPE 00000094 
C uIVEN IY sJPTYPEI AND DESCRIPTICN IN $NdPSTt. 00000095 
C NFP IS ItNOREO IF JTYPL 2 SPECIF. IF ICU =0, 00000096 
C NFP IS SET TO 1. C0000097
 
C CCOO0098
 
C NFA' sNUMBER 4F FILES ALREADY PROCESSED.' COMPARED TO 'NFP CC000099
 
C 10 CIECK FUR TERMINATE CONDITICN. cOOOOIOP
 
C C000101
 
-C 

.. /FIGURE .- 2. (a) LISTING OF CONTROL SECTION 
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C LiIPHUM) JLIN PAUNTINj rCDULUSt. LSEu TO REDUCE OUTPUT (0102
 
C i-FCP LC(P$IATIJ SELTIU.t. 0 IS IAb.4 AS 1. ((CC0OJ
 
C 
 co o00iG
 
C HERR ,tuMER OF ER(ORS'. NUIER UL TIMES LOMPUTATII)N SECTIEN (C000105 
C RETURHD ERROR CUNUITIUN. NER A CAUSES ABORT. 0000106
 
C
 
C ERRFLU eAC FILE ERROR FLAG.
 
C 000001u/
C C0000108 
C DIRECTIVE CARD USAGE C0000109 
C cOGOe010 
C PRULISSING FEANING CCOO111 
C TYPE 0000011Z 
C ALL START FRCP FIRST OF INPUT FILE AND PRCCESS WITHOLI (0000I3 
C REGARD TO LAFEL INFORHATICN. C0000114 
C COO0115 
C sISLT LFECK LABEL ONLY FOR CORRECT PISSN AND FLIGHT. 00000116 
C C0000117 
L FLTLIN CHECK FCR CORRECT MISS1ON, FLIGHT, AND FLIGHT LINE. C(OOO8 
C C0000119
 
C SPECIF CHECK FCR PISSICNv FLIGHT, FLT. LINE, AND RUN. C0000120
 
C C000121
 
C PRINT PRINT CUT VALUES OF INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS. CO000122
 
C 00000123
 
U PUNCH PRINT AND PUNCH I.C.*S. C000CC14
 
C COO0512
 
C POST MAY dE LSEL AS THE FIRST PRCCESSING TYPE. IF SO, CO00018
 
C. TIrE PFEGRAM HILL SPACE 0UDN TI-E CUTPUT TAPE SEARCING GOO139 
C TiR THE ENO OF REEL. POST IS ILLEGAL EXCEPT ON ThE 0OOOOO 
C FIRST LIRECTIVE CARD. C000141 
C 
C CIRECTIVE CARO FORMAT. C0000126 C 0,0000127
 
C JPT.YPE MISS FLT LINE RUN LNPL ICJ hFP 00000128 
C AO AX IS 15 15 15 . 15 15 - 15 CO000129 
C O0000130 
C ALL * * * * 1 3 CC000L31 
C HISFLT 2C? 12 5 3 2 C0000132 
C FLTLIN 207 Lz 1 * 10 3 5 (000L033 
C SPECIF 2(7 12 1 2 1 3 1 C0000134 
C PUNLH * 4 4 * * 4 6 
C PRINT * * 4 * 5 7 
6 POST * * * 4 4 4
 
C COO110135 
C * INDICATES FIELD IS IGNUREE Et PROGRAM. ECCOOL36
 
C (CCO0137
 
C C0000142
 
CO003 OIAENSILU hKP5T(l), L8LTBL(4,300),, IECRIZ, RPAR(751, SPAR85), (COOCOld
 
PAR(160.4. IPTYPE(6), IOATjI3 00000019 
((003 UIMFNSILN LdL(I9 COOC020 
(00003 E£uIVALENCE (LSL(JFREI),(LBL(93,FEEC) (0000021 
(00003 EUJIVALENCE (ID T(lIhtDlIdICAI1hI0),ItIOAT(M,1031 (COO0022 
OOO3 LUGICAL EURI, ERRFLG 00000023 
C00003 LATA lCG, /IOP NE Of REEIHL/ GO*OO-­
(00003 UDTA IPTYPE/6H&LTLINbHHISFLT,6HSPECIF,3HALLSHPRNT,5hPUNCH/ (CC00025 
CO003 DATA IPUST/AHPOST/ G0000026 
cOO03 LATA EL'I/.FALSE./, fiL.NCC/0,1/, NCFNFF/1,0/, NERRIO/ CCCCO027 
C00003 PEdINO 1 00000143 
((005 REvIND 4 C0000144 
CCO007 {EAO(5,500J JPTfPE, NhPST, LNPNOD, ICU, NFP 00000145 
(O0025 I(JPTYPL.NE.IPCST) GO TO 18 00000146 
(00021 iEAI)12) LdlLB2 C0000147 
000036 IF(LUI.KE.IEUr(1)I GO TO 40 (0000148 
(00040 II(Lb2.It:.IECRt2I) GO TC 40 00000149 
C00042 OAC&SPACF 2 COOO150 
(00044 GO TO I . ... . .((OCCISl 
C00045 40 REAL(ZI 00000132 
000050 IFEU-,) 39, 40 CC000153 
C C00001 M 
C READ DIRECTIVES coo0001 
C 0000156 
C00013 I READIS,SfO) JPTPE, NWPST, LNPMOO, ICU, NEP C0000157 
GOOC7 500 FORAT(At.4X.,7i5 c0000158 
cO00? 18 II-iFuF,5 31,41 C0000159 
(000(4 41 .RITE(6,oOO) JPTYPE, NPST, LNPHOC, ICU, NFP CO000160 
000112 600 FOHMAT(IHII,//IOXI7H CCITRCL CARO IS , CCOOI I 
A6,4X.7151 CCO00062 
C • £0000163 
C hhAT PAb&ER TO PROCESS C00001O4 
C CC0OL65 
000112 M1 00106C GTr~. 

C00113 NSTARTSI CO0067
 
oo114 NFIE-O tiPl fl '( oUoo.o 
COO115 D1) NI,6 r0000169C.U 
00011? 2 i C TO CCOCOlII(JP1YPL.EJ.IPTYPEjl)I o
 
000123 nR(11(o,001l C(O00T1 
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O0016 tOL IORt441 11OAJ,301H..L Cbt,,ILr PP.iukSSItN I .A/fI (c001/1 
000116 LnLL AL9 I(IH.L (0000113 
C00130 4 I-(NUf.ur.11 ut, Ic 59 C0(10174 
000133 nRlTto.,LIJ) NFP
 
0001,O D10 FOKMAIc/,IzA,-tFP LT i.,5xhuip. " IS//
 
0014O tALL AUbLTI(iM-p i
 
C (CCCCI?5
 
C 1h, INSTRUHENT CHAR. 00000176 
C COO0a177 
000L42 59 IF(ICL.NE.0) CC TC 4 co000ld 
C READ FROM CARDS CC000179 
coo13 ILSET-O CCOC01u0
 
O00144 REAU(5,4303) rUnBERDIIL,I03,RPAR(I),RPAR(Z),RPAR(33 00000181
 
000166 (ECF,5 1Z, (0 CCCL000182
 
000171 O0 RItE(64031 ICSET,IulIUZI 3,RPARILRPtIZJRPAR(3 0000183
 
000213 '1 DO
,-0,75,7, CCO0014
 
000215 L=Jt6 (O00010,5
 
000217 IP(L .GT-75) L=75 co0001'd.
 
00022 READ(5,A304(PPAklJ ,K*JL) C0001U7
 
000235 IFIEOF.5) 12. 61 GOOOO1
 
C00240 41 RITF(6.bO4I(kPAk(IK-J,L) c0000109 
000255 REAO(5,4403j NLIBE,IDtICZIO3,SPAR(l),SPIR(2),SPAR131 000001"0 
(00217 IF(EDF-,5 12.62 (C0001C1 
C0030Z o2 nRITE(tcOj IC3ET,1l1,IC2,103,SPAR(1),SPA(2Z3,SPAR(31 COOOO1Z 
OOO24 DO 63 .=J4.5.7 0C000193
 
000326 L=J-6 C000(194 
C003s0 Il(L.GI.t5J L=15 (000195 
000314 AEA(5,4JC)(HS.ARI(K),lJLl CCO00196 
000346 IlEOPti) 12, tj 0000OL7 
C00351 63 hRITL(b6604(SIPAR(KIg=JLI (£0019d 
000366 NF=i C0000199 
C00367 G TO 00000200CU 15 

000370 4 I(-(1G-NLCI 5,13,6 00000201 
000373 5 REWIND 4 cc0OOOOZ 
000375 qCL= C000203 
000376 0 IF(ILU.hE.99iI GG 1O 10 CC000204 
C FIND LAST SET 0.4 FILE. COC00ZC5 
C00400 IF(NLC.Eu-0) GO TO 7 00000206 
£00401 t2 ICU=,NLC (CO002C7 
000403 GU TU 4 O0000zc 
£00403 I NLC=NCC-4 0(1000209 
(004C5 o EAO(4J c000210 
00041O NLC = THLC+1 C0000211 
45, b (0000212 
000415 ., ICJ=NLC 00000213 
000417 DU TO 5 
000412 IF(EUF,4J 

COOOG214 
C POSITIGN TO THE SEI C000zj5 
C00417 10 NCL =CC' 1 CC00216 
000421 VUO 1 I=NC1.ICL CO000017 
00042 READ( 4) c.cc218 
C00425 If-fEOF,4) 12,11 00000219 
000430 11 CONTINUE CCOO0220 
000433 uC T 13 . 
000433 12 nRITE(6,oO2) 00000221 
00037 60Z FCR.A1(l0,34rHN 3 SUCH IhSTRUMEMT CHAkRCrERISTICSJ C0000222 
000431 CALL AdORTTZHTCJ 00000223
 
C READTiEN (0000224 
0004 1 13 REAC(4j ICSET,ILIUD2,1C3,PAR (O000a5 
000456 IF(EOF,4I 12,112 CCOOC22o 
00046L _ 112 NCC=ICU+1 
 00000227
 
000463 II(N.LT.5) GO TO 15 (0000226
 
C 
 C0000229
 
C wRITE (AND PU.NCH INST. CHAR. 0000030
 
C C0000231
 
C00466 DO 1=1,4
5> 0 00000232 000467 n1-Io,631 ICUIUL ,2I03,PARf1,I),PAR(2,I),PAR(3.1J (0000133 
000515 603 FORMANT//* SET*,15, DATE*,315,EI5.4,5X,AOE15.4) C0000234 
£00515 DU 54 J=4,75,7 C0000235 
C00517 L=JtO 
 C0000236 
000521 IFl(L.G.7bJ L=75 C000037 
COO5Z4 5-q RIIE(0,04i(PAA(KtIJ,=-JLJ c00o03 
0005 3 604 - FURfAT(7EI°.4) 00000239 
0005q3 vRITE(6,403 ICUIDC,0 O,103,PAR76,1),FAR(71,lIPAR(5,I) C£000240 
C00572 DO 5n J=7,lbC, 00000241 
C00574 L=J* " 0000242 
000576 IFIL.G1.160) LA160 C0000243 
000601 55 HRITC(,60o4)IFAPIKIJiKJLJ C0000244 
C006Z2 .. lEb) GO JL.1 0000245D.. ... 
000624 DU 57 1=1,4 00000246
 
000626 LL1 C000247
 
£00627 6RITC143,4303) ICUI01,I02,IU3,PAR(1, 1jPAR( ,1 IPAR(3,II, 000002 8
 
ICU,1Lt 00000249 
000664 4303 FORMATI15,10,,O I.3,ALOEIO.3,12X,12LI,55 0000250 
0006. .......U 50 J=1,5,7 00000251 
000666 LL=LLfi COO02 2 
(00610 L=J*o 0000O053
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CO0&i2 56 ,.RIL(4,.30')(FAI(|K),K'JLiICUtt Lc0000i24 
C00115 4.304 1t1RdA1111O0.3.2AlII5) 00000255 
000715 LL-LL-i CCOCC156
 
C00717 WRIM(43,43031 ICUICATPA(6,liPAR(7.JgIJPAR(7d,|. C00i0057
 
c0OOZ
 
0007q,? DO 57 J-7,,1C.7 CO(100259
 
* ICUILL 
00000260
00071 LL-LLt 

C0000261
000753 L-Jb 
 L

C FIND Tt-ECATA RECURD. 

C00755 
colo02 
57 
14 
nRIE(43,4304)(PARIK,),KJLJICU,1, 
ICUICUtI 
L £0000262 
00000261 
C01004 
£OL005 
COLOC7 
NFAP-NFAF+1 
"-(FtLAP.LI.NFF| 
GU TO I 
GO TO 13 
((C0O264 
00000265 
0000266 
C C0n00267 
CO000024 
COO0269
C 

00000270
 
C01012 1F(MsIAkT.Cr.IFF GO TO 11 

001010 Is IFI(.EQ.4) GO IC 23 

CCO0021
 
£0000272
C 

C SEE IF KEIVE BEEh BY IT ALREAUY. CCOOC273
 £0000174
C 

C0000275
 
C01017 IF(NhPST(1J.NE.LbLI8(1,MI) GO TO 16 

001016 00 16 =M=STAATtFF 

C0000276 
001022 IF(H.PST(2i.NE.LbLTdL(2,M)) GO TO lb C000277 
OOOZ5 IF(.FL..2 .U TC 23 CCCO027d 
C01027 F(INnPSTf).NE.LBLTdL(3,M) GO TU 16 0000027, 
COi32 IF(tt.Ij GO TC 23 GOO0280 
001033 lFI~nPST(4).NE.LbLT8L(4,MJI O T0-16 ccc00281
 
£01036 . (O TO 23 00000282 
C01036 16 GGNTI1UE C0000283
 
OOL041 17 IF(EURII GO TO 19- CC000284
 
C 
 CO0025
 
C UuESS ITtS FURTHER DOWN THE TAPE. 0000028b
 C (0000287
 
001043 $=NFFtI (0000288
 
£01045 IF(NLF.CT.IFFI GCCTO 24 
 00000289
 
00000290
 
001052 DU Z7 I=.CFMi 

001050 20 s4=1-I 

00000291
 
001054 26 REAU{I) 
 00000292
 
C01057 IF(EUFL) 4, 26 
 C0000253
 
001062 27 CONTINUE 
 00000194
 
=
 ((000C5
001065 NCF M 

24 READ(1) LUL C00002S6
0010t6 

001073 IF(LbL(I)J.t.IEGR(1)J GO TO 25 CC000297
 
C0075 IF(LbL(2i.tE.IECR(2|I GC TO 25 COOO0 98
 
COLO? E0kI=.TkuE. 
 £000299
 
COL1O 19 IFINFAP.NE.0I C TO 35 C0000300
 
COL101 .ITE(,6C6) C0000301
 
001105 .0b fORMAT (1OX,19ShC SUCH'CATA RECORD) £0000302
 
C01105 CALL AbOkl(2HPFF C0000303
 
001107 5 hR1TE(oC7) KFAP E0000304
 
CO115 007 FORNAT(0XL,13,32h FILES FOUND. CAN FIC KC lCRE.i 0('000305
 
001115 (O TO 1 00000306 
001116 ., LSLTdt(l,rCF)=LEL(1I C00003(7 
001121 LtLIL(,NCF)=LL(2) ooooj 
O01114 LULTbL(3hCFI=LeL(6I C000309 
001Z6 LBLTdL(4,NCF]hLaL(? *0000310 
C01130 NFF=MAAO(hFFNCF) CC000ll 
001133 IF(N.E..41 iLU TC 36 OOO0312 
001135 I(NPST(1.oE.LbLTdL(illj GO TO 22. C000313 
001140 IF(IjhPST(2).NE.LdLTtL(2,M)) GO TO 22 00000314 
C01143 IF(1.Et.2) GC IC 3b £0000315 
001144 IfINWPST(3).NE.LBLTBL(3#M)) GO TO 22 00000316 
C01147 I(fl.Cu.1) sO 1C 36 CCO00317 
C01150 IF(N"PST(4).NE.LBLTL(4,MI| GO TO 22 0000021$
 
001153 GO TO 3b 00000319
 
001153 22 I=M+1 
 C0000320
 
001155 GC TO 20 CC000321
 
001155 23 IF(-NLF) 28, 24, 20 00000322
 
001160 zi REMIND 1 C0000323
 
001162 NCF=l 
 CC000324
 
0011b3 . Gi TO 23 .00000J5
 
C FOUND IT. IT'S THIS ONE. 00000326
 
001164 i6 bRITE(C.6081 LBL, ICSET, 1D, 102, 103 CC000327
 
C01202 60$ FURMAT(IHI,511IIHCChVERSICN REPORT, 00000328
 
*//OX, 01115ICN-,13,H FLIGHT-,13,
 
7H OATE-,Z13,I5,2X,11H FLT LINE-,.Xt 15,61H RUN-.13, C0000330
 
. . .* 1H REWUENCY-,F5.1,711 FEEC-,2X.Ab, 00000331
 
* 6F IPARt.12,3131111/ 00000332 
00120? IFIICU.[.0I GO T0 33 00000433 
C GET CORRECT INST. CHAR. CC000334
 
001203 (O 29 K=1.4 00000335
 
C01105 IF(AoSIFHEC-PIkRK)/1.0 E9).GT.1.0) CO TO 29 £0000336
 
001215 IFtlLD.C-.PAUL2,KI) GO TO 30 C0OO0331
 
OO2Z1 29 GCNTINU 
 C00Cnd 
001223 bRI1(t0,LCbI FPE, FEED 00000339 
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C000341

COI233 6 0 FURIAT (IOX,17INL SUCIh FkEr-kEF10.b,1X,A1O) 
 £0000341
001233 CALL AIJORT(Zliff) 
 GOO1O3
OOL215 0 CO 31 1=1,75 z
 
o0000j4
COIZ7 31 RPAR(11=PAR(IKI 
 £COO034
001246 0O 32 l=Ib5 

. 
0(000345001247 32 SPAR(IJ=PAR(It75,K) 
 (100C346
CALL COMPUTATION SFCTION.
C 
 00000347
OOLZb 3$ LIMFLG=.tALSE. 

LABEL OUTPUT TAPE COO(1034d
C 

cc0b0349
001251 WRITP(Z/ LCL 

101, ID4 , IDJ, RIAR, SPAR C00003500012L4 vvI1EAJ ICStT, 00000351
C01303 LALL ,EARCI(SPAR,RP4R,LKPMUUERRPL 
 00000352
C013C6 CALL 'IFUf-2 0CCOC353
(01327 N-=P=JCF+l 
 00000354
001311 IF(FKRFLG) MERR NEkR+1 

00000355
001313 I (qEkk.,1.3) CALL AUCRT(ZHER) 
 G000356
001317 M=1+1 

CO000357
001321 MSTAkT=M 

MORE FILES TO PROCESS 00000358
C 

C0000359
0013Z2 Ifr(N..3) uT TC 1 
001324 NFAPrNFAP41 
 0OO003bO
 
C0000361
001 25 IF(NFAP.C-E.NFF) u0 TO 1 O0000iL2
001327 GO TO i 
CC000363C 

00000364
C TFRMINATIONS. 

C01330 31 hKITE(21 IECR, (1,1=3,9) 
 000003L5
 
001342 ,.RITF(o,100)
 
001346 100 FCjRAT(IHI,///IIA,10(LH4),LUHNORXAL TERMINATION, 101H*))
 COOO036b
001346 STOP 
 000003o7
C01350 ENC 
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opps
 
'Ok~
 
C. Peripheral Requirements 
UNIT 01 RADSCAT Raw Data Tape 
UNIT 02 Output Tape 
UNIT 04 Characteristics Tape 
UNIT 05 Card Reader 
UNIT 06 Printer 
UNIT 08 Scratch Unit (Perfeiably Disc) 
UNIT 43 Punch 
IV. SUBROUTINES 
A. Subroutine Search 
1. Theory and Design 
This routine serves as an entry and exit point for the selected file. One of 
its primary purposes is to find calibration data of both kinds. It anticipates that 
both NORMAL and BASELINE calibrations are in the opening records of the file. 
If this is the case the processing of the remainder of the file is given to CRUNCH. 
Otherwise, a search for the missing calibrations is conducted deeper into the file. 
The bypassed files are stored on a scratch unit (08) for subsequent processing. When 
both types of calibrations are found, the bypassed records on file code 08 are processed 
by CRUNCH and the remainder of the records on file code 01 are also. 
If the return from CRUNCH is without an error flag, control is simply returned 
to the Control Section. If not, an error message is given and the remaird er of the file 
bypassed before returning. 
See Figure A-3 for a descriptive logic diagram of SEARCH. 
2. Program Listing and Variables 
The listing for SEARCH is shown in Figure A-4(a) and A-4(b). The 
definitions of the variables are given in Table A-i. The entries in DATA 
were defined in Section III B. 
Table A-I Definition of Variable Used in SEARCH 
DATA = Vector Containing Raw RADSCAT DATA 
IDATA Integer Equivalent of DATA-
SCAL - SCAT Calibration Vector (Channels 1-4) 
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CRTC'SO 6 
UINI T FLAG
 
10 MANY
 
[BADO RECORDS7 
PRI/EPORTNT, CO,[6ERSTONCOLU:,'AN,E s4o 
--

IDENTIFIERS 
16UCALL ON CRKNCHU,";IT 

READDATASETEFLAG 
1 ErLA 65G YES EF 
EOFIYES i3 El'PTY FIE
 
ES.DSSAGE
 
FIRSTREC.SE0 
CALM. ODATA 65 N 
j NO Ec 
SETU .C~~~B\ D ~ SIRTFO NOSRATCH A. ~~ON
UNIT FlAGT NE 
ERO 
ESSAGE ANDRECORD DUMP 
3N 
SEARCH FOR CALl B 
ZATA ;ND PIUT EGS, I IOJDSV~~ 
BY-PASS RECODSN 
ON UNI T 8 YES? 
ERRO SET- MIEkESSAG M ER{CiR I~n ( I RN 
0 b~i iEF LAG) 
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SbdROUTINE SEARtC11(SPAR,.PA41t,LNI'P4U0, EELAGJ 00000438 
CSEARLN CALIB SEARCH ROUTINE (0000439 
C SLOROLIINCE SEARCHISPARRPARtLhFCUEFLAG) C0000440 
C cco0441 
C - -THIS FROGHAM hAS PREPARED BY 00000442 
C C0000443
 
C JCOHN P. CLAASSEN 00000444
 
C uLEN E. ELLIOTT CO00445
 
C 00000446
 
C UNiVERSITY OF KANSAS CENTER FOR RESEARCH CC000447
 
C 00000448
 
C 00000449
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE EXECUTES ENTRY INTE THE CONTENTS OF THE C0000450
 
C FILE Aft' SEEKS CALI8RATICN INFOANATION, BOTH NORPAL AND 00000451
 
C BASELINE. THE PROGRAM ANTICIPATES THAT BTH TYPES CF 00000452
 
C CALIBRATICNS ARE PRE3ENT IN TFE INITIAL RECORDS. hOhEVERCGO00453
 
C WFEq THIS NUT ThE CASE, THE FILE IS SEARCHED UNTIL BOTH 00000454
 
C TYPES ARE I-OUNU. BY-PASSED RECORDS ARE STORED ON UNIT 8 00000455
 
C SLOSECLENT PROCESSING. C0000456
 
C (0000457
 
£00007 DIMEiISIUN DATAISO), IDAIA(50), 00000458
 
SPAR(6I5, PPAR(i1I, SCAL(4, RCAL123 00000459 
-°0O00---------COMN/INPLT/ EGFI, DATA 00000460 
OO07 EQUIVALLNCE (CATA(I1,ICATAIII 0000C461 
EC0OC7 LOGICAL EFLAG, EOF1, EOFS 00000462 
COOC7 LG6ILAL NORVAL, BASE 000004C3 
C 00000464 
C REAC CATA PECORD FROM TAPE UNIT 1 00000465 
C 00000466 
(COOC7 IPASS=O 00000467 
000010 rRITE(6,60) C0000468 
000013 60 FOR4AT(ZI RECCRD NU.*,[3X,7HMESSACE,19XLh4,2Z0A 000004b9 
IOHPARAPETERS///) 00000470 
000013 CALL REAC1 C0000471 
C00014 IF(EOFI)bC'Tt 130 COOOC472 
C 00000473 
C CHECK IF RECORD IS CALIB DATA C000474 
C &0000475 
£0O020 10 IF (IDATA(4I) .EC. 0 oCR. IDATA(4).E.23 GO TO 50 00000476 
C C0000477 
C PREPARE DISCFOR BY-PASSE RECORDS 00000478 
C C0000479
 
000027 REdItao a 00000400 
C00031 IPASS=I C000481 
C 00000482 
C ERROR IESSAGE C0000463 
COOO32 . . ..hRITE(6,2O) IVATA(4) 00000484CCOG0495 
000040 20 FORMAT{5AIH*,5XZ7HFILE STRUCTURE INCGMPATIdLElX,lH*,5X, 
3AHFIPST RECORD NOT CALIBRATION CATA.SX, 6HMODE= .13/i 
00000486 
C0000427 
000040 WRITE(6,12O) DATA . C0000488 
C OC000489 
C SEARCH FOR CALIBRATICN RECORD C0000490 
C 00000491 
C00046 .,0 RITE(d) CATA 00000452 
ooo3 35 CALL READI 00000453 
C00054 IFIEOFI) GO TC 100 00000454 
. 
C 
___ CH _CKF AL 1 DATA 
00000495 
00000496 
C 000004S7 
000060 40 If (ICATA(4) .NE. 0 .AND. IOATA(4J.NE.2),GC TO 30 EC000498 
000067 iD .ICOUNTwO 0C000499 
C0070 IL=O 00000500 . 
C 00000501 
C ..... ,CALIBRATION INFORMATION 0000502 
C 0000050 
£00011 140R14AL = F1ALSE. 0000 5l& 
C00012 BASE = .FALSF. OO000 
000073 0' CALL CALIUSCAL,RCALRPARNORMALASEI EO00--'6 
000071 IF (.NUT. NCRMAL .AND..NOT. BASE) GO TO 35 0000Q 
001C4 
000106 
..... IF 
IF 
(.NOT. NCRPAL) GO TO 160 
(.NOT. BASE) GC TO 180 
. . . 0000050G­
00000509 
C00107 [FIIPASS.EC.0) CC TO 70 CCCCO510 
00IL ENU-ILE 
C00112 REWIND 8 OOOO511 
000114 CALL CRUNCIIH(8LAIAtIOATAILICCUNTSCALRCALt 00000512 
.. ._- SFAR,FPRLNFMOCEFLAUEOfJ C0000513 
000L31 70 IFIEI)F3I GO TO E0 00000514 
000135 CALL CUNH(I,CATA.IDATAILICOUNtSCALRCAL, D0000515 
SI'ARtR'ARLNPMUOEELAGEUF1) COOO0516 
000152 IF(EFLAG) GO 10 190 
C 00000511 
.... C------- NCRHMAL TEPINATION MESSAGE COOOOIu 
C COOOo19 
£00156 10 WRITE (t,0i IL, ICOUNT COOC0540 
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000166 90 I'ORMAf (ILX,IF',2X,3bICCMPLETE) CCMPLATIUNS FUR THIS FILE, 
IX, III4, 5XI[OIITHiERE wELE, LtI. 
24h WARNING FLAGS GENERArECa 
00000521 
(0000522 
C0000523 
C00166 RETURN O0000525 
c 00000516 
C ERRCR'IESSAGE C00002 I 
C C0000548 
O00b7 100 1RITE 16,110) 00000529 
000173 110 FORMAT (IIX,1I1,SX.21HFILE STRUCTURE IhCGMPATIbLE,7X,1h*,5X, 
251-UNAOLE TO FIND CALIO DATA) 
00000530 
00000531 
000ol3 klITF16,120) CATA C0000532 
000201 1zo FCktAT(/1O(5622/)/) 000005J3 
C C0000534 
C ABURT FILE ANO SEE& NEXT INSTRUCIILN 00000535 
ceoO00536 
000201 EULAb=.TRLE. 00000537 
000204 RETURN C0000038 
(00205 
000211 
130 
140 
wRITE(6,140) 
FOkMAT(II1 EMPTy FILE) 
00000539 
C000040 
000211 LfLAG=.TRLE. C0000541 
000214 RETURN C0000542 
c C0000543 
C SLARCH FOR MISSING CALIB DATA C0000544 
C 00000545 
000215 150 MkRITEC8) CATA C0000546 
000222 loO CALL REAO1 C0000547 
C00223 IFIEUFI) GC TC 100 C0000548 
000227 165 IF (ICATA(4) .tNE. 0) GO TO 150 C0000549 
C00230 GU TO C5 CE000550 
000231 
000236 
170 
1S0 
nRITL (6) GATA 
CALL REACl 
00000551 
(C00C552 
000237 IFL~uFlJ id TC 100 C0000553 
C00O43 L85 IF (ICATA(4) .NE. 2) GO TC 170 00000554 
000245 GO T c3 00000555 
(00246 L90 ;,RktEAb,155I 
000252 IS5 FURIAT(///LIA.IH*,5X,2dhEXCESSLVE NO. OF BAD RECORDS,6X,IH) 
000252 
000257 200 
IF(EUL-1) 
EADI1J 
RETUFI 
C00262 IFCEUFCF. 250.200 
C00210 450 RETUkN 
C0C271 END 00000556 
ORIcWUqj PAIGBO oo.R Qu q 
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Table A-1 Definition of Variable Used in SEARCH entries in DATA
 
RCAL = RAD Calibrations (NORMAL, BASE) 
EOF1 - End of File for Unit 1 
EOF8 = End of File for Unit 8 
EFLAG - File Error Flag 
IPASS - Flag for Data on Unit 8 
NORMAL = Flog for Normal RAD Cals 
BASE - Flag for Baseline RAD Cals 
ICOUNT = RADSCAT Performance Error Counter 
IL - Record Counter 
B. Subroutine CRUNCH 
1. Theory and Design 
The reduction algorithms are applied in or from subroutine CRUNCH. The 
routine was designed to process RADSCAT data whether it consisted of radiometer 
measurements (RAD only mode) or both scatterometer and radiometer measurements 
(alternating angles, fixed angle, or short SCAT modes). In processing the records 
on an independent basis, there is a tacit assumption [hat coupling between 
polarization is negligible. It was also necessary to equip the routine with the 
ability to read records from file code 01 (raw data tape) or file code 08 (scratch 
unit). A description of the internal operation of CRUNCH is shown in the logic 
diagram of Figure A-5. 
In the opening steps of CRUNCH the data record is extracted 
from the file and verified by an in-line routine. The first sixteen entires in the 
data record are checked for type and magnitude. If an invalid entry is present, an 
error message identifying the bad entry is given and a bad record counter is 
incremented (NGR). If more than 10 bad records are encountered, an error flag (EFLAG) 
is set and control is returned to SEARCH. If not, the next record in read (statement 
100) and the process repeated. If the record is valid, ifis further examined to 
determine if it is a calibration record. If it is, CALIB is called (statement 220) to 
extract and average the calibrations. The next record is then read and the process 
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repeated. If it is not calibration data, the mode entry is translated and the SCAT 
-and RAD receiver polarization are checked for agreement when the instrument is not 
in the "RAD only" mode. If they disagree the record is declared invalid and treated 
as a bad record.* If the measurement occurred in the "RAD only" mode or the 
polarization agree, the record is then processed in the steps following and including 
119.statement number 
Initially the record counter is incremented, the SCAT channel indicator 
initialized and the output array cleared. CRUNCH then calls THERMO to compute 
and check receiver temperatures. An interpretation code is updated after which 
subroutine ANGLE is called. ANGLE computes the incident and cross-track angles 
and again the interpretational code is updated. Subroutine RCONV (radiometer 
convert) is called to compute the antenna temperature. If no scatterometer data is 
present, control advances to statement 200 where the computed results are 
transferred to the output array. Otherwise when SCAT data is present, DOPCHK 
is called to compute the doppler shift and set the doppler filter band index. The 
interpretational code is then updated. 
In the following statements (up to number 170),the maximum on-scale SCAT 
,measurement is selected from the four output channels (DATA(8) through DATA(11)). 
To select the appropriate channel output, the channels are tested for an output in 
excess of a value" that would cause the output to saturate on the next higher 
sensitivity channel. Note that channel 1 (DATA(8)) is least sensitive whereas 
channel 4 (DATA (11)) is most sensiti,e. The selected measurement is stored in 
DATA(8) after scaling it with some channel dependent parameters. If the SCAT 
return fell below or above the channels, an interpretational flag is set in statements 
between 170 and 175. 
Following the channel selection, the range gate setting is compared with the 
aircraft altitude. If the altitude is not within 300 feet of the range gate setting, an 
interpretation flag is set. 
Subroutine SCONV (SCAT convert) is then called to compute the normalized 
input power. Once computed, the scatterometer measurement is inverted for antenna 
pattern effects with an in-line statement (number 190). The antenna inversion is 
based on the notion of an equivalent pencil beam replacing the actual main beam 
The implication is that the instrument didn't operate correctly. 
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antenna pattern. Computer simulations have shown that the method is extremely 
accurate (errors < 0.1 dB) for narrow beam antennas. Briefly the equivalent beam­
width noti9n isbased on the fact that the normalized input power 
f f p2 ~R(, 4T (Oet) JA 
where 
= normalized scctfering coefficient 
= radar range to elemental area dA 
= normalized antenna pattern
 
= elemental area
 
can be approximated by an algebraic expression through the following considerations. 
For narrow beani antenna 
2if 0 -a() sineo R Ga4R J (cos a') 
where c'os 8, is a projection factor, may be approximated by 
I(0.) 2! R)(cosO J P(e, @) sim O d# 
The integral may be computed numerically from a description of the antenna pattern 
and equated to the effect produced by a pencil beam of width Beq , i.e., 
J P s9.I dein = d9 dck o J0 
• , r gecr
 
4 
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Therefore the normalized scattering coefficient is given by 
Co) 4 1 () RZ cos9 0
 
CTr=e CE) 

But note that R = K/cos 6. so that 
o 4 40.o)

r0 (e0o) = 41( )11rCos 00 
where h is the aircraft altitude. The entry 8eq is computed by the engineering 
routine WIDTH described in Appendix E as well as Section IV F of the text. 
The scatterometer and radiometer products are then stored in the output 
array and the output array is transferred to the output tape (unit 02). 
The next data record is then read (statement 100) and the sequence of 
events repeated. If an end of file is encountered on the input tape, control is 
returned to SEARCH. 
2. Program Listing and Variables 
The source listing for CRUNCH is shown in Figures A-6(a) through A-6(d). 
The variablesemployed in CRUNCH are defined in Table A-2. Entires in SPAR 
Table A-2 Definition of Variables Used in CRUNCH 
DATA = Input Raw Data Vector 
IDATA Integer Equivalent of DATA-
SPAR = SCAT Parameters 
RPAR = RAD Parameter 
SCAL SCAT Calibration Vector (Channel I to 4)-
RCAL = RAD Calibration Vector (Normal and Base) 
VERI = Data Validation Parameters 
IVERI = Integer Equivalent of VERI 
EOFIFC = End of File Indicator for FC 01 
EFLAG = File Verification Indicator 
IL Record Count-
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Z ,JUTi.F (RUNCh(IIUATA,IDATA.ILtICCONTSCALRLAL, C0000551
 
SI AR,PIIRAPML),EFLAG,EOIFCI (COCC55U
 
CLUNC CRUNCH CC(0559
 
L. COOO0560
 
C IFIS PRCGRAM HAS PREPARED BY 00000561
 
C 
 CCOOC56Z 
C J(HN P. CLAASSEN 000005063 
C GLEN E. ELLIUTT 00000564 
C00005o5 
C UNIVEFSIIY OF KANSAS CENTER FOR RESEARCH CCOCC566 
C 
(00005b7C 
CC000568
C 
L TIlPPRIMARY FUNCTION OF THIS ROUTINE 15 TO CONVERT SCATTER- COO000569 
C OPETEF ANU PA(I0FETER OUTPUT VOLTACES INTO THIRN RESPECTIVE (00CC570 
C NORNALIZLT INPUT POERS. TIlE CCNVERIED SCAT DATA IS 00000571 
C SLUASLIENItLt INVERTED FUR THE SCATTERINtJ LOEFFICIENT. 00000572 
C PeIFARY COMPUTATIONS ARE PERFORMED IN SUBROUTINE CRUNC- 00000573 
C WHICH CALLS A NUMBER OF IMPORTANT RCUTI.NES. FRU1 CRUNCH 0000574 
C INTERNAL CALIBRATION INFORMATION IS KITHURAMN FROM THE dATA C0000575 
C RELURDS ANC APPLIED TO SUISEQUENT PEASUREMENTS. THE VIEd 00000576 
C AN(LE 1 CCPAECTED FUR AIRCRAFT ORIENTATION. A dARNING FLAG CCCO0577 
C IS GIVEN HEN THE RCLL ANGLE CAUSES EXCESSIVE DEPULAOIZATIUN.COO T57d 
C A FLAG IS ALSC LENERATED "HEN THE DOPPLER SHIFT EXCEEDS CCO00579 
c TFL UCPPLER FILTER BANDWIDTH. THERMISTER DATA IS COOC580
 
C (hECKED PER REASONABLE TEMPERATURES AND TEMPERATURES OF 00000581
 
C CRITICAL CCMPGNENTS ARE WITHORAhN FUR SUSEJUENT LSE IN £0000582
 
C CONVERTING RACIOMETER MEASUREMENTS. COOOOSE3
 
00000584C 

C00017 U1IENSICh UA1t(50I, ICATA(SOI; SPAR(85), RPARI75), SCAL(), 00OCOCd5
 
RCAL(2), ARRAY(20), IARRAYIZOI, ALT(A C0OO0586
 
£OOOi7 DIMENSICk ICHG(3) CCOCCSE7
 
C00017 OIMENSII VERI(1S,2), IVERI(15,2) G0000588
 
000017 DIMENSICN VMAX(153, VMIN(15), IV4AX(15), IVMIN(15) COOC0589
 
C00017 EQUIVALENCE IVMCAIICIIVMAX(LI VIHI(1)IVYINI O000590
 
COOO17 EQUIVALENCE (VERI(1,1),VIIN(l)),(VERI(1,2),VMAXIII COOC591
 
C00017 EQUIVALENCE (VERI(1,l),IVERI(1,1). 00000592
 
C00017 EQUIVALENCE (ARRAYII),IARRAY(1)1 00000593
 
000017 LOGICAL ECFI-C CC000594
 
C00017 GATA (IVHINIII:1,6)/IO0O,,l 000C0555
 
C00017 .LATA IIVMAXIII,6J/3,,2,,1,/ 00000596
 
000017 DATA (VII(1).1=7,10),IVYAX 1,1=7,10)/*0.0, 4*10.5/ TOOCC597
 
000017 DATA IVERL 11i1.IVERI111,2)/0,1/ 000005S8
 
000017 UATA (V3ItK(ItI=12,14),IVMAX( )I=1i214)/3*0.0, 10.5; 10.5, 10.5/CCO00599
 
C00017 CATA IVERI(I5.), IVERI(I5,2)/0,3/ CCOOoCO
 
C00017 CATA ICHG/I1,0,2/ 00000601
 
000OL7 CATA ALT/2OO.0, 5000.0, 10000.0. 200C0.0/ CCOC602
 
C 	 (COO0o03

- -C . EAU IN &EXl RECORD 00000604
 
C 00000605
 
000017 NGR=O GCOOOO6
 
C00020 100 IF(IREAC(IFC).NE.0I GO TG 230 000006C7
 
000026 101 112Z OOOC~OC8
 
O O00000609
 
C VERIFY CO5TENTS OF RECORDCCO01O
 
C 
000027 IF(ICATA(I).LT.IVERICI-1,11.OR.
ICAIA(I.GT.IVERI(I-1,211 
OOOO l0000,2 I=lu 
ICATA(I).GT.IVERI(I-1.21) 
(000C 4 DO III 1=2,7 
000055 il IF(IUATA(II.LT.IVERI(I-II).OR.
ICAIAIII.GT.IVERI(I-L,2)1 
C00071 UtU 112 I=8,11 
(00072 112 IF(IAIAII).LT.VERI(I-1lI.OR. 
£CO00611
 
00O00o12
 
GO TO 115 	 00000c13
 
C0000614
00000615
 
GO TO L15 	 COOO0616
 
CC000617
 
C00006L8
 
GO TO 115 CODoceIs
 
C0000620
 
C0000621
 
4ATA(II-GT.VERI1ILI,2)) GOU 1L15 C0000622 
C00106 OU I1J I=13,15 0C000623 
C00107 113 II(CATA(I).LT.VERI(I-II).OR. 00000624 
CATAII.GT.VERIII-L,211 GO TC L15 C0000025 
000123 GU TU li C0000626 
000123 115 WRITE46,I16i 1 00000627 
000131 L16 FCRHAT(//1LX,IFI,11H BAD RECORD,2BX;IHt5X,9IHCOMPONENT,13. 
* 1AH IS oARDAGF./j) 
COOO028 
C00131 hRITE(6,.LL7 DAIA £0000o29 
000113 
000143 
[17 
10 
FULRMATI/10(5022/I/) 
J NJR = NGR - 1 
C0000630 
C0000631 
000145 lI-(NbRLE.13) GO TO 100 00000632 
000152 EFLAU = .TRUE. 00000C33 
000153 GO TU 2,0 OOOOOb34 
C . . C0035 
C IRANCI IF CALIB DATA C00OOb36 
- C CC00063I 
000154 l1d IF (IAAIU1 EQ. 0 .OK. IUATAI4I.EJ.2) GO TO 220 00000638 
L C00004 0 
C TRANSLAIC CEdTAIN. ENTRIES IN FILE C0000641 
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C00163 

oGO0t5 

C00175 

00021Z 

O0022 

000216 

OOZ17 

00022 

000224 

000226 

C00234 

000236 

000242 

000245 

0C002OO 

000252 

C002 2 

000264 

C00270 

000215 

000301 

000304 

000310 

C00311 

.0003L4 

000317 

000322 

000326 

C(0330 

G -AlpGFB 
MRI 
OF OO 
C O0000642
 
IOATA(jIIUAII(3)-I CCOC0643
 
IJKIUATAiA) 
 CO000644
 
00000645
 
CCOO046
 
ICAIAI4AIICHL(IJ4I.) 
IDATA(6)t-IGAIA(6)
C 	 £0000647
 
C CFECK FC" AGREEMENT IN RECEIVE PGL 	 0000064U
 
00000649
C 

IF(IUATA(7).EU,.I0ATA(12J.OR.IUATA(3.Et.oOI GU TO L19 C0000650
 
wRITE(6,1000I IOATAI7), IEALA(121 E0000651
 
1O00 FURMAT(//11X,1I*t3H RECEIVE POLARILATIONS DISAGREEUX,1h*,SX, 00000652
 
* 9gSCAT REC.,I3tEXUHRAU REC=,3//) 	 00000653 
G TO 105 00000654
 
L 
 C0000655
 
C INITIALILE CHANNEL INDICATOR FLAG AND CLEAR OUTPUT ARRAI.00000656
 
C 
 O000657
 
119 ICHAN=O C0000658
 
00 1Q l=l,20 C0000659
 
120 IARRAY(Ih=O C0000660
 
IL = IL - I 
00000661
 
C CHECK TEMFEFATURES CF CRITICAL ELEMENTS 00000662
 
C 

00000663
 
CALL THEROC (UATAIDATARPARILtLNPMCCIFLAG.IWARM) C0000664
 
C 

C 
00000665
 
C FORM ERROR CODE YESSAGE FOR SCAT AND RAO C0000666
 
C 00000667
 
IARRAYI Z) = IARN C0000668
 
.	 ICOUNT = ICOUNT + IWARN 00000609 
IARRAYilIZ = IARRY(12)*10,IFLAG "- CO0b70 
ICDUNT=ICCUNT - IFLAG 00000671 
C 00000672 
C COMPUTE LCOK ANGLES. 0G000673 
C 0C000674 
CALL ANGLE (DATASPARILLNPMOD, IFLAG) 00000675 
C CC000676 
C AMEND ERRCR CODE C0000677 
C 00000678 
ICOUNT=ICCUNT4IFLAG/10 00000679 
IARRAY(12) = IARRAY(12O*100+IFLAG C0000680 
C -00000681
 
C CCNVERT RACICRETER (ATA CC000682
 
C 00000683
 
CALL RCON (OATAIATARPARRCALIL CO000a684
 
C OC000665
 
C BRANCH IF RtO ONLY DATA C0000686
 
C C0000687
 
IF (IDATA(31 .EC. 0) GO TO 200 COOO88
 
c CO00G0689
 
C CHECK DOPFLER 00000690
 
C C0000691
 
CALL IDPCHK (CATASPARILIdANDLNFPCOIFLAGI 00000692
 
C CCOC£693
 
C _AMCO INOICATOR 	 00000654
 
C 000006S5
 
IARAYI12) = IARRAY(12) *LOtIFLAG 00000696
 
ICUUNT=ICCUNT4IFLAG 00000697
 
C 00000698
 
C SELECT SCAT CHANNEL OUTPUT C0000699
 
C 00000100
 
C 	 CCO07OL 
c THIS SECTIGN SELECTS TIlE MAXIMUM CN-SCALE SCAT CHANNEL UUTPUTOOOO0702 
C AND TRANSPC(MS IT TO A NORMALIZED RECEIVER INPUT PCWER. 00000703 
C WHERE REA0ING FALLS CUTSIOE OF DYNAMIC RANGE OF ThE FCUR 00000704 
C CHANNELS, 1hE DATA IS YET SELECTED, HOnEVER, A FLAG CCOOC7O5 
C ACLUMPANIES THE VALUE. TEE TRANSFCRMEO VALUE IS FOUNC C0000706 
C IN GAlA(s). 00000707 
C 00000708 
C INITIALIZE FLAG CC(07009 
C 00000710 
IFLAG =0 00000711 
C CO000712
 
C DETERMINE WHAT CHANNEL MEASUREMENT FELL IN CC00C713
 
C 00000714
 
IF (DATA (8) .CE. SPAR(2G)) GO TO 140 C0000715
 
If- (DATA i9) GE. SPARI2Y)) GO TO 150 0O0O0716
 
IF (DATA (10I.GE. SPAR(29)) GD TO 160 C0000117
 
-It- (DATA (1Lj.GE, SPAR(29I1 bU YU L30 00000718
 
C C0000719
 
C DATA FELL dENEATH RANGE 00000120
 
C ((000?2
 
DATAIlI..ATA(1I)+I.0 E-10 	 00000722
 
1FLAG =1 CC000723 
C 00000724 
C APPLY SCALE IACTdRS C0000725 
C 00000726 
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C003'1 

C00336 

C00.3/ 

000337 

000344 

000350 

000351 

0oO351 

0003 6 

000357 

C00397 

C003o4 

000365 

0CG370 

000311 

C00373 

000410 

000410 

CC04L 

000414 

C0046L 

C00431 

000432 

000445 

C00445 

000450 

000454 

C00457 

C00464 

000466 

0004b7 

000511 

000511 

000533 

C00535 

0005317 

000544 

C00546 

C00541 

000551 

C00542 

COO52 

OF pOOR QUALTD 
130 

C 

C 

C 

140 

C 

C 

C 

1'0 

160 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

170 

1700 

C 

C 

C 
175. 

L7O0 

177 

C 

C 

C 

180 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

1800 

C 

C 

C 
190 

C 

C 

C 

uAI (o= LATk (11)*SPARIZLI/SLAL(43 	 (COCO2I7
 
ILhARl=4 C000078
 
GU ru Lru C000729
 
C0000130
 
UAIA IELL AbOVE RANGE 
 CCOOC7JI
 
CCO00732
 
IF (ATA(B .L&. SPAR(271) IELAG-IE 00000733
 
(0000734
 
APPLY SCALE FACTORS 
 00000735
 
00000136
 
DATA (b). LArA (b)*SPAR(18)/SCAL(1) 00000737
 
000073$ICIIAN=I 
C 000739 
LA1A (U)= LATA(SJ*SPARII91/SCAL(21 00000740 
GO TO 170 

CO000141
ICIIAN=2 

00000742
GO TO 170 
00000743
DATA (U)= CATA(IO]tSPAR{2OJ/SCAL-31 

00000744
ICHAN=3 

CCCO0745
 
ENG SFLECTION OF SCAT CHANNEL. 
 C00004&
 
AMINO ERROR INCICATGR 

IARRAY(12=IARAAl(12J*L0+IFLAG 

ICOUNI=ICCUNTIIFLAC 
IF(!FLAj.NE.13 GO TO 175 
I f(I0DIIL,LNFPC01.E. 01 a RITE(6,1700 
IUkRNAT(It,5X,2P* 22HEXCEEOE DYNArIC 
CHECK RANGE GATE SETTING 

IFLAu = 0 
IALT = ICATA(IJ)I 
CHFCK=ALT(IAL1) 
CC000147
 
CO00074d
 
C00C0749
 
00000750
 
C0000751
 
0COO0752
 
IL 06000753
 
RANGEI6X,111* 	 00000754
 
CCOCC755
 
00000756
 
C0000757
 
C0000758 
C0000759
 
00000760
 
IPIVATA( 1) oLl. CHECK+300. .AND. DATA(41) .GT. CHECK-300.) COOC61 
GC TO 177 OO0062 
IELAG - 1 
nRITE(6,1760) CECKCATA(41 
P-GfNAI(I6,X,2P* ,32HNOT wITHIN 300 FT. OF RANGE GATEv6X,IF*, 
*StIlIRANGE GATE,*F1.0,X,9HALTITUOE,.F7.01 -
IbARAY(Z)2= IAFRAYIIZJ*10 t IFLAG, COOOC163 
I uU.T=ICLLNT4IFLAC C0000764 
(CC00765 
COtPLETE CLNVERSION OF SCAT CATA
 
C0000767
 
CALL SCUNV (DAIA, IDATASPAKRIAND) 0006C766
 
00000769
 
SCAT INVERSION. 00000770
 
C0000171
 
CC0GC772
 
COMPARE SCAT POLARIZATIONS. C0000173
 
C0000774
 
IXMT=IUATA(6) C0000775
 
IREC=I0ATA(7) C000C776
 
IF(IAMT.EJ.IREC) GC Tq 190 00000777
 
0C000778
 
ERROR MESSAGE C0000779
 
000C0760
 
IF(OVUIL,LKFPCCI.EQ°Oj nRITEI6,1800) IL, IXhT, IREC 00000701
 
FORMAT(Ib,5X,2F* ,37HUhABLE 	TO HANDLE CROSS POLARILED CATA, 00000782
 
1XoZH* ,4X,26HWILL ASSUME PULARIZEC LATA, 5X, C0000783
 
1HXMIIT PUL.=,I2,5XLOHREC. PCL.,I2) C0000784
 
CCO00785
 
INVERT SCAT LATA COO0786
 
CCOOC7U7
 
LATA(0) I 4.0*DATA(8)*DATA(41)*DATA(41)/(CCS(O.017453293* COO(08
 
CATH(I4)J*3.L11592654SPAR(IXMT+321*SPAR(IREC32)* (CCCO089
 
9.290304) 
COCOO7vo
 
TRANSfER SCAT INt PERIOD CC000791
 
CO00C792
 
INO=IOATA(5J 00000793
 
ARHItY(7)SSPAN(IhD-3) C00094
 
IF(IUATA(3j.FC.1J ARRAY(7)=SPAR(IO) C0000195
 
S0C0CC/96 
TRANSIER SCI LATA TO OUTPUT ARRAY 00000797 
C 00000798 
JARRAY(S) nIUATA (t) 00000199 
(ARRAYIb) =UAIA (1) 00000800 
ARRAY(8) CA7A (8) cCOOOOl 
ARRAY(9) * 10.0*ALLGIO(DATA(8)J C0000802 
GO TO 210 C0C0u03 
C 000004 
L TRANS CR RAC DATA TO CUTPUI ARRAY CCCOO05 
C 00000d06 
zoo IANRAY( ZJIAIIAW(,, 1nOO CC00007 
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£00565 eIO ARRAY (1,01= GAT: (13) CCCCOaco 
C cooObsO 
C TRANSFER CEi-ER SELECTED CATA C00Cd1O 
C 00000ul1 
(A00567 ARRAY(L)=LATA() . ..... CCO0lZ 
C00570 IARRAY(2J=bIATAt3) 00000813 
000572 ARPAY(3)=LATAI ) O000B 
000573 ARRAYL4)= UATAl15} COOOGUL5 
000515 ARRAY(II=1ATA(40i CCoGGUbi 
(0057T ARRAY (tal= CAIA11 00000817 
CC0600 - ARRAY (141= LATA (47) .... cooood0 
000601 ARRAY (I5)} DATA (46k OOOOB19 
C CCOCOaZO 
C WRITE TC OUTPUT TAPE 00000821 
C C000022 
000603 CALL WRITE2(ARRAVJ 00000823 
- - C - -- P_ -ER46iA__ -T-b-TC0000824 
C 0000065 
C 8EOODBZ6 
C00604 IF(HOD(IL,LiPPCOJ.EQ.0) kRITE(6,2000) It, ARRAY(1iJ, ARRAY(S), 00000827 
4 IChAN,IEANC CCCC0628 
000043 ?000 FORMATi[c,5Xt2H**,,XZ29HCOMPLeT6O RECCRO CCMPLTATIONSI4X.ZH*, GOOO029 
. .. . .. 4XtIF4 ANTENNA TEMP ,Fb.,2ZXtbSCATTERING COEF=,EIZ.b, C0000830 
* 2XitLHHANNEL=,I22XqF-DOP BANC=,t3) C0000831 
000643 GO TO l00 CCCOCb32 
000b44 12O CALL CALId(SCALRCALRPAPNORMALUASE) 0000083 
CCO60 IF(.NUT.ECFIFC) 60 TO 100 CC000834 
000656 230 hRITEI6,ZCO0I IL, ARRAY(CO), ARRAYCU) , IC1IANs IBAND 00000635 
C00702 - RETURN. CC0CC836 
C00703 ENO 00000637 
FIGURE A-6. (d) SOURCE LISTING FOR CRUNCH 
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Table A-2 Definition of Variables Used in CRUNCH (Continued) 
ICOUNT = Number of Interpretational Flags 
LNPMOD = Line Print Modulus 
IFC = Unit Code Number r(1 or 8) 
NGR Number of Bad Records-
ALT - ange Gate Settings
 
CHECK One of Gate Settings
-
IXMT - Transmit Polarization Indicator
 
'IREC Receive Polarization Indicator
-
IND = SCAT Integration Selector
 
ARRAY - Output Array
 
IARRAY integer Equivalent
-
and RRAR are defined in Section III D; whereas, the entries in ARRAY are defined 
in Section III C. 
C. Subroutine CALIB 
1. Theory and Design 
Subroutine CALIB extracts, averages and displays calibration parameters from 
calibration records. CALIB was designed to anticipate calibration records in a format 
generated by the RADSCAT instrument. Although additional flexibility is provided 
so that baseline records, which are entered by handmay be inserted in almost any 
fashion. The baseline records may occur anywhere in the file except within a 
group of four normal calibration records. In regards to sequences of normal 
calibrations, the subroutine will orient itself on a set of four by interrogating 
whether the first normal calibration record causes SCAT outputs to saturate in 
channels 2, 3 and 4. This feature was embedded in the routine when it became 
apparent that the RADSCAT instrument would occasionally drop calibrations on 
the first few SCAT channels. A descriptive logic diagram for subroutine CALIB is 
shown in Figure A-7. 
The baseline (BCAL) and normal calibration counters are initialized upon 
entry into the routine. Also the SCAT channel (CAL1(I), I = 1,4) and RAD 
accumulators(CALI(5), RCL) are cleared. If the type of calibration record (normal 
or baseline, see Section III B) is normal (IDATA(4) =0), processing is directed to 
statements including and following 4. Otherwise, if it is a baseline record, it is 
accumulated in RCL, the baseline counter is incremented, and the next record is 
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read. In statement 4 and the one following, the type of record is again determined. 
If additional baselines records are present (IDATA(4) = 2), the above processing is 
repeated; if it is normal calibration data, the record is examined to determine whether 
the calibration indeed occurred on channel 1 (see DO loop terminating in statement 
5). If not, the next record is read and the type is again determined. Once the 
program is aligned on the calibration for channel one, it extracts it in statement 7 
and pulls the SCAT calibrations from the subsequent records for channels 2, 3 and 4 
and the normal RAD calibration from the last SCAT calibration record (Channel 4). 
The normal cal counter is incremented and the calibration accumulator update. 
The next record is read and the type determined again. If it is a calibration 
record the above steps are repeated. If not (measurement record), the unblocking 
routine READI is called to backspace a record (statement 10). The steps 11 through 
60 determine what kinds of calibrations were present and how many. The accumulated 
calibrations are averaged and scaled accordingly. The types of calibrations present 
are reflected by setting the logical variables NORMAL and BASE to TRUE. The 
calibration parameters are then printed and control is returned to the calling routine, 
either SEARCH or CRUNCH. 
2. Program Listing and Variables 
The source listing for CALIB is shown in Figure A-8. The definitions of the 
variables are listed in Table A-3. 
Table A-3 Variables Used in CALIB
 
DATA = Input Raw Data Vector
 
IDATA = Integer Equivalent of DATA
 
SCAL = SCAT Calibration Vector
 
RCAL = RAD Calibration Vector
 
RPAR = RAD Parameters
 
NORMAL = Normal Cal Indicator
 
BASE = Baseline Cal Indicator
 
BCAL Baseline Cal Record Counter
 
CAL Normal Cal Record Counter
 
RCAL = Baseline Cal Accumulator
 
CALl = Normal Cal Accumulator
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bUS(UI INE LA[ IU(SCALlCALRPANIOMAL,,ASI C0000d0u 
CLALIB CALILlAIIOh SLEROUTINE CEO00839 
C C0000840 
]TIS rC(CURAM WAS PREPARED 8Y C000AL 
C 00000842 
C JCh P. CLAASSEN CO00843 
C GLEN E. ELLIOTT 00000844 
C C0000845 
C UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS CENTER FER RESEARCH 00000846 
C C0000847 
C.... T. SUURUUTINC EXTRACTS CALIORATICN INFORMATION FROM 0000848 
C THE RAUSCAT LATA FILE AND UISPLAYS IT. C000849 
C 00000650 
000010 COMMON /INPUT/ EOFL, CATA C0000851 
CO000 
ccoolo 
LOGILAL NCRHAL, 3ASE, EOFi 
DIMENSION OATA(50,I ICATA(LI, SCAL(l), RCAL(I), RPAR(I} 
00000652 
(C000853 
O00lo OIIrNSION CALl(S), CAL2IS) C0000854 
co00O EQUIVALENCE (EMIA(LIICATA(t)L COCCE55 
C C0000d56 
C INITIALIZE CAL COUNTERS C0000657 
C C0000U58 
000010 
C00011 
BCAL=0.0 
RCL=O.0 
(C000859 
00000260 
(00012 CAL=O.0 C0000861 
C 
C CLEAR CAL ACCUMULATORS 
£0000862 
00000663 
C C0000864 
000013 DO 1 1=1,5 C0000865 
C00014 I cit(L ,1=0 0000866 
C 0000867 
C HRANCH WIEN NOT BASELINE C0000868 
C 0000869 
C00017 4 IFLICATA(A),NE.21 GO TO 4. .00000870 
C . .... ... 00000871 
C EXTRACT bASELINE C000C872 
C C0000873 
C00021 3 RCL=RCL+CATA([3) C0000874 
C 00000875 
C UPDATE ECAL CCUNT C000876 
C 00000877 
C00023 tBCAL=BCALL.0 6.000b78 
C ..-. .. .... .- - - - - - - - - - - - - --... 00000679 
C READ NEXT RECORD 
C 000008d0 O0000681 
C00025 CALL READ1 CC00082 
£00026 
C00033 4 
IFIFOFI) GU TC 11 
...IF(ICAIA(A).EL.2J GO TO 3 _ 
/ 00000883 
0000084 
C (C000ot5 
C EXIT KPEN NO MORE CAL DATA £0000886 
C00035 
C 
IF(IOATA(AI.NE.C) GO TO 10 
00CC887 
00000888 
C 00000889 
C ... CHECK IF RECORD CCNTAINS CAL CN C0006890 
C FIRST SCAT CHANNEL 00000891 
C *0000892 
000036 
C00007 5 
00 , 1=2,4 
IF(OATA(I+7).LT.9.0 GO TO & 
(0000893 
000008S4 
C00044 GO TO 7 00000895 
C FIRST SCAT CAL 000C 0C96 
C 00000598 
C00044 
000045 
6 CALL REAOI 
IFIEFI) 11,4 COCC0099 00000900 
C CCO0901 
C - EXTRACT SCAT 1 00000902 
C C0000903 
C00053 7 CALZ{I=EATA(8) C0000904 
C CCOC905 
C EXTRACT REMAINDER OF CALS 00000906 
C 0C000907 
000055 JUO 8 1=2,..... 00000908 
C00056 
000057 
CALL REACT 
IF(EUFI) GO-TO 11 00000909 00000910 
C00064 L5 IF(IDATA(4).NE.0) GO TO 4 C0000911 
c00085 I CAL2( I LATA( 147) 00000912 
C00071 
£00073 - -
LALZ(5)=CATAI3) 
CALAL .O..... .. 
(0000913 
00000914 
C ACCUMULATE REPETITIVE CALS 00000916 
C C0000917 
000075 
£00016 9 
DU 9 I1,15 
CALL(I)=CALI(1)tCAL2(I) 
(0000918 
00000919 
C00102 GO 10 b 0000920 
C 00000921 
C REPUSIIICN DATA RECORD C0000 .2 
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i 
C 
C 

000102 LO CALL LCKSPI 

C 

C 	 CHECK FGR PRESENCE OF BASELINE CAL 
C 

(00103 11 IF(bCAL.LT.1.0) GC TO 12 

COOL l BASE = .TRUE. 

C 

C AVERAGE AND'TRANSLATE bASELINE 

,
C 

000111 kCAL(I)=(RCL/b(AL) RPAR(19)/RPAR(20J 

C 	 CIECK FCR PRESENCE OF NORMAL CAL 
C 

C00115 1l It-iCAL.LT.I.O) GO TO 14 

ooOzo NGRMAL = .TRUE. 

C6O120 DO 13 1=1,4 

C 

C AVLRACE SCAT CALS 

C 

000122 13 StAL(Il=CAL1(II/CAL 

C 

C AVERACE AND TRANSLATE RAO CAL 

C 

0001 6 RCAL(2)=(CALI(5)/CAL )RPAR(19)/RPARI2O 

c 

C CISPLAY CAL rATA 

C 

0001,2 14 wRITE (6,100) (lSCAL(I),1=1,4),RCAL(21) RCAL(1), 

C00167 100 FORI AT lIIX,1HIOX,16FCALIBRATION CATA,13XIH#,3X, 

* 4(2X,AHChAN,12,lH=,FT.3), 
* /51X,llrt45X,5HRCAL=F7.3,ZX,bHRBASE=,F7.3, 
* 7F NCAL=,F6.CSH NdCAL=,Fb.O) 

000167 60 kETLRN 

0001(0 END 
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00000v2o
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G0000935
CCO0093b
 
00000937
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CC000940
 
CCO00941
 
COCCO 942
 
C0000943
 
CC000944
 
C£00045
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00000947
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0000954
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FIGURE A-8. (b) (continued) 
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D. Subroutine ANGLE 
1. Introduction 
This routine computes the incident angle and cross track angle both of 
which are required to define the beam position on the surface with respect to the 
aircraft flight vector. When roll or pitch becomes excessive, as the case may be, 
so as to make the polarization difficult to interpret a flag is generated. Irrespective 
of the flagged condition the data is reduced in the standard way. The theory by 
which these angles are computed and the method by which the angles are applied to 
determine the polarization break-up at the surface are described below. 
2. Theory and Design 
a. Incident and Cross-Track Angles - Suppose the aircraft is vectored along 
the positive x axis of an unprimed coordinate system where the z axis corresponds to 
the local vertical. The orientation of the aircraft is represented in a primed 
coordinate system where 9 axis is located along the fore-aft axis of the aircraft. 
They are related to the unprimed system by a drift angle 4d about the z axis, a 
pitch angle 0 with respect to the x, y plane and a roll angle 4r about the x'axis 
(Figure A-9).* 
The antenna points at an angle Oa with respect to the -z' axis. e is 
assumed to be corrected for the relative angle between aircraft and antenna platforms. 
The true incident angle 8 on the ground is desired. The incident angle may be 
derived from relation 
cos O = - .(1) 
where Tr is a unit vector in the boresight direction. Also of interest is the crossr 
track angle 4) measured in the xy plane with respect to the -x axis as shown in 
c 
Figure A-10. Clearly we have 
- t % (2) 
It should be noted that these definitions of roll, pitch and drift 'Coincide with those 
provided by the Litton Navigator LTN-51. 
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A f ­
.
Y y1 7'
Figure A-9. Aircraft Flight Geometry 
XZ
 
TOP VIEW 
Figure A-10. Geometry Defining the Cross-
Track Angle. 
Now in the primed coordinate system the boresight dxis is described by 
. eZ Cos, (3)r 76 
The primed and unprimed coordinate systems are related by the following successive 
transformation 
4(4) 
where 
A - cos sS, / 
0 -s n Cos#. 
Co~s oa sLn, 9P 
B oI 
sLA Op o Cos op 
C:sL cos
( 

C L- c COS O 0 
0 0 
Substitution of (3) and (4) into (1) yields 
cos 8 = sLn p sL9, +e0 ep Cos  a.cos 'U (5) 
which reduces to the expected result when r =0, namely, cos (Op + ea). 
When the drift angle is considered zero, a similar approach wilI yield 
s n .Cos e
 
SLAO,Cos p sL-nOp cos costr(6) 
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When d =0, it is clear from Figure A-1 that the correction for 4) is simplyd dissmlgiven by 
4#r C( o =4>dt ~(#= ) (7) 
or 
#C a=o)=-# ± (8) 
StG COS e- sil0p CosS, CO 4 r 
N1 
'PdN N tc(dO 
Figure M I. Cross-Track Angle Correction for Drift. 
Equations 5 and 8 thus define the beam position on the sea with respect to
 
the aircraft trajectory.
 
b. Polarization Decomposition - When the aircraft pitches and rolls, the 
incident polarization can decompose into vertically and horizontally polarized 
components. When the unwanted component becomes excessive, the measurement 
becomes difficult to interpret; and, consequently, the reduced data should be flagged.* 
To determine the size of the undesired component, the degree of "de-polarizat ion" 
is computed from considerations similar to those above. 
Correction for this situation is possible when polarized measurements are considered
 
jointly.
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Without loss of generality we may assume that the aircraft is vectored aiong 
the -x axis with zero drift. It is pitched at an angle of 0 with respect to the -x 
axis and a positive roll oftOr is induced about the -x' axis. The x,y plane forms 
the local horizontal and the z axis is pointed at nadir. See Figure A-12. 
The antenna is boresighted in the x', z' plane with an angle 0 from the z' 
axis. The vertical polarization emitted by the antenna is described by 
cOs= 0 ,- SLnO t (9) 
along the boresight axis. The horizontal surface polarization at the boresight point 
is described as 
-sLn ZIIxtCos i# (01*' 
where 'c corresponds to the cross-track angle for the zero drift,condition. Now 
the percent power de-polarization is approximately given by 100 IZ''.z 12 for 
points illuminated by the main beam. 
XI ~r 
i ........ 

ZI r 
Figure A-12. "Depolarization" Geometry. 
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Now the transformation between the coordinates is given by 
1I 
0: 
0 
cos 
0 
sir , 
CoK OQS
0 o 
1-0 
SCf \ 
(CS0 Si CcOSr) \-SLfep 0 Cospe 
(11) 
or 
( ;)Cos a ,sLn 6p24 
s~~~n9OOP Cs (Z")~sn~ 
X ?,CO6S nP S r# Cos c 
(12) 
With the help of (12) we may thus write 
+S~nZ 4 j sit #C "Co 9a Cos tP SCeos Sir OP 
+ Cos +' SL7L 0" sLit 0, 1 (13) 
Now a suitable criterion for excessive polarization may be formed by requiring 
that 
< e (14) 
where 0< e < < 1. However, when the aircraft roll becomes excessive so that 
I-e ]12 > 0.5 the interpretation of the incident polarization should 
be reversed from that defined by the instrument. Under this circumstance the 
polarization criterion should be written as 
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where 0< E < < I. This latter criterion should be useful when RADSCAT 
observations are conducted from an aircraft in a roll (blank ) attitude. 
From Section IV.B.1 we noted that for zero drift 
St r os , 
to ,= -(16)6
SLn . Cos op t SA 9p Cos 9a Cost. 
The drift angle does not influence the polarization decomposition as a little 
thought will substantiate. This is fortunate since drift angle is not well defined 
in a roll maneuver. As a consequence the criterion is now formed on the basis of 
measured and computed parameters. 
Relationships (13), (14), (15) and (16) establish the depolarization parameters 
and the polarization reversal criterion. 
3. Program Listing and Variables 
The FORTRAN listing for ANGLE is shown in Figure A-13. The comment 
statements are sufficient to establish the logic of the program. The variables defined 
in Table A-4should be helpful. 
Table A-4 Definition of Variables in Subroutine ANGLE 
DATA = Input Raw Data Vector 
SPAR = SCAT Parameters 
IL = Record Count 
LNPMOD = Line Print Modulus 
IFLAG Excessive Depolarization and Reversal Flag 
DEGRAD = Degress to Radians Conversion Factor 
ANTA = Antenna Angle 
PITCH Aircraft Pitch-
DRIFT = Aircraft Drift
 
ROLL = Aircraft Roll
 
THETA = Incident Angle
 
ARGIARG2 = Intermediate Storage
 
PHI! = Cross-track Angle
 
DEPOL = Depolarization Factor
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SUOkOUIINE A4CLE (DAIA,SPAk,IL,LNFPCL,I-LAGL 000011%4 
LANGLE COMPUTE IhLIUENCE ANGLE 0(001S5 
C LIBROUI INE ANGLE LDAIASPARIL,LNPIOU.IFLAGI 00001196 
C 00001197 
C THIS FREERAM hAS PREPARED BY 00001198 
c 00001199 
C JOHN P. CLAASSEN C0001400 
C GLEN E. ELLIOTT 00001201 
C 0000Z02 
C UNIVERSITY OF KANSASCENTERFCR RESEARCH 00001203 
C 00001G204 
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE INCIDENT ANGLE THETA FROM AIRCRAFT 0000120k 
C ANU ANTENNA PARAHETERS. CORRECTION IS MAVE FUR THE RELATIVE U0001206 
C ANGLE BER1EEN THE AIRCRAFT AND ANTENNA PLATFURM. 000012C7 
C IHE BORESIGhT CROSS-TRACK ANGLE PHI IS ALSO COMPUTED. 00001208 
C WHEN THE RCLL CR PITCh ANGLE BEECCHES EXCESSIVE, AS THE CASE 0C001209 
C MAY BE, SO AS TO MAKE THE RETURN CR EMISSION POLARIZATION 00001210 
C DIFFICULT IC INTERPRET, A FLAG IS GENERATED. ooo011 
C 00001212 
co001 DIHENSICK DATA I , SPARII) oooc 123 
C 00001214 
C LEGREE-RACIAN CCNVERSION FACTOR.----- 00001215 
C 00001216 
£00010 DATA DEbRA/0.0I14532S25/ 00001217 
C 00001218 
C INITIALIZE FLAG 00001219 
C 00001220 
000010 IFLAG=O 00001221 
C 0G001222 
C AVERAGE SCAT AND RAE ANGLES 00001223 
co0010 
C 
OATA(14)I=(CATAI14)+DATA(15|/Z.O 00001224 00001225 
C 
C ... CONVERT TO DEGREES 
00001226 
00001227 
C00013 
C 
C 
OATA(I4J=CATA(I4)*SPAR(301 00001228 O00019ZZ 
00001230 
C COMPENSATE FOR ANTENNA PITCH RELATIVE TO AIRCRAFT 00001231 
C 00001232 
£00015 CATAII4I=LATA(141+SPAR(31)- 00001233 
C 00001234 
.. ... C __. ONVFT1 RACIANS 
-11- 00001235 
C00017 ANTA= LATAII4*CECGRAD 
.... . .. .00001236 0000136 
C00021 PIrCtI=ATA(43 I*EGRAD 00001237 
C00022 DRIFT=OATA(44)vCECRAD --. _. 00001239 
000024 ROLL =UATI145)*LEGRAO . . .. . .00001240 
C 
C COMPUTE INCIDENT ANGLE 
00001241 
00001242 
000025 
C 
THETA = SIN(AtTA)*SIN(PITCHI+COS(PITCHI*COS(ANTAI*COS(ROLLI 
0000124200001243 
00001244 
C00043 THETA = ACCS(T-ETA 00001245 
.C 
_00001246 
C CCNVEFT"TO DEGREES. 
- - 000247 
C.. . . . C0001247 
C00046 C 
C. 
C 
D3ATA( 14)=ThETA/tEGRAO 
COMPLTE CROSS TRACK ANGLE 
...... .... 
00001248 
00001249 
000(1250 
C0002 
C . 
ARb1=SINfROLLCS(ANTAi
C0005200001253 
00001251 
00001252 
(00057
C00075 
000104 
ARG2=SI(ANTA )*CGSIPITCHI-SIN(PITCHI*C0S [ANTAI*COSIROLLI
IF (ABSIARG2.LT. I.E-07 GO TO 30 
IFCAISEARGII.LT.I.OE-07) GO TO 10 
00001254 
0000125500001256 
C00107 PHI=ATAN2(ARG1,ARG2 00001257 
000112 GO TO 40 00001258 
000115 1O -p-i=O. 00001258 
000116 IE ARGZ.LI.O°O| PHI=3.14159265 CCOCL259 
0O0121 GO TO 40 0001261 
000122 30 PHI=SIGNII.57079633,ARG1I 00001261 
C00125 40 OATA(ISI=PHI/DEGOAD-OATA(443 00001262 
.C. TCOMPUio "T -F-DEPo A a12ATT F....... 00001263 D0001265 
000130 C DEPULt=SI tPHII4 -00001265 0000126? 
C 
C....C0S(ANTAJ|C0SCPTCHIhSIN(ANTA)*COS(ROLLJ*SIN(PITCII)+
CGS(PHI)*SIN(ANTAI.SINIROLLJ 00001268 00001269 
-C 
C -
-CHECK -FE'R POLARIZATION REVERSALS. 00001470 OO0001211 
C 00001271 
0001O2 DEPUL DEPOL*DEPOL 00001273 
000163 IF(DEPuL.GT.O.500 GO TO 50 00001274 
000172 
C00112 50 
GO} TU 60 
ULPOL = 1-0 - DEPOL 
00001275 
00001275 
c 00001277 
E GINAL PAG]q C ILA,; REVERSAL 000127 
0OtOORQUAUTM 
FIGORE A-1W, (a) FORTRAN LISTING FOR SUBROUTINE ANGLE 
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C 00001 79 
C00174 IF(MUU(IL,LNPCDI.EW.0I hRITE6,5001 IL 00001200 
000210 00 FtRMAT(Ib,5X,2HV 21HPCLAR[LATIUN REERSALITXtlH*) 00001,!1 
000210 IFLAb=l 0O0C1282 
CC FLAG EXCESSIVE DEPOL.' ('0001284O000L, 4 
C 00001iZ S 
0021L bO IF-tEPOL.GI.0.021 GO TO 70 flCOld6 
000215 kETUkN 0000124? 
000ZL5 i0 [FLG=IFLPG*10 0000128b 
000216 IF(MUu(IL,LNPfCCJ.EQ.OJ WRITE(6,700) ILt OEPOL C0001289 
000235 700 FORMAT(ItSX,21-* 24hEXCESSIVE DEPOLARLZATICN,14X,11H*, 
5X,6HDEPCL=,FT.3) 
00001290 
0000129L 
0002s5 DATA(40)IULPGL Co0ooZi, 
0002a7 RETUkNl 00001293 
C00210 END 00001ZS4 
FIGURE A-13. (b) FO'RTRAN LISTING FOR SUBROUTINE ANGLE 
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E. Subroutine THERMO 
Temperatures within the RADSCAT microwave assembly are monitored at 
various points. Certain of these temperqtures are essential to the reduction of the 
radiometer data. All of lhe temperatures should be checked to determine whether 
the instrument is operating within its temperature limits. 
The temperatures are monitored by means of thermistors. Above 2830 the 
thermistor output voltages are linearly proportional to temperature. This routine 
converts the recorded thermistor voltages, DATA(17) through DATA(33), to degrees 
Kelvin by using linear conversion constants, RPAR(23) through RPAR(56). Once 
converted the computed temperatures are examined to see that they appear in the 
operating temperature range specified by RPAR(21) and RPAR (22). Those-that fall 
outside this range are flagged with a message in the Conversion Report, A flag is 
also generated in the S/R validation code appearing in the output files. Routinely 
the temperatures critical to the conversion of radiometer data are reported by this 
routine. 
The above steps are reflected in the FORTRAN lI sting for THERMO shown 
in Figure A-14. The variables employed in the routine are defined in Table A-5. 
Table A-5 Definition of Variables Used in THERMO 
DATA = Raw Data Vector 
IDATA - Integer Equivalent of DATA 
RPAR = 'Radiometer Parameters 
IL . Record Number 
LNPMOD Line Print Modulus 
IFLAG - Abnormal Receiver Temperature Flag 
IWARM = Warm Load Temperature Estimate Flag 
F. Subroutine RCONV 
I. Introduction 
This routine converts the radiometer output voltage into an antenna (input) 
temperature. Radiometer baseline calibration RCAL(1) and normal calibrations 
RCAL(2) are employed to properly scale the output voltage DATA(13) to a receiver 
ihput temperature. Thermal noise contributions from front-end elements are subtracted 
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SURUUINE ThERMO (DATAIUAIARPAR. ILLNPFUDIFLAGIWARfl' C(Ono1068
 
C 00001069
 
CTIIERf'1J CHECKS TEMPERATbRE C0001070
 
C 00001071
 
C ThIS FROGRAM hAS PREPARED BY 00001072 
C 00001073 
C JCHN P. CLAASSEN 00001074 
C GLEN E. ELLICTT 00001075 
C 0000[076 
C _____ _U IVERSITY OF KANSAS CENTER FUR RESEARCH 0000107T 
C 00001078 
C THIS ROUTINE EXAMINES ATM VULTAGES AND CCNVERTS THEM TO CCOOIC79 
C TEHPLRATURES. THE TEMPERATURE VALUES ARE CHECKED TO SEE 00001080 
C IF ThEY OCCUR IN THE PERMISSIBLE OPERATING RANGE. nHEN 00001081 
C THEY FALL CLISIDE THE RANGE A FLAC IS CENERATED ANG AN ERROR 00001082 
C MESSACE DISCLOSING THE BAD VALUE AN MCNITORING LOCATICN 00001OL3
 
C IS PRINTED. THE VOLTAGE TO TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS ARE 00001034
 
C FNTFREO FROM RPAR. THE STARRED STATEMENT IS TO BE 00001085
 
C uSFO kFEN T-E HOT LOAD TEMP IS AVAILABLE. 0O0001b6
 
C 

CoOLa DIMENSILN CATA(I), RPAR(1), IDATACLI 

C INITIALIZE FLAGS 

C 

00"12 IFLAG=O 

COGO12 IhARM = 0 

C 

C CONVERT TC TEYPERATURES 

C 

000013 J = 22 

C00014 00 20 I= 1,17 

(00016 K=I+J 

00001087
 
O00IC8
 
- 00001089 
60001090
 
00001091
 
00001052
 
00001053
 
00001054
 
00001095
 
00001096
 
00001057
 
00001098
 
00001099
 
C00020 - ATA(I+l6j=RPAq(KI*DATA(1+16)+RPAR(K+ )+273.18 00001100 
CCO025 T=OATA(I+16) 00001101 
OOOZ7 J = Jd 00001102
 
000031 IF(I.Eq.17) GC TO 20
 
C00033 IF (T.LT.RPAR(21) .AND. T.GT. RPAR(2223 GO TO 20 00001103
 
C 00001104
 
C FLAG AND PIINT MESSACE wl-EN NOT It,LIMITS. GOCOILC5
 
C 00001106
 
(00043 10 IFLAG=1 00001107
 
C00044 Lf(OU(IL,LNPMCC).EQ.OI wRITE (6,100)_ILIT 00001108
 
COO0b 100 FCRAT(16,5X,41I-* RECVR TEMP NOT WITHIN OPERATING RANGE , OOcOIicq 
5A,12HLCCATICN NO. 13,5X, 00001110 
13HTEMPERATURE =,F5.ltTH KELVIN) 00001111" 
oC00Lt 20 C1NTINuE 00001112
 
C 00001113
 
C CHANGE AIR TEMP TO KELVIN 00001114
 
C 00001115
 
C0070 UATA(4o) = UAIA(461 + 273.18 00001116
 
C 0000111?
 
C CHECKS FOR ESTIMATED WARM LOA TEMPERATURE 00001118
C 00001119
 
00001110
00072 IF (tATA(36) EC. 0) GO tO 30 
000074 IWARHI = 1 
C00074 IF ) 0) IL
(MuuOIL-,LrtECP oE° WRITE(6,150) C0001121
 
000113 150 FORMT (Ilt5,2H* ,31HwARM LOAD TEMPERATURE ESTIMATED,?XiIH 00001L22
 
£ 00001123
 
L LIST CRITICAL TEMPERATURES 00001le4
 
C 00001125
 
0001L3 .0 IFi(MOD(fL,LNPMOO).EW.0J WRITE (6,200) ILL, ATA(2T), DATA(33J, 00001126
 
LATA(32), OATA(28), OATA(46), DATA(25) 00001127
 
GOObl 400 FORMAT (16,5XIH- ZLHCRITICAL TENPERATURESI7X, 00001128
 
IH*,5XSNHAR=,F. .,2A,4HHOT=F6.1,2X,4HOMT=,F6.1, 00001129
 
2X,3HSW=tF6. 1,2XIAIR.Fb.1,2X,4HGDE=,F6.1) 00001130
 
000167 RETURN 00001131
 
c00110 END 00001132
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RO0A QPAG.R ,S 
'F P004 QUTALMv 
out to refer the receiver input temperature to the antenna terminals with the help of 
conversion constantsRPAR and temperatures of input elements, DATA (17) to DATA (33). 
2. Theory and Design 
The radiometer conversion model was developed in TM 186-3. In view of the 
involvement in the derivation, only an outline of the derivation will be presented 
here. 
During baseline calibration an output proportional to a zero receiver intpu 
temperature is generated 
= [Vr TC+TT-T-T (1)
R C IVr ' 4 (Tit- r) i t 
where T = calibration integration periodc 
RC = output integrator time constant 
=
G receiver gain established by AGC circuit 
V = output reference bias 
Tlr= hot load temperature referred to receiver input 
T2 r= warm load temperature referred to receiver input 
During a normal calibration sequence the output integration produces a voltage 
given by
 
: -VIRC r 4 -Terr) (T -- Tat.) (2) 
This result yields the unknown gain factor 
q -E RC { - V6 (3)
"tr
c
 
where (1) has been employed. A measurement cycle yields an output voltage given 
=
by V - -- [V+.+ G(aToo-T,-Tr) ] 
C4 ( ir -Tr) (4) 
Claassen, J. P., "The RADSCAT'Radiometer Transfer Function and Its Application
 
to the Reduction of RADSCAT Data," University of Kansas Center for Research,Inc.
 
Lawrence, Kansas, December 1971.
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where Tar is the temperature atthe antenna port of the Dicke switch. This 
result may'be written as 
T T"r + T2 r f CTr -T ) 	 (5) 
where 
rn - V ,- Vb TC/(6Ci -' V4 /-r,, 
and where (1) and (3) have been employed. From pages 8-11 of TM 186-3 it is 
noted that certain leakages at the Dicke switch require that certain terms in (5) be 
modified with reflection factors R and R so that the modeling equation actually
a a 
becomes 
T 6(1R- ) 71re. (J_, _ f)rm, (7r-7ar) (7) 
Now the temperature at the antenna port of the Dicke switch can be described by 
IRe) TT + T + PSTS *P4Tp 	 (8)PST<> +P +o>+k+TL. 
where To = desired antenna 'temperature 
TL = leakage'from opposite port
Tj = internal guide temperature
 
TS = temperature of polarization switch 
TF = temperature of feed between switch and OMT 
T = temperature of OMT 
0 
Tc 	 = temperature of cutler feed 
= referral constants i-- 1,2,...,8 
It should be noted that the factor1 7 simply accounts for small but unknown contri­
butions originating from front-end elements not well defined physically. Now let 
( P,- Q -o,17 T, + -V2'T 	 (9) 
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and 
m ( Tr- Tar) t ( V 7 - v 4 T2) (10) 
Then (7) may be written as 
,To, + T ,T, + -,. (T.u3TI, - 1T1 ) 
2PTr3 -3,Ts P4 T F -- (10 
6Tr ?7
. asor after division by 
+T -, , -f 172 T?. - T, - 4 T a2 
- j - -. T 
Now since TF is not monitored it will be assumed that TF a. Ts (z, T. 
where a + a = 1. In this case the conversion model simplifies to the form 
T.+ = TTLt +-T-T - m T - 9Ta - a (13) 
t q', -T-. - X - ' 
The leakage term TL is actually the antenna temperature at the opposite polarization. 
This term can be estimated from measurements at thait polarization. There is no 
quarantee that it is always available; however, over the sea it can be estimated 
from T with reasonable accuracy when the sky is clear. Hollinger* has shown that 
the polarized temperatures are related by 
T- T. 
where 
C = 0.00012 (32 
= observation angle in degrees 
*Hollinger, J. P., "Passive Microwave Measurements of the Sea Surface," Journal
 
of Geophysical Research, vol. 75, no. 27, pp. 5209-5213, September 197-0.
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The latter estimating technique is employed by the subroutine since temperatures at 
the opposite polarization are not always available. Fortunately is smallc 
(estimated at .004) so that under some circumstances the leakage term can be ignored
 
(by setting c =0).
 
The above model is incorporated in RCONV. The listing for the subroutine
 
is shown in Figure A-15. The variables are defined in Table A-6.
 
Table A-6 Definition of Variables in Subroutine RCONV 
I = Receive Polarization Index
 
J = Frequency Indicator
 
RPAR(5) =
 
RPAR(6) =
 
RPAR(7) = c'
 
RPAR(8) = O--.
 
RPAR(I+9) = 74
 
RPAR(I+11) = 0-7
 
RPAR(I+13) = 0-

RPAR(I+15) = C-

RPAR(17) = a-,
 
= CTEST 

DATA(28) = 
DATA (32)= -o 
DATA(46) = Irc 
DATA(18) = -j 
G. Subroutine DOPCHK 
1. Introduction 
This subroutine computes the doppler frequency shift induced by the relative 
motion between aircraft and sea. The doppler shift is compared with the doppler filter 
characteristic to determine whether the shift is within the bandpass. When it is, a 
frequency index IBAND, which is employed to locate the filter gain, is computed0 When 
the doppler shift lies outside the defined doppler filter characteristic, the band index 
is set at the appropriate extreme and a flag is set, 
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SUsRCUTIE RCLN' (0AAtIATARPAg,RCALILI CCCCt0 
CKCUNV CCNViRT RALILP'LTER CCOO09G 
C SbURLIt'E RCCNV (DArA,IGATA,RARRCAL, Iii CC000962 
C 
C ThIS FPCGIAM VIS PREPARED BY 
C 
G J(HP P. CLAASSEN 
r GLEN E. ELLICTT 
C 
C UNIVERS1IV OF KANSAS CENTER FCr 
o 

C 

C00000'&3
 
cccc.Th,.
 
60000"65
 
CcOOOLLc
 
oooCqOt&7
 
CCCGCbd
 
RESEARCH 	 CCOOO'b9
 
00009 70
 
CCOC0971
 
c THIS PRJGFAv CENVERTS RADIOMETER GUTPUI VOLTAGES TO ANTENNA COOOOZS7 
C TEMPERATURE. COOGOS 73 
C 	 CO000,7
 
(00010 UIMENSIL. CATA(Il) ItATA(1,. RPA(LC?, RCAL(I) COOCCTS. 
C CC000976 
G 00000"77 
C FCR POLARIZATION AND FREOuENCY INUEX. 0000978 
G OCCCC975 
CcoOlo I=ICATA(I2) 0000080 
OOOL J=ILATA(2) cCQOOS I 
c OC000982 
. EXTRACI LCAV TENPERATURES C000013 
c 00000'984 
COOO12 TI = CATp(.3i CC7OOO8b 
C00014 T2 OATA(22) C0000967 
CCOOI5 IF(J.Ew.3 TZ=CA1A(Z7 ccOCOS-88 
C0000989 
FCOR tEASURE$ENT PARAMETER. cc0 l 
COOOOv91 
00021 DATA(13)-(LATA(II)-pCALL)(I/(RCAL|21-RCAL(1)I 	 00000992 
I L0O000,53 
APPLY IEPERATURE FACTORS. CCCCOC99 
o 0C000995
 
Cooozo L 6)*T2)+RPAR(?i*TI+RPAR( |¢I OG0GC99t
- 0TA000=LATA(130(RPARiS|*TI-RPak 

kPA(II(s)DATA(2n)-KPAR(I I.)oEATA(3Z)-RPAR(I+13)4 CCO00097 
CATA(4b6 RPARI5I|CATA(18) CCOO$4t 
C 00000999 
C APPRCXIMATE YISSING CATA CC(o(001 
C 	 000)Ol
 
C 	 OClo0
 
o APPkUXIMATING 	 PARAM5TEM oJnO 1003 
G OCCOIli
 
C00062 C=0.0O1l*ATt( 141ATA(I| CccGiocb
 
~OOOuOOc
 
C FOR hCRIZONTAL PCLAPILATIIN (COo1007
 
c CCOOoo0
 
CC0065 EST4DATA(I3)4[1.O*C)/(1.0-Cl 0C001009 
CO000O 0LO 
r FOR VERTICAL POLARIZATION o[uOini 
00001012
 
000071 IF (i .Ew.L) EST OATA (13)*CI.O-C)/(1.Ot+C 000013 
C FURII ANTENNA TEMI'TUgES 0000)101 
c rCO00I5 
c00130 DATA(13) = DATA(13 - EST*RPAR(I.3) cO00otb 
OOLO4 RETURN O0oLOLU 
C00105 END 000,1018 
1 
[ORIGINA PAG J§ 
0FPOOR QUaY, 
FIGURE A-lb. FC.RTPR ,4 LISTING FOR SUBl'OUTII'KE RCC'NV 
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2. Theory and Design 
For non-relativistic speeds the two way doppler frequency shift is known to 
be given by 
=A " 
 (1) 
where t'.= boresight unit vector 
=faircraft velocity
 
P= operating frequency
 
C speed of Ight
 
Denote 4 as the cross-track angle and 8 as the incident angle (see subroutine 
ANGLE). Then the boresight vector is given by 
'L 5LntOCora#c t9 ~4 fls~~tn tcosO9 (2) 
Also 
- = ,y (3) 
So 
'r - sLZ COS ( (4) 
and 
14.1 0Cs(5 
Expression (5) is the desired result. 
Now the computer routine determines whether the doppler shft falls in the 
doppler bandwidth as defined by the upper and lower limits, SPAR(23) and SPAR(22), 
respectively. If fd is between SPAR(22) and SPAR(23), fd is divided by the doppler 
filter gain sample interval SPAR(24) and the result rounded off to determine the band 
index (IBAND) from the centfr frequency. When the shift is outside the bandpass, 
the band index is s~t at the appropriate extreme and a flag is set. An error message 
is also appended to the Conversion Report. A listing of DOPCHK is shown in 
Figure A-16. The variables employed by the routine are defined in Table A-7. 
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UIIRuUTINE DOFCHK (L)ATASPARIL.IBAND,LNPMCDIFLAGI OCOOLL33 
CDUIPCHK CHECK DOPPLER SHIFT 00001134 
C SUBROUTIhE DOPCHK (DATASPARIL,IBAND,LNPMODIFLAG) 000O 11J5 
C 000011 6 
C ThIS PRCGRAM WAS PREPAREU BY 00001L37 
C 00001138 
C. JO(H P. CLAASSEN C0001139 
C GLEN E. ELLIOTT 00001L40 
C 00001141 
C UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS CENTER FGR RESEARCH 00001142 
C 00001143 
C OO01144 
C TIltS SUtRCLTINE COMPUTES THE DOPPLER SHIFT INDUCEC BY THE 00001145 
C RELATIVE POTION BETEEN AIRCRAFT AND SEA. THE DOPPLER SHIFT 00001146 
L IS CCNPARED i1TH TIE DOPPLER FILTER CHARACTERISTIC TO 00001147 
C DETERMINE wETHER SHIFT IS WITHIN THE EANDPASS AND WFEK C0001148 
C IT IS TO SELECT THE COPPLER FILTER GAIN RELATIVE TO TIE 00001k4 
CALIURATICN SIGNAL. 00001150 
C C000LI11 
Coooil DIMENSION DATAMI), SPAR(12 00001152 
C 00001153 
000011 DATA OEGRAO/0.0174532s25/ (0001154 
C 00001155 
C INITIALIZE FLAG 00001156 
C 00001L57 
C0011 IFLAG=O £00C1156 
C 00001159 
C CQNvFRT AIRCRAFT SPEED TC METEPS/SEC O0OOlsO 
C 00001161 
(00011 VEL=OATA (42)13.048 000011C2 
C 00001163 
C CUNVERT TO PADIANS 0000116" 
c 00001165 
00001,3 ThETA = CCTA (14)*CEGRAC C0001166 
(00015 PHI=DATA(I5)*CECFAD 00001167 
C 00001168 
C CCMPUTE TIE DOPPLERSHIFT 00001169 
C 00001170 
C00017 O0P=-Z.*0SPAR(1)*VEL/ZS97930O0.0*SIN(TETAI COSiPHI) 00001171 
C 00001172 
C IF OCPPLEP ShIFT EXCESSIVE FOxM FLAG COO0173 
C 00001174 
(00036 
Co000I 
IF(DOP.LT.SPAR(22)) CC TC 10 
IFOP.GT.SPAR(233) GO IC 20 
00001175 
0000117o 
C C1001171 
C POkM OCPPLER BAND INDEX 00001178 
C 00001179 
000044 I1AAD=-0OV/SPARI2 )10.5 00001180 
(00017 
(00053 
IF (DOP.CT.0.0) 
RETURN 
IBAND= -COP/SPAR(2ij-O.5 0OfOl8I 
00001162 
FCRM FLAG AND ASSIGN BAND 00001183 
C00054 10 I[AND -SPAR(221/SPAR(241 000011E4 
C00057 0 TO 30 00001165 
C00060 eo I6ANu = -SPAR(43)fSPAR(24) 00601185 
000063 U IFLAU:I 00001187 
C00064 IF(DLCliL,LNFVCG).EU.0J WRITE (6,40) IICATA(4)ZhDATA(14)h0OP 0000LIb 
000115 4;) &ORMAT (It,5A,1h ,1X,1?hEXCESSIVE DCPFLERZX,lH*,5X, 00001I9 
13HAIPCRAFT SPD=,FS.I,5XIHVIEd ANGLE=,F5l,5X, 00001190 
14HlUPPLER SHIIT=,F6.0) 00001191 
000115 kETUkN 00001192 
000116 END 000011g3 
FIGURE A-16. FORTRAN LISTING OF SUBROUTINE DOPCHK 
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OF POOR QUALrI 
Table A-7 Definition of Variables
 
IFLAG = Fliag for Excessive Doppler
 
VEL = Aircraft Ground Velocity
 
THETA = Incident Angle
 
PHI = Cross-track Angle
 
DOP = Doppler Shift
 
IBAND Doppler;Band Index
-
SPAR(22) = Lower Doppler Filter Limit
 
SPAR(23) = Upper Doppler Filter Limit
 
SPAR(24) = Doppler Filter Sample Interval
 
H. Subroutine SCONV 
1. Introduction 
SCONV converts scatterometer output measurements into a normalized input 
power. The scatterometer transfer function is employed to perform the conversion. 
The transfer function is developed below. Certain significant simplifications arise 
when SCAT normal calibrations are employed. 
2. Theory and Design 
The block diagram for the RADSCAT scatterometer is shown in Figure A-17. 
The front-end elements have been decomposed into a calibration element Gc, 
transmission elements GVTr G HVT, HT' and GVHT and reception elements 
GVR, GHVR' G HR and GVHR for ease in analysis and reduction of data. The transfer 
functions account for mis-match and loss. Calibration attenuators A1 through A4 
are employed to calibrate the output channels 1 through 4 , respectively. 
During calibration transmitter power is routed sequentially through A1 , A2 , 
A'3 and A and the respective channel output is noted. The resulting output voltage 
for the i4 channel is thus given by 
VQ d PX Ge A () 
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VPORT
 
IDEAL 
ANTENNAS 
RECEIVER 
GR -3 
10- H r. GHRGCj CALI BRAT]IONI, T ENUATION ,] - v4 
GlT 
TO V PORT CALIBRATION 
ATTENUATORS 
OUTPUT 
CHANNELS 
TRANSMITTER 
X 0 -DETECTORCONSTANT 
Gi - POST 
PROCESSING 
GAIN 
I - INTEGRATOR 
CONSTANT 
FIGURE A-17. BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR SCATTEROMETER 
where d = the effective duty factor 
P×= transmilter peak power 
=C calibration integration period-C 
The factor d occurs in the above expression since only the center frequency of the 
power spectrum is sampled by the receiver. The calibrations thus serve as a measure 
of the transmitted power 
)(2) 
'During measurements at VV polarization and incident angle 0, the power 
arriving at the receiver input is given by 
P 
VV 
(a) 
0 (41r) 
COY [ r 
V 
1t 
vV 
(9)F Q4 
VT~ 
+QVH IVg1x ( .C)PvGvr QHR144 GIIVT 
Q
t 
r I 
V 
COe ~ ) r" G vcr M HVT (3) (3 
where 
In= fJ' PmC)&,4') Pn (C2 ,o (8) 4 
41r, R 4 
o = normalized scattering coefficient for transmission atmn polarization n and reception at polarization m 
R = range to scattering element dA 
Pm = normalized antenna pattern 
m. m = antenna directivity at polarization m 
= operating wavelength 
Similarly for observations at HH polarization the power at the receiver input is 
given bya 
by 1 (r px (. G Fr 1 H(95) r' 4­
+ C&v rv + IVI:) PH NV Q GvjqVflR rv ffo~rp 
+%Qv F I A (5) 
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The latter three terms in expressions (3) and (5) may be neglected since products such 
as GHVRIVH; GVHRGVHT, IHVGVHT, etc., are extremely small. Therefore (3) 
and (5) simplify to: 
(4VR V VYyvy (6) -
and 
P1XJ1 <4 QWRP 4 IN" GVr (7) 
The corresponding on-scale output voltage for these measurements occur on say, 
channels j and k, respectively. The outputs are given by 
VY () 0'CT 8) G 
and 
V km =PqHt, 1 G( t k rm (9) 
where T - measurement integration imem 
M= 1, 2, ... , 7 
A subscript is employed on T to identify the different integration periods associated 
with six angle indicators (1 through 6) for the ALTERNATING and FIXED ANGLE 
MODES and the integration period t unique to the SHORT SCAT mode. 
Nowequations(8) and (9) may be employed to express the receiver input 
power. Thus we may write 
VdM 2 6)( 02c X G C 
GP "4 j (2 tm 4 ' 3 yR 'tt (VIVV&)1)
 
A2 dt FU 2
 
- k m P'v T (0) (10)j~ Zj ~',n '4H,(MR I 8IIHH) 1) 
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Now P may be replaced by expression (2) for the corresponding output channel to 
yield the desired results 
(0)= f-- _____r__,.4',r rQ_ (12) 
V1 V &VpRGfJVT 
and 
= Vkl, 1 k___ C41-W) 
3 
C _ 
H(6 0) rv) 'm GRk C (13)QT P 2 
K 
It is noted that the receiver gain terms have dropped out. 
Subroutine SCONV implements the algebraic expressions for IVV and IHH 
Actually the SCAT channel selection routine in CRUNCH applies the factors Am and 
V (c) (m= 3 or k) since they are channel dependent. Missing from these algebraic
m 
expressions is the doppler filter gain factor which is a function of the doppler 
frequency shift. The gain is normalized with respect to the gain at zero doppler 
since the calibrations are made there. An equally spaced sample version of this 
filter characteristic must appear in the lower part of SPAR. The filter gain at zero 
doppler must appear at SPAR(50). Down doppler filter gains must be stored in entties 
between SPAR(51) and SPAR(85) whereas- entries for the up-doppler gain must appear 
between SPAR(34) and SPAR(50). Presently the gain function is sampled at 250 Hz 
intervals. To compensate the measurement the relative doppler gain must divide 
the measurement, DATA(8). 
The FORTRAN coding for SCONV is shown in Figure A-18. The variables are 
defined in Table A-8. 
Table A-8 Definition of Variables 
DATA(8) = Selected Channel Output, V.jm 
INT = Integration Period Index 
IDATA(3) = RADSCAT Mode
 
SPAR(3) Calibration Period
-
SPAR(INT+3) - Measurement Period
 
SPAR(IBAND+50) = Relafive Doppler Filter Gain
 
SPAR(17) = Calibration Attenuation, G
 
c 
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$UJRUUTINF SCCI.V (UATA,IUATASPARIBhD) 00001019
 
CSCNV SCAT CONVERSION OO001020
 
C

C 
C -TIS 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

SLBRGLtINE SCONV (DATA,IOATASPAR,'IbAND) 00001021 000010,!, 
F$CGRAM WAS PREPARED BY C0001023 
000010Z4 
J(HN P. LLAASSEN OCOOO2 
GLEN E. ELLIOTT 00001026 
0000L027 
,NIVERSIY OF KANSAS CENTER FCR RESEARCH o00O%2u 
O0OL029
 
00001030
 
C THIS SUBRCUTINE CONVERTS A SCATTEROMETER NORMALILED CITPUT 00001031 
C VOLTAGE TC ThE SCATTERING LNTEGRAL. ThE RISULT IS LEFT CCOC1032 
C IN DAIAb). 000010f 
C o6001034 
C00007 DIMENSION DATAMI), ICATA(I), SPAR(1) 00001035 
{C0007 CATA PI/3.J415927/ CC0C1036 
00001037
C 
-000103f 
C VC001039 
C 
c APPLY CCNVERSIUR PARAMETERS 00001040 
C 00001041 
COOO07 UATA(ul= EATA(U)J(4.*PI)**3/i29973C00./SPAR{1))I e 00001042 
C CCC01043
 
C SET INTEGRATION TIME INDEX 0000044
 
C C000104!,
 
C00014 INT = IUAIA (5) 00001046
 
COOCI5 IF (IDATA (3) .[(. 1) INT =7 00001047
 
C OCO0104d
 
C COMPENSATE FOR INTEGRATION TIMES 00001049
 
C (000S1050 
OOOZO LATAIuI= LATA(u)4SPAR(3)/SPAR(lNt+3) cO OiObIl 
C CC001052 
c SET PCLARILATIL-N INDICES 00001053 
C 00001054 
C00024 IXMIT =IUATA 16) COO1055 
(00045 [REC = ILATA (7) 00001056 
C 00001057 
C LCPPENSATE FCR DOPPLER FILTER CHARACTERISTIc CCOOIO5b 
CO0001059 
COOOZ A1A{d)z CATAIP)ISPAR(IBAND+5O (o001060 
00001061 
C APPLY CA[l I-ACTCkS 000010f2 
C CC00163 
(00031 DATA(d aCkTA(dJ*SPARItlY/(SPAR(IXMIT+lf)*SPARIAIT+25) Co0010d 
SPARlIREC+IbJ*SPARAIREC+251) 000010b!b 
C00041 RETUthN CfCCIOt6 
(00042 END 00001067 
01IGwN, PAGE IS 
4o POOR5tTr~r 
FIGURE A-1I). SOURCE LISTING FOR SUBROUTINE SCOV 
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Table A-8 Definition of Variables (Continued) 
IXMIT Transmit Polarization Index
 
IREC Receive Polarization Index
-
SPAR(IXMIT1 1) = Transmit Transfer Function
 
SPAR(IREC+15) = Receive Transfer Function
 
SPAR(IXMIT+25) = Transmit Antenna Gain
 
SPAR(IREC+25) = Receive Antenna Gain
 
V. SPECIAL ROUTINES 
A. Tape Read Routines 
FUNCTION subroutine IREAD and subroutine READI are employed to read 
the Input Raw Data records. IREAD permits CRUNCH to read records from either 
file code 01 or 08. IREAD calls READ] to unblock records from file code 01 . The 
records on the scratch unit (08) are not blocked and so can be read from IREAD. A 
second entry point in READI permits subroutine CALIB to backspace one physical 
record (DATA). Read functions on unit 1 may be performed by simply calling READ. 
The source listings for IREAD and READ I are shown in Figures A-19 and A-20, 
respectively. 
B. Tape Write Routine 
Subroutine WRITE2 performs WRITE functions on file code 02. Output records 
(IARRAY) are accumulated in IBLOCK until it is full at which time IBLOCK is written 
to file code 02. A second entry point in WRITE2 performs the END OF FILE function. 
However, the remainder of IBLOCK is first filled with zeros before putting an EOF 
mark on file code 02. See the listing for WRITE2 in Figure A-21 for further insight. 
C. Subroutine ABORT 
To purposely stop the execution of the program and abort-the job, an abort 
function was provided. The circumstances underwhich an abort is executed are 
described in Section III B. If the system has an abort routine available that dumps 
more registers and memory than this fatal execution will, it is advisable to replace the 
one provided. A listing of subroutine ABORT is shown in Figure A-22. 
99 
FUGTION IREAC(IFC) 00000379 
C 
C TllS FPRCORAM WAS PREPAIEC bY 
C GLEN E. ELLIOTT 
C UNIVERSIIY OF KAI'SAS CENTEP FCR RESEARCH, INC. 
C 
L IbiS RCLTINE PERtITS SULRCUTIhE CRLNCH TO READ FROM FILE 
L CEUE I OR V. RECORDS ON FILE UNIT I ARE bLCCKED IN 
C t1 LUPS CF 10 PHYSICAL RECORDS. EA(H RECORD CONSI TING 
C CF 50 WORDS. SLdROUTINE READI UNBLOCKS THE RECORCS. 
C, CN TIE CI-ER[HANC THUSE RECORDS Ch FILE JNIT a ARE NOI 
C [LOCKEC AND AS A LONSEQUENLE A SIMPLE bINARY REAC 
C IS EMFLCYED. 
C 
(0C3 LUGICAL ECFl CCOOO38O 
0OO003 COMMON /IIPLI/ EOF1,CATA(50) 000003t1 
C00003 IRED=0 CCOC3b2 (OO03 IftI&C.E4.b) GC TO 1 00000363 
(COOC6 
C00007 
CALL RL-AUI 
I(EtkP, IREAC=I'f O0003b4 C00003E5 
000013 AETURN, CCCCC386 
C00015 
(OOZZ 
1 REAC(d3 fATA 
IFCEUFtL) !.3 C0000387 CO0003bt 
000026 2 IREAULfl 00000389 
COOOZ 53 RETURN 00000390 
C00031 END GGO0r61 
FIGURE A-19. LISTING FOR IREAD 
100 
btrRUUIIiF RIALI CGt(,O J'Y 
C 
C TFIS PROGRAM WAS PREPARED BY 
C GLEN E. ELLIOTT 
C UNVFHSIIY OF KANSAS CENTER FOR RESEARL&, INC. 
C 
C ThIS SLEROUTINE REAUS BLOCKS CF 10 PHYSICAL RELUROS AND 
C SEPARAIES THEM. RECORDS FILLED WiTh 99999. ARE 6Y-PASSEC 
L UNTIL AN ECF IS ENCOUNTEREC. A SECONCARY ENTRY FCIN 
C IS PRL IU D TO PERMIT BACY(SPACI6 INUIVIUUAL RECCRDS 
C WITHIN A BLOCK. 
C 
(00002 LUMrN/INFUT/IECICATA(503 OOOCJ 3 
C00002 LOGILAL IECF 0000039A 
cOOOa2 DIMENSIuf BLOCK(50,10) 000003S5 
(000oz GATA NDX,NUT/0,I/ Ccooc3qt 
000o02 IE(JI:.FALSF. C0000397 
(00003 
C0004 
IF(NCX.NE.G) GL 
NOX= 
IC i0 0000o358 
cccO(ois s 
CO00c5 PEADIHLTJ BLJOC CC000400 
0O00.2 
000015 10 
I(EOENbT) 100.10 
IF(6LCCKI1,NUX) .EQ. 99999.) GO TO 90 
00000401 
CGOOC402 
C00022 O0 20 I = 1,DO C0000403 
0000L3 
C00033 
to CATALI) = 
NOX=bux+l 
BLLCK(1OX) CC000404 
00000405 
C000SS4 IFFJOX.GT.10) NCX=0 C0000406 
000037 RETURN 000004C7 
(CO040 
C00043 
90 RFACiNUT) 
iF(EUF,NUT) 1CC, go 
COCCC408 
0000040S 
(00046 I00 IEOF=,TRoL. CCO0041G 
C00047 N<=) 00000411 
C00050 RETURN COOC0412 
000351 ENTRY bCKSPI 00000413 
C0005o IF(NVX.LT.1) NOX=11 CCO00414 
CGOOOe NUXN DA-1 00000415 
0000G3 HETUtN CC000414 
C00064 END 00000417 
FIGURE A-20. LISTING FOR READ] 
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C SUURtUTINE RI1E2 ( IARRAY) C0000418 
C lhIS PRCGRAM WAS PREPARED BY 
C GLEN E. ELLIOTT 
C UNIVkER I1 OF KANSAS CENTER FCR RESEARCH,INC. 
C 
( TI- ROUTINE BLOCKS 20 WORD RECORDS INTO 20 RECORD 
C 
C 
GRGUPS (fLeKS) AND WRITES TfE BLOCK OUT TO FILE UNIT 
02. IHLN INSUFFICIENT RECORDS EXIST IU FILL A BLOCK 
c T-F REPAINING PLRTION IS FILLEC WITH ZEROES AS PMC IDEU 
C Al THE SECLNARY ENTRY POIlT. AN EOF IS APPENCEC 
UIC; ThE FILE TFEREAFTER. 
COOO03 UIIENSILN I8LCCKf2O0OI, IARRAYCL) 00000419 
CO00O0 UAtA INDLX /I/ C00004ZO 
(C00C3 DC 20 I 1,20 C0000421 
CO0005 20 IdLCK(IINOEf) = [ARRAYCII 00ooO422 
OCC05 INDEX = INDEX + 1 00000423 
COO016 IF LNIJEA .Lt. 20) RETURN 00000 24 
GOOO61 nKITE (2) IsLCCX 0U000425 
C00026 INDEX = I GC004 26 
000027 RETURN .......... ... CC000427 
C00030 ENTRY ENUF2 C0000428 
C00036 IF (INDEX .LE. L GO TO 30 000004Z9 
C00042 00 25 1 INDEX,20 COO00430 
cco£03 DO 25 J= 1,20 G00004 L 
C00044 25 IBLCK(J,I) = 0 00000432 
CO0054 ... RITE (2i_ 1ILCCK ..... 00000433 
OCOLtL INDEX=l 00000434 
COOD62 30 ENOFILE 2 00000435 
000064 RETURN £0000436 
CC006b EI'D CC000437 
FIGURE A-21. LISTING FOR WRITE2 
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SLBROUTINE .bUHTCA3 CO0G0.6U 
C IIALT Pki]URAA IN CASE OF ERRUR 00000369 
(u0000 GIMENSIU IECR(21 00000370 
10000i UATA IEUPR/0HENC CF REEIHL/ 00000371 
C00003 ilt t (o.,OOJ t C-(CC372 
CO001- 100 FOP'MAT (10X1Oi-ABCbT CUDEtlXAIOI 000I00373 
C(Oo,0 CALL ENU&2 CO003?4 
CO0012 wRLIr(2J IEIOII=3,'1 C000375 
000024 6=4/0.O+1.0 CCOCC376 
(cooo STOP C0003/7 
C00032 ESAD C0000378 
FIGURE A-.22. LIST FOR SUBROUTI'-2E ABORr 
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APPENDIX B 
OUTPUT PROGRAM 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The output program (OUTPUT) lists groups of output files produced by the 
conversion program. External directives permit the user to select file types to be 
listed. This appendix describes the operation of OUTPUT. In the description below 
it will be helpful to refer to the logic diagram of Figure B-i and the listing of Figure 
B-2. 
II. DESIGN AND OPERATION 
Upon entry into OUTPUT a control card is read. The format and content of 
the control card is treated in Section III C. The card content is printed and its 
validity is checked. An invalid command terminates the program. The tape on unit 
2 is also rewound. The file label is read and compared with the validated directive. 
If the file label does not agree with the label, the file is bypassed and a bypass 
message is printed. The search confirfues until the appropriate file is found; if in 
the search the end of reel is encountereda message to that effect is printed and 
another control card is read (statement 1). 
Specified file types are listed 80 records at a time. Each record is identified 
with a record number. The listing continues until the file is exhausted (EOF) at 
which time another file of the same type is sought. 
The variables employed in OUTPUT are defined in Table B-i. 
Table B-i Definition of Variables 
MISSD = Directed Mission Number 
FLTD = Directed Flight Number 
LIND = Directed Line Number 
RUND 
- Directed Run Number 
104 
FOOT INOIE - OF ITIQI 
6 ? 
5WRITE RECORD 
f6 
1 NTER INCREMEN4T RECORD CIR. 
READ 
CONTROL CARD FOORI~TE Y r, 2 
II 
EOF, 5 mRp;!NATION 2READ RECORD 
105 
ITVLCONTROL CARDINTR 
? 6 PARAKITERS 
22 
INITIALIZE 
RECORD CIR. 
READ FILE zyv.SS r7PS FLE 
IlE LADEL ESAE2 
Is YES -\RTHAE 
OREL13 - iTIS~hFL 6 
END OF PEEL 
FIGURE B- I. DESCRIPTIVE LOGIC DIAGRAM 
FOR OUTPUT PROGRAM 
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PRDONAM CLIPUI(1NPUT,40UPUTfAPEZTAPC51=FUTTAPEb.UUTPUTj CC001295 
COUIPUT OUTPUT PRCGRAK O00196 
0000lf7C 

C IbIS PROGRAM WAS PREPARED BY 001298
 
C 
 000012V9
 
C JHN P. CLAASSEN 00001300
 
C GLEN E. ELLICTT 00601301
 
C 
 00001302
 
C LNIVER51Y OF KANSAS CENTER FOR RESEARCH 0000303
 
C 
 £0001304
 
C00003 INTF.GL FTO, RLNO, FLT, RUN -. . 00001305
 
(00003 DIMENSION CATA(20)OhATE(3) 00001306
 
(00003 UIMENSION LSTYP(41, IIUDE(41, IPL(21 O0001,CT
 
(OO00 DIMENSICN LEOR(ZI ccooijcu
 
(00003 LOGICAL ECF2 00001309
 
(00003 EQUIVALENCE (CGEODATA(2Ij, C0001310
 
* (lPI,CATA(5)),(IP2,DATA(.JI 00001311 
000003 GATA IEUR/10htNt OF REEIhL/ 00001312 
C00003 DATA H1M3E/4iR.C.,'HS.S.,4HF.A..4-A.A./, IFL/lHHIHV/ 00001313 
C00003 DATA LSIYP/6HFLTLIN,6HMLSFLT,6HSPECIF,3HALL/ 00001314 
C GET DIRECTIVE AND IILE ID. 00001315
 
C00003 1 RFEAU(5,00) LlYPE, MISSOFLTDLINORUND 00001316
 
000.1 100 PORIAI(Ab,4X,4I ) 00001317 
000021 lf(EOF,5I 10,11 00001i18 
C00024 11 REWIND 2 00001319 
C00026 IMITE(6,2001 LYPE, ISS0, FLTD, LIND, RUND
 
C00014 ?00 FORMAT(Ihi,///103HCCNTROL CARO=3X,A6XA415//)
 
000044 DO 201= 1,4
 
C00046 20 IFILTYPE.EC.LSTYPII)J GO TO 2
 
CO002 hRITElb,7(0)
 
C0005 700 FORMATILhl,///IOXZ2HUNRECCGNIZED CIRECTIVE)
 
000095 Slop
0 	 FIND THE FILE. 00001320
 
£00057 4 LNTINUE 000032L 
C00057 WRI TE(o,300) 
600063 300 T-URMAT(IHI) 
(00063 REACG() ISS, FI. DATE, LIN, RUN, FREQ, FEED 00001322 
0001C4 IF(MISS.N.IECR(1)) GO TC 13 00001323 
CO010& II(FLT.4t.IEUH(2)) GO TC 13 00001324 
00110 nkIlTE(6,400) 
00011. 400 FORHMAT(//IIOXIO(IF*),ILEEND OF REEL,10(1H -I///
 
000114 00 TO 1 -- - - .- - . - -. . . . 00001325
 
C00115 13 CCNTINJE 00001326 
CO0115 IF(LTYPE.E.LSTY(41i GC TO 4 00001327 
000110 II-MISS.KE.4ISSCJ GO TO 3 0000132$ 
000121 Ilf-(FLT.NE.FLTOI GC TO 3 00001329 
000123 IP(LIYE..LSIYPC2)J GC TO 4 _-- 00001330 
(001 5 IF(LIN.NE.LINC) GL TO 3 00001321 
000127 II(LIYPE.NE.LSIYPI3)I 6C TO 4 00001332 
OO1, IF(RUN.Ej.RUOJ GC TO 4 00001333 
£00133 hRITE(6,500) MISS, FLT, LIN, RUN
 
000146 500 FORATI(//IOX13EYPASSED FILE,4I5)
 
000146 5 REAO(2) 00001334
 
000151 IF(EGF,21 2,3 	 0000135
 
ct &OUNO IT, OUTPUT hEADINGS. 00001336
 
00014 4 CONTINUE 00001337
 
000154 9 wRITE(e041 00001,3$
 
OOlo0 604 FOklIAT(L1,53X,I4hPICROAVE CATA) 00001339 
000160 LIIEN=O ........ . .... 00001340 
C BYPASS IC RECORD. -- - 00001341 
dOOlol READ121 ICSET. II, 102, ID3 00001342 
C00174 , nRIIE(o,600) MISS. FLT, DATE, LIN, RUN, FRED, FEED, 0000143 
* 1(CST, 101, 132, 103 00001344 
(00216 boo FLKlATI/9t NISSICN-,I3,Sh FLIGHT-,13, 00001345 
* I- DATE-,2I3,15,2X,11H FLT LINE-,IXi&,6 RUN-,13, 
4 13H FRECUENCY-,F5.17 FEEU-,2XA6,OH IPAR=,I2,313/)CC001347 
C00226 RITE(b,605) 00001348 
000242 605 FUPHAT(/ 00001349 
* 62H kECJRO TIME MODE INCI) CROSS XMIT REC S lt 00001350
 
* 3hSCAT SCAT RAD DEPCL S/F ALTITUDE. 00001351 
" 1111 FLT /. 00001352 
* o2fi NO. ANGLE ANGLE POL POL TIPS 00001353 
4 521, 0E FACTOR COCE * 00001354 
* 	 1111 DIRECT I0 £0001355 
2H (IDEG) (DEG) (SEC) 00001356 
* 53H IDEG K) 	 IFEET), 0000157 
* 1211 (DCG _ /I -- 00001358 
2_ OUTPUT ONE OOUBLE COMPUTER PAGE. 00001359 
0002J2 00 6 I,'O 00001360 
000234 CALL RFAD2(UATAEOF2I 00001ib1
 
C00236 IF(UF21 GC TC 7 00001362
 
000240 L2 L1NFN=LINEN-1 	 00001JE3 
1 1  

000242 MuU00=IMCE(-4ODE+ 0oOIJT
 
000443 IP1 L=IIPI*13 EO0O1l365
 
C00245 1112-IPL(iI2+11 00001,56o
 
FIGURE B-2. SOURCE LISTING FOR PROGRAM OUTPUT 
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I - 1,14) 	 CCOC1367
COO46 6 rPITF(N.6011 LINEM,(LATA(I). 00001360C00O&4 601 FURMAT 
MATCH! IEAOING hITH FORMATS. 	 00001369C 
MODE INCII CpCSS XMIT MEC S INT *,OO01310x LINE TIME 
, NO. ANGLE ANGLE PLL PUL TIME s', cOlUIlI
 
. (DEG) (DEG) (SEC) s,000013(Z
 
00001373
(IXl4, 2xFa.1,JX, A6, F5.iZX, F.1,6X. A5, AL,4X, F'.3,2X, 

00001374
C 

4 SCAT SCAT RAI DEPOL SIR ALTITUDEt, OCOCIS3b 
OR08 FACTOR CODE t 00001376 
(DEG K IFEETIA, 000l1o 
00001lE11.4, 4AFC.1,2Xt FI.1, Fd.3, 1I, FlO.O 
 (0C01379
 
A FLT A/. 

C 

00001380
 
A DI.EC 4/, 	 00001i3b 
00001,82
' * (DEGI 3 
CCOC 3 3
Fv.1) 

00001384
C 

FOOT PAGE hITF CODE KEY. 	 OOO:t1
C 

O0001386
000264 NITE(b,6C2) 

(00270 602 FORI4AT(I4LH KEY IC CODES-/, 0C0013&7
 Sx, 	 O0 oI00
25X,32H 0 NO FLAG 

CoooI36Y
 
" 25X,* 1 POSSIELY OUTSIDE RANGE GATE*,5X, 00001390
 
42H 10000 EXCESSIVE DEPOL/, Ooooio l
 
* tIF 1000 POLAR REVERSAL/, 
,5X' 	 00001352
23X,32H 10 OLTSIOE DYNAMIC RANbE 

24HIOC00 REC TEMP ABNORMAL/, 
 00001393
 
25X,* 1(O EXCESSIVE DOPPLER 4,4x, 	 00001i3s
 
4 *1000000 HARM LOAD TEMP ESTIMATED/, G0001395 
. 25X.37h COMBINATICNS OF FLAGS (AN OCCUR./lMI) CC0013S6 
000013S7C00270 GO TO 5 
c FOOT PARTIAL PAGE 	 000013S8
 
00001399
C007 7 ,wRITL(6,L02) 

C00215 IF(LTYPE.EC.LSIYP(31) CO TO I COCi4CC
 
00001401
00OZ77 Go] TO 2 
CCO01402
000300 10 STOP 

0COC1403
(00302 NI) 

10F'por Q 3ALW
 
igure B-2. (Continued) 
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Table B-1 Definition of Variables (Continued) 
MISS = 
FLT -
LIN -
RUN = 
LTYPE = 
LSTYPE -
IEOR = 
DATA = 
EOF2 -
III. SUBROUTINE READ2 
File Mission Number 
File Flight Number 
File Line Number 
File Run Number 
Control Directive 
Program Recognized Directives 
10H End of Reel 
Output Data 
EOF Indicator on File Code 02 
READ2 performs the record retrieval function fot OUTPUT. Output files 
are blocked in 20 record groups. READ2 retrieves these blocks and withdraws 
records as required by OUTPUT. The end of the file indicator EOF2 is generated 
by READ2. A listing for this routine appears in Figure B-3. 
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L 
SULIkUUI11 I,fLAL2(LLATAEOM-2 IOOJ0 140'. 
C This PRCGRAM aAS PRCI'ARLL bY 
C GLEN E. ELLIOTF 
c UNIVBS|IIY OF KANSAS CENTER FCR RESEARLIIINC. 
C 
C ThIS ROLTINC UNULCCKS 20 REORO ULCCKS AND PROIDES 
L AN ENL CP FILE INUICArUR, EOF2. 
(0000 
(00005 
000C5 (00005 
UINt4ES1Ch IUAlA(ZO), 
LOGICAL LGFZ 
DA A NiEX//
EF2=.ALS[. 
IBLOCK(ZO,20) 000014C5 
0000140 
GG001407 
OGOOl4CU 
(000f5 
CO0006 
I(NiOEX.KE.0I 
qvX=I 
G[ TC 10 OoOOi-C5 
C001410 
(oOC7 
000014 
REAL(2) IBLOCK 
IF(EUF,21 100,10 
00001411 
O000141 
OOZO L0 UH-IdLLCK(I,hCEx,.FQ.OJ GO TO 90 00001413 
CGOW) 
cOOV, z 
DV 201=,20 
IUATA(I I=IbLOCK(NOEX) 
Goocl4ti 
0c001416 
(00(U5 
co0036 
000041 
NOFX=.NOEXiI 
IFCN[,EX.GT.2 I KvEx=0 
RbIURKN 
00001416 
C0014q7 
(CC1416 
c00.z 90 REAU(2) 00001420 
CCG045 IF(JF,2J 100,90 00001420 
C00051. l o tUF2=.TRLE. 0001421 
C00052 
C0053 
tjLX=o
RETOUI 
occcy'zs 
00001424 
000054 E00 
FIGURE B-3. SOURCE LISTING FOR SUBROUTINE READ2 
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APPENDIX C
 
INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS MAINTENANCE PROGRAM (ICHAR) 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Program ICHAR maintains a historical file of RADSCAT instrument characteristics. 
New sets of instrument parameters may be submitted to ICHAR for storage; old sets 
may be printed or punched. The design and operation of ICHAR is treated in this 
appendix. The reader will find it helpful to refer to the logic diagram (Figure C-1) 
and listing (Figure C-2) for ICHAR. 
H. DESIGN AND OPERATION 
The files on the historical parameter tape are identified numerically. So upon 
entry into the program the file pointer is initialized to zero. An instruction is read 
and echo checked. The instruction is then identified as one of three types. If the 
instruction is INITIALIZE, the file appendage counter (NNC) is set equal to one and 
four subsets of instrument parameters are read and transferred to file code 02. The 
format and entry forthe parameters were described in Section III D of the text. The 
program is then halted. 
If the historical tape had been initialized already and the command was 
APPEND, the old historical tape would have been rewound (Statement 5) and the contents 
of that tape transferred to another one (Statements between 5 and 18). Once 
transferred, the new set would be appended to the tiew file (Statements 26 through 23). 
When insufficient parameters are presented to fill the new file, the program is aborted. 
Otherwise the next control card is read; if it is APPEND, the process is repeated until 
all APPEND commands have been executed. 
If the (next) command had been PRINT or PUNCH, the program would have 
advanced to statement 6 and executed the instruction. The ,programcontinues until 
all control cards have been exhausted. 
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INITFIALIZE 	 INITIALIZEFILE Co :;I.E 	 APP.DAGE 
(NESCOU::TFT 
(N[C - NSC) REWIND 1 
INITIALIZE 
FILE COUNJER 
26 (NCS - 0) 
READ 
INSTRUCTIC' I ET 
JOT, NU APPENDAGE 
5 COUNTER 
, (NCC-NLC +1) i-READ FILE OFf 
25? 
NO 
2E 	 READ SUBSETJ EOF. 1 OF INSTR.CHAR.? 
5 	 NO 
STOP EEIELE 	 Cbf WRITE 	 1 
O6POIOTI/ 	 EOF, 5 ES 
IENTIFYNo 
INSTUCTION NO INC E~ 
INITIALIZE YE"PRINT 	 SUBSET I ~ NC+ 
7 2 OF INSTR. CHAR. 
NO 	 - 6PRI NT FILE 
APPE ND YS 5 EOFI LE21 NO, ALL­
~ YES *FOUR SETS 
NO 2 E 
352 
WRITE 
OR PUNCH YESEND 
NO INSTR. CHAR.7. 	 E 
YES APPEND2NO 
ERROR MESSFIE, 
(UNR.ECOG.:I ZED INITIALIZE IMTIALZED Slop 
INSIRITO0 
6E 
CAp)A4OR 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 FIGURE C-1. DESCRIPTIVE FLOW CHART 
OF POOR QUALMTh FOR PROGRAM ICHAR 
III1 
FILE COMJER
 
NCS - flES +1-

IS FILENO. N E~ROR MESSAGE 
STRICTLY P05OQSG:OE 
6 
PUINCH 
INSTR. CHAR. 
NC 0PU-NCH 
YES 
THEM TOO 
N~O 
9 
REV.C1'PRINT 
NC Sf 0 
I NSIR. CHAR.6 
ALC'VANC E 
0. 
E-RROR *MESSAGE 
CAN' FlND IT 
6 
NEcl LENS 
13 
- NUMBER 
L. 1 
OlNO 
FIGURE C-1. (continued) 
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PROGRAM ICHAR (I NPUT,(IIUTPU T.PUJCH. TAPE I , APE2. 000014S5 
TAPtS= INIPUT.IAPE6OI3UT * TAPF 3. PUNCHI RO000O96 
CICIIAP MAINIAIN ICHAR FILL. 00001-91 
C 0000149A 
C THIS PROGRAM WAS PREPARFO BY 00001499 
C 0000 1500 
C JOHN 1P. CLAASSEN 
C GLEN E. ELLIOIT 00001501 
C 00003502 
C UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS CENTER FOR RESEARCHINC. 00001503
 
C 00001505
 
C THIS PROGRAM WILL STORE RADSCAT INSTRUMENT
 
C CHARACTERISTICS ON A HISTORICAL TAPE. THE HISTORICAL
 
C TAPE 15 INITIALLY PREPARED BY USING THE DIRECTIVE
 
C -INITIALIZE- . TO APPEND NEW SETS OF CHARACTERISTICS THE
 
C COMMAND -APPEND* WILL TRANSFER OLD SETS FROM TAPE UNIT
 
C I TO TAPE UNIT 2 AND APPEND THE NEW SET . NEW SETS ARE
 
C READ FROM CARDS. PREVIOUSLY STORED SETS MAY 
C RE PRINTED OR PUNCHED BY USING THE COMHA4DS PRINT OR 
C PUNCH RESPECTIVELY. THE SET NO. HJST BE DESIGNATED 
C THE SETS WILL HAVE BEE14 STORED NUMERICALLY IN ORDER ON
 
C THE TAPE. TO MAINIAIN THE INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
 
C IT IS ADVISABLE TO RETAIN THE OLD TAPE WHEN A
 
C NEW ONE ONE IS PREPARED. OLDER VERSIONS MAY BE DISCARDED.
 
C IT IS ADVISABLE ALSO TO USE A TAPE COMPARISON UTILITY
 
C PROGRAM TO VERIFY THE TRANSFER.
 
C
 
C NCS r FILE COUNTER FOR THE OLD TAPE ALSO SERVES AS 
C A FILE POINTER ON UNIT I 
C NCC z FILE COUNTER FOR THE APPENDED SETS 
C JOBT = EXTERNAL DIPZCTIVE. SEE DATA STATEMENT 
C NUMBER = NUMBER OF THE RECOUESTED FILE 
C PAR = INSTRUMENT PARAMETERS 
C IDAT = DATE 
C NUMP = SET NO. AS READ FROM TAPE 
C 
000003 DIMENSION PAR(160,4). IDAT(31. IOPT(4) 00001506
 
000003 DATA IOPT/IOHINITIALIZE,6SHAPPENDSHPINTSIPUNCH/. NCS/Ol
 
C READ DIRECTIVE AND SET NUMBER. 00001508
 
000003 1 READ(SS00) JOPT. NUMBER 00001509
 
000013 IF (FOF.S) 45.2
 
000016 500 FORNAT(AIO.I5 00001511
 
000016 2 WRITE(6,6001 JOPT.NUMMHEP 00001512 
*00026 600 FORI4AT(IHI.///l DIRECTIVE IS -*.10,IS) 
C CHECK DIRECTIVE O00015I14 
000026 nO 3 N 1.4 00001515 
000030 IF(JOPT.EO.IOPT(N)) GO TO(4,S,6,6).N 00001516 
000041 3 CONTINUE 00001517 
000043 WRITE(6.601) 00001518 
000047 601 FOR AT(//4 UNRECOGNIZED DIRECTIVE-//) 
000047 CALL ABORTt2HUD) 00001520 
C FIND FILE 
000051 6 NCS = NCS.1 
000053 Ir(NUMOER-NCS) 7,8.9 
000055 7 IFfNU40EP.GE.1I GO TO 10 00001525 
000060 WRITE(6.602) NUMBER 00001526 
000065 602 FORMAT(//- IC SET NUMBEP.,IS.- DOES NOT EXIST.-, 
- - REOUEST IGNOREO.*f/) 
000065 GO TO I 00001024 
000066 10 REWIF.O I 00001530 
000070 ',CS = 0 
000071 GO TO 6 0000153? 
000072 12 NCS = 1-I 
000074 WRITE (6,608) NCSNUHBER 
000104 608 FORMAT (//o THERE ARE ONLY-IS.- FILES.­
-a CANT FIND FILEI1S//) 
000104 PEWItD 1 00001534 
000106 NCS = 0 
000107 GO TO 1 00001536 
C FORWARD SPACE TO CORRECT SET. 00001637 
000110 q NUM=NUMNER-1 00001538 
000112 00 11 I=NCS.NUM 00009Ibj 
000114 PEAOtI) 00001540 
000117 IF(F*IF.I) 12.11 00001541 
000122 I1 CONTINUE 0000142 
C READ INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS 00001543 
000125 8 I = NUHREP 
000127 REAOI) NUM2.IDATPAR 
000140 IF(gFrI) 12,13 00003545 
000143 13 NCS=NUMIER 
C WRITE INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS. U0001547 
00014S WRITE (6.610) 
000150 610 FORMAT tItI,//fl 
000150 no 15 1=1.4 000015b4 
000152 WRITF(6.60T) RUM? *IDAT.PAR(I.I1,PAR(21. PAP(3.1I 
FIGURE C-2. SOURCE LISTING FOR PROGRAM ICHAR
 
. Anl113 
pFO 
000174 603 

000l11. 

000176 

000e00 

000 03 14 

000222 604 

000222 

000245 

000247 

0002s1 

000254 IS 

000275 

C 

000277 

000301 

00030Z 

000333 4303 

000333 

009335 

000337 

000341 16 

000364 4304 

000364 

000366 

000416 

000420 

000422 

000DD4 17 

000.51 

C 

C 

C 

000452 5 

000454 

000455 

000461 605 

000461 18 

000472 

0006475 19 

000477 

000510 606 

000510 

000521 

C 

000522 4 

000524 26 

000526 

000531 607 

o 
000531 25 

000533 

00055 

000560 20 

000603 

000605 

000607 

000612 

000627 

000632 21 

000651 

000674 

000677 22 

000722 

000724 

000726 

000731 

000746 

000751 23 

C 

000772 

001003 

001005 

001011 800 

00101! 
001013 29 

001023 

001026 30 

001033 35 

001035 

00)036 40 

00)042 609 
FORMA.I(// SEI.,Ib., DATL-.3IsrIS.4,SX.AO,EI5.4) 
1)0 )4 J=4.757 
L J-6 

Ir(L.GT.75) L=75 

WRITf(6.604)IPAR(KI),K=J.L) 

FORHATI(TEIS.) 

dAITEI6,603! N0U2 I[IAT.PAR(76,I),PAR(77,I.PAR(IR.1I
 
00 15 J=79.160,7 

L=J.6 

IF(L.GT.1601 L=160 

WRIT (6,604)(PAR(K,I),K=JL) 

Jr(N.EO.3) GO TO 4 

PUNCH ICAS. 

DO 17 1=1,4 

LL=I 

WRITE(43.43031 NUM2,IDA7 .PAR0.T).PAR(2I).PAR(3.I)
 
UMMER I. LL 

FORUAT(415,IOX.EIC.3.AIO.EIO.3,12X12,JI1l5)
 
130 16 J=4,75.7 

LL=LL-I 

L=J.6 

WRIT(43.4304)(PAk(KI).K=J.L).NIJMBERI.LL 

FOR'1.T(7E0.3.?X.1?.1.15)
 
LL=LL-I 

WRITE(43.43031 NUM2.IDAT ,PAR(I.j),PAR(2.1).PAR(3,I), 

NIJHER. 1. LL 
no 17 J=79,160.7 
LL=LL*1 
L=J.6 

WRITE(43.4304)(PAP(KXi)K=JL)uNUH8ER.1.LL 

GO TO I 

COPY OLD ICCS 

PEWTI'O 1 

'CS 1 0
 
WPITEi(6.605 

FOR4AT(INIt, THE FOLLOWING IC SETS WERE COPIED FROM *. 

-THE OLO FILE-./ 

- SET NUMBER 10 NUMBER OATE-) 

REAO(I) NUM2.IOAT.PAR 

IF(EOFI) 4.19 

NCS = NCS-I
 
WRITE(6.6061 NCSNU2. IDAT 
FORAT(3XIS.9X,I5.3X.315) 

4RITE(2) NUM2,]OAT.PAN 

60 TO I 

READ NEW SETS. 

NCC NCS
 
NCC .NCC-I
 
WPITE(6.607) 
FOPMAT(1I'/ THE FOLLOWING IC SETS WERE APPENDED TO 0 
THE OUTPUT FILE.-) 

00 23 1=1.4 

READ(5.4303) NUMSERIDAT.PAP(I.I)PAR(2.I),PAR(3.II 

IF(F(F.5) 40,20
 
WRITE(6,603) NCCuIDAT.PAR(1.I).PAR(2I)PAR(3.I)
 
00 2) J=4.75.7 

L=J+6 

IC(L.GT.75) L=75 

PEAD(5,4304)(PAR(IKI)K JL) 

IF(FI)F,5) 40,21
 
WRITE(6,604)(PAR(KIIK=J,L) 

READ(5.4303) NUMUER,IDAT.PAR(76,I),PAR(77.II.PAR(78.l1 

IF(EOF,5) 40,22
 
WRITE(6,603) NCC,[OATPAR(76,Il.PAR(77,I).PAR(78.Il
 
nO 23 J=79.1607 

L=J,6 

IF(L.GT.160) L=160 

PEADI54304 }(PAR(KI),K-JL) 

IF(FOF.SI 40,23 
WRITE(6.604)(PAR(K~r),K=JL) 
APPEND ICtS 
WRITEIE) NCCIDATPAR 
IF(JOkT.NE.IOPT(I)) GO 10 29 
WRITE6,800) 
FORMAT(//IOX-FILE INITIALIZEDS//)
 
STOP
 
PEA(5,500I JOST, NUHER 
IF (FOF.51 45,30 
IF( JO(T .EO. IOPI(2) 1 26,35 
E"IJFILE 2 
GO TO 2
 
dPlIf (61,601)
 
FOlMAT (//- UNSATISFIED READ., 
INCOMPLETE SIT OF C)IARACI1PISTICS-//) 
100015%]
 
000015 2 
U000Vg"­
0000 54
 
00001555
 
00001557
 
'0005
 
0000lq
 
9000|560
 
00001561
 
00001562
 
00001563
 
o0001564
 
00001566
 
00001568
 
00001569
 
O0000l70
 
0000157L
 
00001573
 
000
 
00001575
 
00001576
 
00001577
 
00001518
 
00001579
 
000015 0
 
000015t3
 
00001564
 
O000ols
 
00001565
 
0000587
 
00001508
 
00001589
 
00001590
 
00001591
 
00001592
 
00001594
 
00001595
 
00001597
 
00001598
 
00001601
 
00001602
 
00001603
 
00001606
 
00001607
 
00001608
 
00001b09
 
00001611
 
00001612
 
00001615
 
00001616
 
00001617
 
00001618
 
00001o20
 
00001,d2
 
Figure C-2. (continued) 
.ApAGV, IS 114 
OF 'POOR QU--S
 
001042 
001044 
001003 45 
CALL ABORT, 
EN)FILE 2 
STOP 
(2HIC) 
001050 C1ND 00001622 
00001023 
SURPOUTE1NE ABORT(A) 
C 
C HALT PROGRAM IN CASE OF ERROR 
C 
000003 
000011 
000011 
100 
W"'ITE (6.100) A 
FORMAT (IOX,10HABORT CODE.IX,A1O) 
ENF)FILE 2 
000013 R=A/0..1.O 
000017 qTnP 
000021 EJt) 
Figure C-2. (Continued) 
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I1. DEFINITION OF VARIABLES 
The variables employed by ICHAR are defined in Table C-1. 
Table C-1 Definition of Variables 
NSC = File Pointer for File Code 01 
NCC = 'File Pointer for File Code 02 
JOBT = Job Instruction 
NUMBER = File Number to be Printed or Punched 
IOPT Array of Recognized Instructions 
IDAT = Date in Parameters 
NUM2 = Set Number as Read from File Code 01 
PAR = Set of Instrument Parameters 
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APPENDIX D 
PROGRAM TDUPE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Program TDUPE is a translation and duplication program which prepares an 
integer version of the output tape. It is intended that copies of the integerized tape 
be sent to the investigators upon request for use on other comp6ting machines. A 
utility program may be used to prepare additional copies. This appendix describes 
the design and operation of TDUPE. Helpful to the reader are the flow charts of 
Figure D-1 and the program listing of Figure D-2. 
II. DESIGN AND OPERATION 
Action in TDUPE is initiated by an external control card specifying the 
files, by mission and flight, which are to be copied. A file counter is initialized, 
file unit I is rewouncocnd the instruction, is list-ed. The labels on the files are 
examined and compared with the instruction. Files not having the designated 
mission and flight are bypassed until dne is found. At this time a record counter is 
initialized. Then the instrument parameters are read, scaled, and integerized. The 
file heading and instrument parameters are transferred to file unit 2. The file heading 
is also listed on the printer and the file counter is incremented. 
Consecutive records are then read, scaled and integerized. In each instance 
the record counter is incremented. The records are accumulated in blocks by 
subroutine WRITE2 and transferred to tape unit 2 when the block is filled. The 
terminating block is filled with integer zeroes when there are insufficient records to 
fill it. When the file has been exhausted, on EOF is appended to the transferred 
file and a message is given to indicate 1he number of records which have been 
transferred. 
The search for additional files continues until the end of-the, reel is 
encountered. At this point another instruction is sought. The program terminates 
117 
ENTER
 
10 5
 
READMESG 
I NSTRUCTIONS EF 
MiSSION FLINGHT 
5 
YES WRITEEND 90 BY PASS 
EOF, 5 OF REEL 
? 2 
NO NlTlA 
1NITIAL1ZE STOP 
FILE COUNTER 
MEITRUSTN 
I NSTRUCTI ON 
6 
35 1ISRMN 
FIGURE D-1. DESCRIPTIVE LOGIC DIAGRAMFOR PROGRAM TDUPE 
do GNqAjJ PAG~lI 118
oF POOR QUAL1 I 
READ DATA 
RECORD 
TRANSFER
 
i ES FOMN
 >LCEAD<DATA1O 	 MESSAGEPLETI  
FIR DENDFI LE 2
 
26 
RECORD COUNTER
SCALE 	 DATA
 
NO
 
TRANSFER /ORIGROXk.. 	 PgG'B
T A u
LM I
,CALED DATAi 	 QUP01 
FIGURE D-1. (continued) 
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C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM T[)UP'r (INPUT.13IIIPUtTAI'LI -IAIL?. IAPt ')=IIIIJf 
TAPE TRA.ThLATION AND DUPLICATION ROUTIN.L 
THIS PROGRA"l WAS PREPARED NY 
JOHN P. CLAASSEN 
IAP 
F fOItfJIP1) 00001 J3JH 
£000133 
1000 J0 
OD001341 
oool J42 
C1000 343 
,000134 
C ':00013-5 
C UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 00001346 
C CEITLEI FON RESEARCH 00001 47 
C 00001349 
C 10001349 
C THIS PROGRAM PREPARES A MASTER OUPLICATE TAPE OF THE 00001350 
C RADSCAT OUTPUT TAPE FOR USE ON OTHER MACHINES. OTHER (,00013bl 
C COPIES OF THE MASTIR DUPLICATE TAPE HAY BE PREPARED 00001352 
C BY USING AN IN-HOUSE UTILITY PROGRAM. THE OUTPUT DATA 00001353 
C RECORDS ARE TRANSLATED TO INTEGER FOR1AT AFTER 00001354 
C MULTIPLICATION BY AN APPROPRIATE SCALE FACTOR. 00001J55 
c MESSAGES ARE LISTED TO INDICATE THL STATE OF THE 00001356 
C TRANSFER. 00001357 
C 00001358 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS 00001359 
C 000013O 0 
C HISFLT = MISSION AND LT DATA TO BE DUPLICATED 00001361 
C 00001362 
C INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS 00001363 
C 00001364 
C ]HEAD = FILE HEADING 0000136S 
C LCHAR = INSTRUMENT PARAMETER LABEL 00001366 
C ICHAR = INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS 00001367 
C DATA = INPUT RECORDS 00001368 
C IDATA = INTEGER EIUIVAEENT OF DATA 00001369 
C IARRAY = OUTPUT RECORDS' 00001310 
C 00001371 
C WORKING PARAMETERS 00001372 
C 00001373 
C NOF NO. OF FILES 00001374 
C IREC NO. OF RECORDS IN A FILE 00001375 
C IEOR = END or REEL- 00001376 
C 00001377 
C 0001378 
000003 DIMENSION IHEAD(9), ICHAR(1601. DATA(2O), ]DATA(20), 00001379 
IARPAY(201, IEORI2). MIFLT(2), LCHAR(4) 00001380
 
000003 DIMENSION RPAR(751, SPAROO5), SFACT(IS) 00001381
 
000003 LOGICAL EOFI
 
000003 EQUIVALENCE (ICHAR(IhRPAR(1)),CICHAR(76),SPAR1)3 00001382
 
000003 EQUIVALENCE (DATA{I). IDAIACI)) 00001363 
000003 DATA SFACT/I.OEIO, 1.0. I.OES, 1.0E7, 1.OE9, 31.0. 410.0, 00001384 
I."3.,2-I00.0/ 00001385 
000003 DATA IEOR/OHEND OF REE.IHL/ 00001386 
C 
 00001387
 
C READ THE OIPECTIVE 00001388
 
C 00001389
 
000003 10 READ (5,1000 MISFLT 00001340
 
000011 1000 FORMAT (2110) 00001391
 
000011 IF (EIF,.5 20,30 00001392 
C 00001393 
C WRITE -END OF,REEL= 00001394 
C 00001395 
00O014 20 WRITE (2) IEOR. (I.l=3,9) 00001(96
 
000026 STOP 00001397
 
C 00001398
 
c INITIALIZE FILE COUNT 00001399
 
C 0000100
 
000030 30 NOF = 0 00001401 
000031 REWIND I 
000033 WRITE (6,2000) MISFLT 00001-02 
000041 2000 FORPAT (IHI.1IX. -WILL PREPARE COPY OF DATA FROM MISSIOJNIS,0 ANDOOO1403 
SFLT-13///) 00001.04 
000041 35 DEAD (1 INEAD 0000105 
c 00001106 
C CHECK FOR END OF REEL 00001407 
C 00001408 
000046 nf 40 1 = 1.2 0000140q 
000050 40 IFIIHEAD(I) .ME. IEOR(I)I GO TO SO 00001410 
000054 WRITE (6.3000) 'OF 00001411 
000061 3000 FORMAT (//IlX.IS FILES HAVE BEEN TRANSFERRED '///) 00001-12 
000061 All TO 10 00001"13 
C - 00001-14 
C CHFC& FOP FILE NAME 00001.15 
C 00001416 
000062 so 0 60 1=1.? 00001-17 
000064 60 IF (IHEADII) .ME. HISFLI(I)) GOTO 70 '0000]418 
000070 6n TO 90 1 u0001,l 
00070 70 WPITF(6,4000) (ItEAI).I=l.?., HIsELT 00001420 
FIGURE D-2. SOURCE LISTING FCR TDUPE
 
120 co 
000104 4000 FORMAT (Xi, -FILE HEADING - 215 O DES NOT AGREE WITH nIRECTIVE 00001421 
0?15 0000142 
C 00001423 
C fY-PASS UNWANTED FILE 000014,4 
C 00001425 
000104 80 PF.AD (I} 00001426 
000107 IF (EOFi) 35.80 000014,7 
C 000014d8 
C INITIALIZE RECORD COUNT 00001429 
C 00001430 
000112 90 IP''C = 0 00001431 
000113 PEAD (1) LCHAR, ICHAR 00001432 
C 00001433 
C SCALE AND TRANSFER INSTR. PARAMETERS 00001434 
C 00001435 
000122 ICHAP(1)=RPAR(K)-I.OE-6 00001436 
000125 no 91 I=3.20 00001437 
000127 91 TCHAR(I=RPAR(I)I.0E4 00001438 
000134 ICHAR(21)=RPAR(21)*10.0 00001439 
000137 ICHAR(22)=RPAR(22)*10.0 00001440 
000142 0 92 1=23.75 00001441 
000143 92 ICHAPtI)=RPAR(I)I.0E4 00001442 
000150 ICHAR(T6)=SPAR(1)*1.OE-6 00001443 
000153 On 93 1=3.16 00001444 
000155 93 ICHAR(I-75)=SPAR(I)*1.0E4 00001445 
000162 DO 96 1=17.31 00001446 
000164 96 ICHAR(I+75)=SPAR(I})SFACT(I-16) 00001447 
000171 nO 97 1=32.85 00001448 
000173 97 ICHAR(I.7S=SPAR(I)*1.OE4 00001449 
000200 
000212 SO00 
* 
WPITE (6,5000) (IHEAD(1),I=1,7) 
FORMAT (/I1X,0 HAVE MISSION*IS,' 
* RUN0 13) 
FLT*14,* DATE*315* 
D0001450 
FLY LINE*A6,0000145 1 
00001452 
C 00001453 
C UPDATE FILE COUNTER. 00001454 
C 00001455 
000212 NOF = NOF - 1 00001456 
000214 WPITE(2) IHEAD 00001457 
000221 WRITE(2) LCHAR, ICHAR 00001458 
000230 
00023? 
95 CALL REAO1(DATAEOFI) 
IF(.NO1 EOF1) GO TO II0 
000234 100 WRITE (6,6000) IRECNOF 00001461 
000244 6000 FORMAT (//11X,14* RECORDS HAVE BEEN TRANSFERRED FROM FILE- 13///)00001462 
000244 CALL ENOF2 
006245 6) TO 35 00001464
 
C 10001465
 
C UPDATE RECORD COUNTER. 00001.66
 
C 00001467
 
000246 110 IPEC = IREC - 1 00001468
 
C 00001469
 
C SCALE AND TRANSFER RADSCAT MEASUREMENTS. 00001470
 
C 00001471
 
000250 IARRAY(1l=DATA(1)*100.0 00001472
 
000253 IARPAY(2)=IDATA(2) 00001473
 
000254 IARRAY(3=DATA(3)*IO0.0 00001474
 
000257 IAPRAY(4)=DArA(4)*100.O 00001475
 
000261 IAQRAY(5)=IDATA(5) 000014Z6
 
000263 TAPRAY(6)=IDATA(6) 00001417
 
000264 IAPRAY(7)=DATA(1)00000.O 00001418
 
000267 IF (DATA(8I .LT. I.OE-03) GO TO 120 00001479
 
000272 TAPRAY(8) = DATA(8)*1.0 E06 00001430
 
000275 IAPRAY(9)=O00000 60001481
 
000276 G0 TO 130 00001q82
 
000277 120 IA'IRAY(8)=DATA(6)I.OE*09 000014o3
 
000302 IAPPAY(9)= 000000000 00001464
 
000304 130 IAPRAY(I0)=OATA(9)1I0.0 00001435
 
000307 IARPAY(II)=DATA(I0)01IO0.O 00001486
 
000312 IAPRAY(12) = OATA(11)"0000.0 00001487
 
000315 JAPPAY(13)=IDA[A(12) 0000148
 
000316 1APPAY(I4)=0ArA(13)-I0.O 000014d9
 
000321 ]APQAY(IS)=DAIA(14)*I00.O 000011+90
 
000324 TARRAY(16)=DAIA(I5)-100.O 00001491
 
000327 CALL WRITE2(IARRAY)
 
000330 r) TO 95 00001.93
 
000331 E'ID 00001494
 
Figure D-2. (Continued) 
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SUBPOUTINE READI(IDATAEOFI) 
000005 DIMENSION IDATA(20), IBLOCK(20,20) 
000005 LOGICAL FOFI 
000005 DATA NDEX/O/ 
000005 EOFI=.FALSE. 
000005 IF(NOtEX.NEoO) GO 10 10 
000006 HOE =1 
000007 PEAD(1) IBLOCK 
000014 IF(FnlF,1) 100910 
000020 10 IF(IRLOCK(lNDEX).E0O0 ) GO TO 90 
000023 D 20 1=1920 
000025 20 IDATA(I)=IBLOCK(IgNDEX) 
000035 NDEX=NDEX.1 
000036 IF(NDEX.GT.20) NDEX=O 
000041 RfTUPN 
000042 90 PEAn(1) 
000045 IF(EOFE.) 100.90 
000051 100 E0FI=.TRUE. 
000052 NOEX=O, 
000053 RFTUPN 
000054 F'AD 
SUBROUTINE WRITE2 (IARRAY) 
000003 DIMENSION IBLOCK(2020), IARRAY(1) 
000003 DATA INDEX /I/ 
000003 00 20 1 = 1q20 
000005 20 IBLOCK(IINDEX) = IARRAY(I) 
000015 INDEX = INDEX + I 
000016 IF (INDEX oLEo 20) RETURN 
000021 WRITE (2) IALOCK 
000026 Il"DEX = 1 
000027 RETJPRN 
000030 ENTPY ENDF 2 
000036 IF (INDEX oLE, 1) GO TO 30 
000042 DO 25 I = INDEXq20 
000043 nO 25 J= 1.20 
000044 25 IRLOCK(J.I.) = 0 
000054 WRITE (2) IBLOCK 
000061 INDEX=1 
000062 30 EN')FILE 2 
000064 
00065 
RF TUPh, 
E 
riUIGIN 
OF pO0 UAIfIN 
Figure D-2. (Conlinuod)
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when there are no additional instructions. However, before terminating an end 
of reel statement is written on ffle unit 2, 
The variables are defined in Table D-1i. 
Table D-I 
HEAD -
LCHAR = 
ICHAR = 
DATA = 
IDATA -
IARRAY -
IEOR -
SFACT 
Definition of Variables 
File Label 
Instrument Parameters Label 
Instrument Parameters 
Input Records 
Integer Equivalent 
Output Records 
11HEND of Reel 
Scale Factors 
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APPENDIX E 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Two special engineering routines WIDTH and GAIN prepare several antenna 
parameters essential to the reduction of the scatterometer data. WIDTH computes the 
equivalent beamwidth of the RADSCAT antenna; whereas GAIN computes the antenna 
directivity. Other parameters of specidl interest to antenna engineers are also 
computed in GAIN. These programs are provided with the realization that the 
antenna pattern may eventually change through an alteration o the antenna. In 
this case the equivalent beamwidth and gain should then be recomputed based on 
new pattern information and the instrument parameters changed accordingly. 
Each of the programs are described below. Operating instructions are given in 
Section IV F of the main text. 
11. PROGRAM WIDTH 
The theory for this program w6s described in Appendix A, Section III B. 
In that development it is apparent that the equivalent beamwidth is given by 
3oe+ - y":o CO, )sLn& dQJ4 (1) 
where P(O P) is the normalized power pattern function described in the standard spherical 
coordinate system (r , 0 , 4 ). When the pattern is elliptically symmetric, the 
integration may be limited to one quadrant in which case } . Jf 2 o,) s (2) 
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Here it is assumed that the main beam lies on the x-axis as shown in Figure E-1 
It is convenient to work in terms of elevation angle c rather than polar angle 
in which case 
-0 - F f 7r"J P ( ,#) COSE dC d(3) 
Since quadrature techniques usually require rectangular domains of integration, it is 
necessary to apply the transformation 
= SLnE (4) 
so that 
Oec do (5) 
The full limits of integration are not necessary since the integral converges 
repidly over the main beam. Program WIDTH whose listing is shown in Figure E-2 
use this property to advantage. As shown in the driver routine, the upper limits of 
integration are progressively increased by 1/2 degree intervals.in e. The convergence of 
the equivalent beamwidth can then be observed as the domain increases to include 
more of the beam. 
A Gaussian-egendre quadrature technique is employed to perform the double 
integration. This technique is embodied in RINTEG. The reader is referred to Klerer 
and Korn* or any other advanced text on numerically techniques for a discussion of 
this technique. 
The main beam of the RADSCAT antenna patterq is functionally represented 
in the FUNCTION subroutine FUN. RINTEG calls FUN repeatedly to evalute the 
pattern function squared. 
Klerer, M. and Korn, G. A., "Digital Computer Usei's Handbook," McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1970. 
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FIGURE E-1. ANTENNA PATTERN GEOMETRY FOR WIDTH
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C 
PROGRAM WIDTH(OUTPUTTAPE6=OUTPUT) 00000001 
00000002 
C 
C 
THIS ROUTINE DETERHINES THE EQUIVALENT (PENCIL) 
DEAMWIDTH 
00000003 
00000004 
C 
C 
C 
EAMWIDTH FOR AN ANTENNA WHOSE PATTERN IS SPECIFIED 
IN SUHROUTINE FUN. SUBROUTINE RINTEG INTEGRATES 
THE PATTERN BY A QUASSIAN (LEGENORE) QUADRATURE METHOD. 
V0000005 
00000006 
00000007 
C INTEGPATION ARE REPETIVELY PERFORMED AT ONE DEGREE 90000O00 
C INTERVALS OUT TO SIX DEGREES. THE EQUIVALENT 00000009 
C BEAMWIOTH IS CHOSEN FROM THE LISTING AT THE P0114T AT 00000010 
C WHICH THE VALUES BEGIN TO CONVERGE 00000011 
C 00000012 
C THIS PROGRAM WAS PREPARED BY 00000013 
C 00000014 
C JOHN P. CLAASSEN 00000015 
C 00000016 
C UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 00000017 
C CE',TER FOR RESEARCH. 00000018 
C 00000019 
000003 EXTERNAL FUN 00000020 
000003 DATA '1/3.14159265/ 00000021 
000003 
000007 
000007 
300 
WOITF (6.300) 
FORMAT (iH1//) 
WOTTE (6,100) 
00000022 
00000023 
00000024 
000013 100 FORHlAT(30X.S(IH*),OSEARCH FOR THE EQUIVALENT BEAMWIDTH5(IHO)//) 00000025 
000013 '0020 1=16 00000026 
000015 
000017 
X2 = 0.0174532925*FLOAT(I)*0.50 
Y2 = XZ 
00000027 
00000028 
000021 X2 = SIN(X2) 00000029 
000023 xl = 0.0 00000030 
000024 Yl = 0.0 00000031 
000025 Ix = 1001 00000032 
000030 CALL RINTEG (FUN, Z, X2, XI, Y2, Yh IX, IX, 4, 4) 00000033 
000041 BrAlA = SORT (16.0*Z/PI)/0.0174532925 00000034 
000047 WIITE (6,200) I tBEAS 00000035 
000056 200 
* 
FORMAT (10X,*ACTIVE BEAPWIDTH IS *13,* DEGREES. WHEREAS-, 
* THE EOUIVALENT EAMWIDTH ISOFS.2,* DEGREES-) 
00000036 
00000037 
oooo6 20 CONTIJUE 00000038 
000060 STOP 00000039 
000062 END 00000040 
000056 DO 30 I = IMP 00000083 
000057 
000066 30 
SY(1) = SAMPLE(MPI)*HDELY 
CONTINUE 
00000084 
00000085 
000070 DO 50 1 = INP 00000086 
000071 DO 40 J = lIMP 00000087 
000072 
000106 40 
C(I.J) = COEF(NP.I)*COeF(NP.J) 
CONTINUE 
00000088 
00000089 
000110 50 CONTINUE 00000090 
000112 nO 0O N=I.Nx 00000091 
000114 XI=X2 00000092 
000116 X2?XI-OELX 00000093 
000120 XM =,XI . HDELX 00000094 
000121 Y2 = YIP 00000095 
000122 00 A0 M=.MY 00000096 
000124 YI = Y2 00000097 
000126 Y2 = Y1 . DELY 00000098 
000130 YN = Y1 - HOELY 00000099 
000131 DO 70 1=1.,1P 00000100 
000133 
000136 
X=SX()4Xm 
DO 60 J=I'MP 
00000101 
00000102 
000137 Y=S,(J)-YH 00000103 
000142 SUM = SUN+C(IJ)OFUN(XY) 00000104 
000160 60 CONTINUE 00000105 
000162 70 CONTINUE 00000106 
000164 80 CONTINUE 00000107 
000167 90 CONTINUE 00000106 
000171 ZZ = SUMOI)LX*ELY0.250 00000109 
000174 RFTURN 00000110 
000175 FND Uo0000II 
FIGURE E-2. SOURCE LISTING FCR WIDTH 
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JOi POOR? Ql tA
 
C 
SUIAPOUTINE RINUEG (FUN.7Z.X2P,XIP.Y2PYIP,NNXNMY,NNP.MMI) 
THIS ROUTINE EMPLOYS A OUASSIAN LEGENDER OUAORAUPE 
00000041 
00000042 
C INTEGPATION PROCEDURE. INIEGRATION OVER X-Y SEGMENTS 00000043 
C 
C 
ARE PERFORMED AFTER TRANSLATION TO 
FUN= INFEGRAND FUNCTION i 
(-I.1)X(-1,I). 0000004 
00000045 
C ZZ = ElITHER A PARAMETER FOR FUN OR THE INTEGRATED RESULT 00000046 
C OR 4OTH i 00000047 
C X2P,XIP = UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS ON X 0000004 
C Y2pYlp = UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS ON Y 00000049 
C NX,MY = SEGMENTS IN X AND Y, RESPECTIVELY 00000050 
C NP,MP ODLGREE OF PRECISION IN X AND Y, RESPECTIVELY 00000051 
000015 DIMENSION SAMPLE(5.5),COEF(S.S),SX(5),SY(5),C(S,5).SV(25),CV(25) 30000052 
000015 
000015 
ECUIVALENCE 
DATA SV/ 
(SV(I1hSAMPLE(I,1)), (CV(I).COEF(I.1)) 00000053 
00000054 
o 1.0. -0.5773502t9, -0.774596669. -0.861136312, -0.906179846, 00000055 
- 1.0. 0.5773502b9. 0.0. -0.339981044, -0.536469310, 00000056 
o 1.0. 0.0. .774596669, 0.339981044, 0.0, 00000057 
o 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.861136312, 0.538469310, 00000038 
o 1.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.906179846/ 00000059 
000015 OATA CV/ 00000060 
1.0, 1.0, 0.555555556. 0.347854845. 0.236926885. 00000061 
- 1.0, 1.0. 0.888888889. 0.652145155, 0.478628670, 00000062 
* 1.0. 0.0. 0.555555556. 0.65214S155. 0.568888888. 00000063 
* 1.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.347854845, 0.478628670, 00000064 
. 1.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.236926885/ 00000065 
000015 SUM = 0.0 00000066 
000016 X1 = XIP 00000067 
000017 X2 = X2P 00000068 
000020 YI = YIP 00000069 
000021 Y2 = Y2P 00000070 
000022 NX = NNX 00000071 
000023 MY = MRY 00000072 
000025 NP = NNP 00000073 
000026 NP = MMP 00000074 
000030 DELX = (X2-Xl)/FLOAT(NX) 00000075 
000033 DELY = (Y2-Yl)/FLOAT(IY) 00000076 
000037 HOELX = DELXO.50 00000077 
000041 HOELY = DELX*0.50 00000078 
000042 X2 = X1 00000079 
000043 
000045 
DO P0 
SX(I) 
I 
= 
= 1,NP 
SAMPLE(NPI)0 HDELX 
00000080 
00000081 
000054 20 CONTINUE 00000082 
FUNCTION FUN CXX.YY) 0000011
 
C" THIS ROUTINE DEFINES THE SOUARE OF THE ANTENNA u0000113
 
C PATTERN OVER THE MAIN SEAM. 00000114
 
000005 FS0 = XX 00000115
 
00000S ESP = ATAN(ESPSORT(1.0-ESPOESP)) 00000116
 
000015 PHIP =yY -00000117
 
000020 AMXEP = AMAXI (ESP.PHIPi 00000118
 
000024 IF (AmXER .LE. 0.0291 F GO To 10 00000119
 
000027 IF (AMXEP .LE. 0.0349 ) GO TO 20 000001 0
 
000031 IF (AMXEP .LE. 0.0611 ) GO TO 30 00000121
 
000034 IF (AMXEP .[,E. 0.105 ) GO TO 40 00000122
 
000036 IF (AMXEP .LE. 0.628) 60 TO 50 00000123
 
000041 FIN = 10.OF-3q 00000124
 
000042 10 FUN = EXP ( -4690.-ESP-ESP -3280.-PHIP*PHIP ) 00000125 
000050 FUN = FUN*FUN 0000012b 
000052 RPTUPt 00000127 
000032 20 FUN.= EXP(-12I.1*ESP-3280.*PHIP*PHIP) 000001 8 
000050 FUN = FUN-FUN 00000129 
000062 RETUR' 00000130 
000062 30 FUN = O.0398*EXP(-82.*-ESPoESP-1072.°PHIP*PHIP) 00000131 
00007] FUN = FUNOFUN 00000132 
000073 RETURN 00000133 
000073 40 FUN = .O59-EXP(-486oESP-ESP-53°6-PHIPI 00000134 
000102 FUN = RUN4FUN 00000133 
000104 RETURN U000013b 
000104 50 FU4 =0.0001S9oEXP(-OS9*SORT(ESPOESPPHIP*PHIP)) 00000137 
000111 FUN = FUN-FUN 00000138 
000116 RETURN 0)0000139 
000116 EIJ)D 00000140 
Figure E-2. (Continued) 
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II. PROGRAM GAIN 
A. Introduction 
Program GAIN computes the antenna directivity, beam solid angle and, antenna 
efficiency. The theory and design of the program is described below. 
B. Theory 
The antenna beam solid ang,le is given by 
S1= J p(e) SIl 9 dO d1A (6) 
where 
P(6A) = normalized antenna pattern
 
=-polar angle
 
= azimuthal angle 
p(O,) represents the normalized power in the antenna pattern. It can be shown that 
the antenna directivity r is related to 0 by the fol'lowing expression 
4'"r 
4-
_ 
 (7) 
The antenna efficiency, on the otherhand, is the ratio of the power in the 
main beam to that in the entire pattern. Clearly then, the efficiency is given by' 
where 0; is a polar angle which subdivides the main beam. Inthe above expression 
it is tacitly assumed that the main beam lies on the positive z axis as illustrated in 
Figure E-3. 6i is chosen somewhat arbitrarily. Commonly 0i is chosen at the -3 
dB point or at the first null of the antenna pattern. For narrow beam antenna, the 
latter is most appropriate for rodiometric work. 
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FIGURE E-3. ANTENNA PATTERN GEOMETRY FOR GAIN 
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C, Design and Opealicn of GAIN 
In the discussion which follows it will be helpful lo examine tie FORTRAN 
listing for GAIN as shown in Figure E-4. Uponentry info GAIN, an array BEAM 
in which various polarized beam solid angle factors will be stoied, is cleared. The 
main beam solid angles are then computed for various 0. spaced at 1/2 degree 
intervals. The integration of the antenna pattern is performed by RINTEG which in 
turn calls for polatized pattern infoimation from FUNi . The results are stored in 
BEAM. The accumulated solid beam angle is stored in TOTAL. The remainder of 
the polarized beam solid angle is then computed in the following statements. 
At this point the anlenna gain is compuled and the gain and beam solid angle 
are printed. 
In the remainder of the program the power content in the cross--polorized 
pattern (FUN2) is computed and added to TOTAL. A DO loop terminating on 30 
then computes the antenna efficiency at one degree intervals out to 8 degrees. The 
result is listed. 
Finally, the total beam solid angle, including polarized and cross-polarized 
contributions, is printed. 
D. Subroutines FUN1 and FUN2 
The antenna patterns described in FUN] and FUN2 are actually represented 
in terms of another coordinate system.' The relationship between the two coordinate 
systems is illustrated in Figure E-3. In the primed system the pattern is described in 
terms of the elevation angle C and azimuth 4 as shown in Figure E-1 . The 
necessary transformations between the two are performed 'in the opening statements 
of FUN] and FUN2. The latter stafemenis simply evaluate the pattelin over one .of 
six domains in FUNI and over five domains in FUN2. 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000007 300 
000007 
000010 
000012 
000013 10 
000015 
000016 
000017 
000023 100 
C 
c 
C 
000023 
000025 
000031 
000040 
000051 
000055 
000057 20 
C 
c 
c 
000061 
000064 
000071 
000102 
C 
C 
C 
000105 
000107 
000113 
000124 200 
0 
C 
C 
C 
000124 
000125 
000132 
000143 
C 
C 
C 
000146 
000150 
000162 
000162 300 
0 
000162 30 
C 
C 
C 
000164 
000172 400 
000172 
000174 
PROGRAM GAIN (0UTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT) 000001"2 
000001.3 
THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THF ANTENNA GAIN AN[) EFFECIENCY FROM O00001.4 
ANTENNA (POWER) PATTERNS OESCRIED IN FUNI AN) FUN2. 1 
FUNI DESCRIBES THE POLARIEO PATTERN WHEREAS FUN2 DESCRIBES THE 
00000145 
0000014 
CPOSS-POLAPIE'PATfIERN. 100007 
0000014A 
THIS PRifORA' WAS PREPARED BY I000001 
010000150 
JOHN P. CLAASSEN 000001 I 
000001O 2 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC. 00000153 
00000154 
OIMENSION BEAM(10)3 LFF(I0) 000001 5 
EXIERiAL FUNI 00000156 
EXTERNAL FUN2 00000157 
DATA P1/3.141592651 0000015A 
DATA FACT'IR/0.0174532925/ 00000159 
W:'ITF (0.500) 
FORMAT (1h1//) 
00000160 
OOOO01o 
TOTAL = 0.0 00000162 
Oq 10 1 = 1.10 00000163 
BEAM(I) = 0.0 0000016. 
CONTINUE 00000165 
Y2 = P1/2.O 
Y] = 0.0 
00000166 
00000167 
W',ITF (..100) 00000168 
FOPMAT(30X,*ANTENhA GAIN AND EFFICIENCY FACTOR%-//) 0000016q 
00000170 
COMPUTE THE HAIN HEAM SOLID ANGLE 00000171 
00000172 
DD 20 1 = I's 00000173 
X1 = COS(FIOAT(I)FACTOo0.S) 00000174 
X2 = COS(FLOAI(I-I)FACTOR 0.3O) 00000175 
CALL PINTEG (F-tNI, Z, X2. Xl, Y?. Yl. 2. 90. 3, 3) 00000176 
REAM (1.1) = REAM (1) - 4.0-/ 00000177 
TOTAL = TOTAL * 4.0Z 00000178 
rONTINUE 00000179 
00000180 
COUPUTE THE PEHAINOEQ 9EAN SOLID AuGLE 00000181 
00000182 
X? = COSC.00FACTOP) 00000183 
XI = COS(I?0.0F&CT'lp) 00000184 
CALL PlNTEG (FUNI, 7. X2. XI. V?. YI 115 90, 3, 3) 00000165 
TOTAL = TOTAL - 4.0 / 110000186 
00000187 
CO-PUIE GAIN 000001 0 
00000189 
GAINI = 4.0oPI/TOTAL 00000190 
GAIN2 = 10.OOALOG10iGAIull 00000191 
RITE 1 6.200) TOTAL. GAINI. GAIN? 00000192 
FORMAT I SX.'P(ILANIZED'8EAM SOLID ANGLE=-E14.6/ 00000193 
5X.POLARIZED GAlh=EI4.6, OP-F6.l0' DUB//) 00000194 
00000195 
COMPUTE THE CONTRIOTION FROM THE CR0S5 PATTERN 00000196 
00000197 
X2 = 1.0 000001 9' 
Xl = COS (FACT()R5.0) 00000199 
CALL RINTEG(FUN2.ZI2,X1Y2,YI .5,40,4.4) 00000200 
TOTAL = TOTAL - 4.00Z 00000201 
000002 
CO"PUIE BEAM EFFICIENCY 00000203 
0000026 
DO 30 1 = 1.8 00000205 
EFF(II) = BEAM(141)/TOTAL OOO0020 
WMITE (6.300) I. EFF(I) 00000207 
FORMAT(SXOACIVE REAIWIDTH IS *13.- DEGREES.-, 
* CORRESPONDING EFFICIENCY 15-F6.3* 
00000208 
0002OO 9 
CONTINUE 00000210 
00000211 
WRITE THE BEAH SOLID ANGLE 00000212 
00000213 
WRITE (6.400) TOTAL 0000021 
FORMAT (/5X.STOTAL HIAN SOLID ANGLE=-EI4.bI 000002lq 
STOP 00000116 
Eo) 00000217 
FIGURE E-4. SOURCE LISTING FOR GAIN 
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SUNROUTINE RIITEG (FUN, ZXP.X]',Y2P.YIPNNXHMY.NtJP.NMI') 00000/lB 
C 
C 
THIS ROUTINE EMPLOYS A OUASSIAN LErFrNIRE 
INTEGRATION PROCEDURE. INTEGRATION OVER 
QUAONA(IURC 
X-Y SFGM4ENTS 
V000Oel 
00000220 
C ARE PERFORlED'AFTER TRANSLATION TO (-IIlX(-I.I). 00000221 
C FUN= INTEGRAND FUNCTION 00000222 
C ZZ = EITHER A PARAMETER FOR FUN OR THE INTEGRATED RESULT 00000223 
OR 4OTH 00000224 
C X2P.XIP - UPPER AND LOWFR LIMITS ON X 00000225 
C Y2PYIP = UPPLR AND LOWER LIMITS ON Y 000002Z6 
C NXtMY = SEGHNNTS IN X AND Y, RESPECTIVELY 00000227 
C NP.HP = DEGREE OF PRECISION IN X AND Y. RESPECTIVELY 00000228 
000015 DIMENSION SANPLE(S5).COEF(S,5),SX(S)SY(5l.C(5,5)SV(25).CV(25I 00000229 
000015 FOUIVALENCE (SV(IISAHPLE(IIh CV(I),COEF(II)) 00000230 
0000IS DATA SV/ 1 000002J1 
O 1.0. -0.577350269. -0.774596669, -0.861136312. -0.906179846. 00000232 
o 1.0. 0.577350269. 0.0. -0.339981044, -0.538469310. 00000233 
-1.0. 0.0 .774596669. 0.339981044, 0.0. 00000234 
* 1.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.861136312. 0.538469310. 00000235 
o 1.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.906179846/ 00000236 
000015 . DATA CV/ 00000237 
1.0. 1.0. 0.5S5555556. 0:3478544S4. 0.2369268B5. 00000238 
- 1.0, 1.0, 0.888888889, 0.652145155. 0.478624670. 00000239 
o 1.0, 0.0. 0.555555556. 0.652145155, 0.568888888, 00000240 
O 1.0* 0.0, 0.0. 0.347854845. 0.478628670. 00000241 
1.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.236926885/ 00000242 
C 00000243 
C CLEAR SUMMING VARIABLE 00000244 
C 00000245 
000015 SUM =0.00 00000246 
C 00000247 
C RE-ASSIGN INPUT ARGUMENTS 00000248 
C 00000249 
000016 X S xIP 00000260 
000017 X2 S X2P 00000251 
000020 YI YIP 00000252 
000021 Y2 v Y2P 00000253 
000022 NX g NNx 00000254 
000023 - MY Mlvy 00000255 
000025 NP NNP 00000256 
000026 MP MHP 000002E7 
C 00000258 
C COMPUTE LENGTH OF CELL SIDES 0000259 
00000260 
000030 0ELX = (X2-XII/FLOAT(NX) 00000261 
000033 OELY = (Y2-Yl)/FLOAT(MY) 00000262 
000037 HOELX = OELX'0.50 00000263 
000041 HMOLY = OELX-0.S0 00000264 
C 00000265 
C FORM SAMPLE FACTOR.FOR X 00000266
 
C 

C 

00000267
 
0000.2 0 20 1 = INP 
 00000268
 
000043 SX(I) = SAMPLE(NPI)-HOELX 00000269
 
000052 20 CONTINUE 
 00000270
 
C 00000271
 
C 
 FORM SAMPLE FACTOR FOR Y 00000272
 
C .00000273
 
00000274
 
000055 SYIT) = SAMPLE(MP.I).tDELY 00000275
 
000064 30 CONTINUE 00000276
 
C 

000054 00 30 1 = INP 
00000277
 
C FORM GAUSSIAN WEIGHTS 00000278
 
C 
 00000279 
000066 00 50 1 = INP 00000280 
000067 DO 40 J = I.MP 00000281 
000070 C(I.J) a COEF(NPI)-COEF(MP.J) 00000262
 
000104 40 CONTINUE 00000263
 
000106 50 CONTINUE 
 00000284
 
00000285
 
C INTEGRATE IN STRIPS OF DELX 00000286
 
C 

C 

00000287
 
00000288 
000112 DO 90 N=I.NX 
000110 x2 = XI 
00000289
 
000113 X51X2 1 
 00000290 
000115 X2=XI*DELX 00000291 
000117 XM . Xl * HOELX 00000292
 
00000293
 
C INTEGRATE ALONG Y 000002 4
 
c 

C 

00000295
 
00000296
 
000121 00 AO H-IMy 00000291
 
000123 Yi - Y2 

000120 Y2 - YIP 

000002fl
 
Y2 YI * DELY OOO002q9 
000127 YM YI * HDELY 
000125 

0000Jo0
 
C 
 00000101
 
C TRANSFORM TO CELL (-1,llX(-lI) 00000 0W?
 
V1 .Figure E-4. (Continued) 
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C 
O001JO 

000132 

0OOI5 

000136 

000141 

000157 

000101 

000163 

000166 

000170 

000173 

000174 

000005 

000013 

000016 

000022 

000024 

000031 

000034 

0000.5 

000046 

000051 

000052 

000054 

000057 

000062 

000064 

000067 

000071 

000074 

000077 

000106 

000110 

000123 

0001O4 

000124 

000133 

000133 

000142 

090142 

000152 

000152 

000162 

0001,2 

000173 

000173 

000177 
000201 

000204 

000207 

000224 

000225 

00000J03
 
00 70 I=I14P 
 00000304
 
X=SX(I)-XM 00000105
 
00 60 J=IMP 
 00000 Ob
 
C 
 00000 £08
 
C FORH PARTIAL SUM 
 00000109
 
00000310
 
Y=SY(J).YH 00000307
 
C 

0
 
SUM = SUM-C(I.J) FUN(XY) 00000311
 
60 CONTINUE 00000312
 
70 CONTINUE 
 00000313
 
80 CONTINUE 
 00000314
 
00000315
 
C 

90 CONTINUE 

00000316
 
C APPLY JACOBIAN 
 00000317
 
C 
 00000316
 
00000319
 
RETURN 00000320
 
END 

ZZ = SUM*OELXDELYOO.250 

00000321
 
00000322
 
C 

FUNCTION FUNk (XY) 

00000323
 
C POLARIZED PATTERN 
 v0000324
 
C THIS FUNCTION SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE PATTERN INTENSITY 00000325
 
C IN THE PRIMED COORDINAT SYSTEM. THE PATTERN IS 00000326
 
C EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF ELEVATION AND AZIMTH IN THAT 00000327
 
C COORDINATE SYSTEM. THE INPUT ARGUMENTS. HOWEVER, ARE 00000328 
C DESCRIBED IN AN UNPRIMLn COORDINATE SYSTEM RELATED 00000329 
C TO THE PRIMED SYSTEM BY A ROTATION ABOUT THE 00000330 
C Y AXIS. THE BORE SIGHT 
IS ON THE X-PRIME AXIS IN 00000331
 
C THE PRIMED SYSTEM AND ON THE Z AXIS IN THE UNPRIAEO 00000332
 
C SYSTEM. 
 00000333
 
C 
 00000334
 
00000335
 
C TRANSFORM TO PATTERN COORDINATES 00000336
 
C 

C 

00000337
 
SINX = SORT(I.0 - X-X) 00000338
 
COSY = COS(Y) 
 00000339
 
SINY=SQRT(I.0-COSY-COSY) 00000340
 4
 00000341
 
SINTP = SORT(1.0-COSTPCOSTP) 

COSTP =-SINX COSY 

00000342
 
) 
 00000343
 
PHIP= ATAN2(SINXUSINY,X) 

THETAP=ATAN2(SINTPCOSTP
 
000003M4
 
APHIP = ABS(PHIP) 
 00000345
 
AESPP = A8S(1147079633-THETAP) 
 00000346
 
ESO = AESPP-AESPP 
 00000347 
00 = PHIP-RHIP 00000348
 
00000349
c 
C EVALUATE THE PATTERN FUNCTIONS 00000350 
00000351
C 
00000352
 
IF (AMXEP .LE. 0.0291 G0 TO 100 00000353 
IF (AMXEP .LE. 0.0349 ) GO TO 200 00000354 
IF (AMXEP .LE. 0.0611 1 GO TO 300 00000355 
IF (AHXEP .LE.'0.105 ).GO TO 400 00000356 
AMXEP = AMAXI(AESPP,PHIP 

IF (ANXEP .LE. 0.628 1 GO TO 500 00000357
 
Xl = -SIUITPaCOS(PHIP) 1 00000358
 
Xl = ATAN2(SORT I.0-XI1XI).XI) 00000359
 
XID = XI-S7.2957796 
 00000360
 
IF (XID .LT. 100. .AND. XI1 .01. 60. GO TO 600 00000361
 
FUNI i 0.0 
 00000362
 
00000363
RETURN 

000003b4
100 FUNI = EXP ( -4690.*ESO -3280.-PSO I 
0000036b
RETURN 

200 FUN! wEXP(- 121.IAESPP-3280.PSO) 
 000003b6
 
RETURN 
 00000367 
300 FUNI . 0.0398EXP(-820.7-ESO-1072.PSO1 000003b8 
00000369 
400 FUNI = O.OI59*EXP(-486.ESO-53.6APHIPI 
RFTURN 

00000370
 
00000371
RFTURN 
00000312
SOO FUN] = 0.000159=EXP(-8.59=SORT(FSOPSO)I 00000J13RPTURN 
00000374
600 TANPSI = SINTP/COSTP-SIN(PHIP) 

00000375
PSI = ATANITANPSI) 

COSPS = COS(PSI)I2 
 00000376
 
00000377
SINPS = SIN(PSI)--2 

FUNI = 13.16E-05COSPS - 6.31E-06-SINPS) 
 00000318 
a EXP(-(XID-A0.)*2/10G.'COSPS * 36.*SINPSf) uO00001 
00000380
RFTURN 
 1OOO3HlElD 

,9 Th Figure E-4. (Continued) 
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19 
C 
FUNCIION FON? (X-Y) 0000038? 
00000383 
C CROSS-POLARIZED PATTERN 00000384 
C THIS FUNCTION SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE PATTERN INTENSITY 00000385 
C IN THE PRIMED COORDINAIF SYSTEM. THE PATTERN IS 00000386 
C EXPRESSED IN TERMS Or ELEVATION AND AZIHTH IN THAT 00000387 
C COORDINATE SYSTEM. THE INPUT ARGUMENTS, HOWEVER, ARE 00000388 
C DESCRIBED IN AN UNPRI14ED COORDINATE SYSTEM RELATED 00000389 
C TO THE PRIMED SYSTEM BY A ROTATION ABOUT THE 00000390 
C Y AXIS. IHE BORE SIGHT IS ON THE A-PRIME AXIS IN 00000391 
C THE PRIMED SYSTEM AND ON THE Z AXIS IN THE UNPRIAED 00000392 
C SYSTEt. 00000393 
C 00000394 
C 00000395 
C TRANSFORM TO PATTERN COORDINATES 00000396 
C 00000397 
000005 SINX = SORT(I.0 - X*X) 00000398 
000013 COSY = COS(Y) 00000399 -
000016 STNY SORT(1.0-COSY*COSY) 00000400 
000022 COSTP =-SINX*COSY 00000401 
000024 SINTP = S0RT(I.O-COSTP*COSTP) 00000402 
000031 
000034 
THETAP=ATAN2(SINTP.COSTP) 
PHIPz ATAN2(SINX0 SINY,X) 
00000403 
00000404 
000045 APHIP = ABS(PHIP) 00000405 
000046 AFSPP = ARS(I.57079633-THETAP) 00000406 
000051 ESO = AESPP*AESPP 00000407 
000052 PSQ = PHIP*PHIP 0000008 
c 100000409 
C EVALUATE THE PATTERN FUNCTIONS 00000410 
C 00000411 
000054' A'XEP = AAXI(AESPP,PHIPI O0000 I2 
000057 IF (AMXEP .LE. 0.0291 1 0 TO 100 00000413 
000062 
000064 
IF 
IF 
(AMXEP .LE. 
{AMXEP .LE. 
0.0349 
0.0611 
) GO TO 200 
1 GO TO 300 
00000411 
00000415 
000067 IF (AMXCP .LE. 0.10S ) GO TO 400 00000416 
000071 FlJN2 = 0.0 00000.17 
000072 RrTUPN 00000418 
000073 100 FUN2 O.0O63 EXP (-4690.*E50-3280.PSO) 00000419 
000103 RETURN 00000420 
000103 200 FUN2 = 0.0063*EXP ( -4690.*ESO -3280.*PS0 1 00000421 
000113 RFTURN 00000.22 
000113 300 FUN2 = 0.0O02S*EXP(-821.*PSO-21.*ES) 00000423 
000123 RETURN 00000"24
 
000123 400 FUN2 = O.00025EXP(-821-*PS-8ZI*r.S) 00000425
 
000133 RETURN 
 00000426
 
000133 END 00000427
 
Figure E-4. (Confinued) 
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